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Abstract-! All!known!living!cells!contain!a!complex!set!of!molecular!machinery!to!support!their!growth! and! replication.! However,! the! earliest! cells! must! have! been! much! simpler,!consisting!of! a! compartment!and!a!genetic!material! to!allow! for!Darwinian!evolution.!To!study! these! intermediates,! plausible! model! ‘protocells’! must! be! synthesized! in! the!laboratory! since! no! fossils! remain.! Recent! work! has! shown! that! fatty! acids! can! selfUassemble! into! vesicles! that! are! able! to! grow! and! divide! through! simple! mechanisms.!However,!a!selfUreplicating!protocell!genome!has!not!yet!been!developed.!Here!we!discuss!studies! of! systems! that! allow! for! the! copying! of! nucleic! acid! templates!without! enzymes!and!how!they!could!be!developed!into!a!genetic!material.!! The! simplest! method! of! nonUenzymatic! template! copying! is! to! use! activated!nucleotides!that!can!polymerize!spontaneously.!We!used!the!templateUdirected!addition!of!2UmethylimidazoleUactivated!guanylate! to!an!RNA!primer!as!a!model! system!to!study! the!mechanism! of! polymerization.!We! found! that! general! acidUbase! catalysis! is! not! involved!and!the!reaction!has!a!maximum!rate!at!pH!7.5.!Inner!shell!contacts!to!Mg2+!at!the!reaction!center! are! likely! important! to! orient! the! 3!Uhydroxyl! and! phosphate! for! inline! attack.!Furthermore,! we! found! that! there! is! likely! an! interaction! between! activating! groups! of!adjacent!monomers,! which! has! important! implications! for! activating! group! optimization!and!in#situ!monomer!activation.!! We!then!report!the!synthesis!and!nonUenzymatic!polymerization!of!the!nonUnatural!2!UaminoUthreose! nucleic! acids! (2!UNH2UTNA).! We! found! that! 2!UNH2UTNA! nucleotides!
! iv!
polymerized! more! slowly! than! similar! aminoUsubstituted! ribonucleic! acids.! Although!singleUstranded!TNA!is!less!flexible!than!RNA,!we!found!that!polymerization!of!2!UNH2UTNA!nucleotides!was!slower!on!TNA!templates.!These!results!suggest!that!TNA!would!have!been!a!poor!competitor!to!RNA!in!the!origin!of!life.!! Finally,!we!report!the!development!of!initiator!nucleotides!that!use!‘click’!chemistry!to! siteUspecifically! label! RNA! transcripts.!We! propose! a! scheme! for! an! in# vitro! selection!experiment! using! these! nucleotides! to! isolate! a! ribozyme! that! could! catalyze! RNA!replication.!Altogether,! these!results!will!help!guide! the!development!of!a!selfUreplicating!nucleic!acid!system!that!can!be!integrated!with!a!compartment!to!create!a!protocell.!
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( The#complexity#of#even# the#simplest#known# life# forms#makes#efforts# to# synthesize#living# cells# from# inanimate# components# seem# like# a# daunting# task.# However,# recent#progress#in#efforts#to#create#synthetic#cells,#ranging#from#simple#protocells#to#artificial#cells#approaching#the#complexity#of#bacteria,#suggests#that#the#synthesis#of#life#is#now#a#realistic#goal.#Protocell#research,#fueled#by#advances#in#the#biophysics#of#primitive#membranes#and#the#chemistry#of#nucleic#acid#replication,#is#providing#new#insights#into#the#origin#of#cellular#life.# Parallel# efforts# to# construct#more# complex# artificial# cells,# incorporating# translational#machinery# and# protein# enzymes,# are# providing# fresh# insights# into# the# requirements# for#proteinEbased#life.#We#discuss#recent#advances#and#remaining#challenges#in#the#synthesis#of#artificial# cells,# the# possibility# of# creating# new# forms# of# life# distinct# from# existing# biology,#and#the#promise#of#this#research#for#a#deeper#understanding#of#the#nature#of#living#systems.#
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Figure( 1.1( (continued).# compartment,# which# is# typically# a# phospholipid# or# fatty# acid#vesicle,#grows#through#the#internal#synthesis#or#external#addition#of#lipids,#or#by#competing#with#other#cells#for#their#lipids.#As#the#cell#grows,#the#system#becomes#unstable#to#give#the#spontaneous# budding# and# division# of# the# cell# into# small# daughter# cells# that# repeat# the#process.##
1.2(Genomes(and(Genome(Replication(# #To#propagate#indefinitely#a#synthetic#cell#must#be#able#to#replicate#its#own#genetic#material.#In#this#section#we#first#discuss#nonEenzymatic#and#then#ribozymeEcatalyzed#RNA#replication,# since# these# are# the# two# proposed# processes# for# genome# replication# in# RNA#based# protocells.# We# then# discuss# the# approaches# that# have# been# taken# for# proteinEcatalyzed#genome#replication#in#artificial#cells,#which#typically#take#advantage#of#viral#RNA#or# DNA# polymerases# because# of# their# great# simplicity# in# comparison# to# cellular# DNA#replication#systems.##
1.2.1(NonDenzymatic(replication(
































Figure( 1.2( (continued).# RNA,# hydrolysis# RNA# and# activated# nucleotides,# and# lack# of#sequenceEgeneral#copying#have#limited#the#potential#for#selfEreplication.#
(# The# templateEenhanced# nonEenzymatic# synthesis# of# nucleic# acids# was# first#demonstrated# in# the# 1960s# (Schramm,# Grotsch,# and# Pollman# 1962;# Naylor# and# Gilham#1966;#Sulston#et#al.#1968),#but#the#reactions#were#slow,#inefficient#and#in#the#case#of#RNA#synthesis#led#to#a#predominance#of#nonEnatural#2!E5!Elinked#material.#Extensive#subsequent#work# by# Leslie# Orgel# and# colleagues# showed# that# ribonucleotides# activated# with# 2Emethylimidazole#as#a#leaving#group#could#be#used#to#copy#short#CErich#RNA#templates#on#a#timescale# of# hours# or#days#without# enzymes# (Inoue# et# al.# 1984;#Haertle# and#Orgel# 1986;#Joyce#and#Orgel#1986;#Wu#and#Orgel#1992a).#Although#the#products#were#predominantly#3!E5!Elinked,#the#reaction#was#highly#sequence#and#baseEcomposition#dependent,#with#A#and#U#residues# being# copied# particularly# slowly# (Wu# and# Orgel# 1992c)# and# with# poor# fidelity#(Rajamani#et#al.#2010).#Even#all#GC#sequences#could#not#be#copied#efficiently,#for#example,#the#best#yield#obtained#in#efforts#to#copy#a#14Emer#all#GC#template#was#2%.#For#these#and#other#reasons,# including#incomplete#regiospecificity,# the#need#for#primers,# the#problem#of#strand#separation,#and#the#lack#of#mild,#specific#chemistry#for#monomer#activation#(and#reEactivation#following#hydrolysis),#Orgel#and#indeed#most#researchers#in#the#field#eventually#became#convinced#that#nonEenzymatic#RNA#replication#was#not#chemically#realistic#(Orgel#2004;#Joyce#2002).####
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Nucleotide&activation&&# The#2!E3!#cyclic#phosphate#nucleotides,#although#attractive#from#the#point#of#view#of#prebiotic#synthesis,#are#insufficiently#activated#to#lead#to#efficient#template#copying#(Renz,#Lohrmann,# and# Orgel# 1971;# Pitsch# et# al.# 1995),# while# the# NTPs# used# in# biology# are# too#unreactive# for# nonEenzymatic# polymerization# (Rohatgi,# Bartel,# and# Szostak# 1996a).#Nucleotides# activated# with# 2Emethylimidazole# (2EMeIm),# known# as# phosphorE2Emethylimidazolides,# react# relatively# quickly# to# preferentially# give# the# natural# and# more#stable# (Wasner# et# al.# 1998)# 3!E5!# linkage# (Inoue# and# Orgel# 1981).# Interestingly,# other#imidazole#derivatives#do#not#react#as#quickly#(Inoue#and#Orgel#1981)#and#activation#with#imidazole#itself#preferentially#gives#2!E5!# linkages#(Weimann#et#al.#1968).#To#date,#there#is#no# mechanistic# understanding# of# why# 2Emethylimidazole# activated# nucleotides# react# so#quickly#and#regiospecifically#with#the#3!Ehydroxyl#group,#although#sterics,#nucleophile#and#activating# group# pKa’s,# and# interactions# between# the# activating# groups# of# stacked#monomers# (Wu# and#Orgel# 1992a)#may#play# a# role.# The# rate# of# addition# of# guanosine# 5!EphosphorE2Emethylimidazolide#to#a#primer#on#a#poly(C)#template#depends#on#the#length#of#the# template,# the# monomer# concentration# and# the# magnesium# concentration,# but# it# is#typically#around#one#per#hour# (Prakash,#Roberts,#and#Switzer#1997),#whereas# the#rate#of#monomer#hydrolysis#is#~#0.02#E#0.05#hE1#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1989).### Although# 2EMeIm# is# the# most# widely# used# activating# group,# the# search# for#replacements# with# superior# properties# continues.# Richert# and# colleagues# have# made#extensive#use#of#1EhydroxyE7Eazabenzotriazole#(HOAt),#which#was#originally#developed#for#peptide#coupling#(Carpino#1993).#They#have#achieved#higher#rates#with#this#leaving#group#than# 2EMeIm# when# adding# single# nucleotides# to# a# 3!Eamino# modified# primer# on# a# DNA#
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template# (Stuetz#et#al.#2007;#Hagenbuch#et#al.#2005)#and# in#an#RNA#system#(Vogel,#Deck,#and# Richert# 2005).# It# is# not# yet# clear# how# the# two# activating# groups# compare# for# the#addition#of#multiple#nucleotides,#or#how#faster#monomer#hydrolysis#and#the#requirement#for#higher#pH#for#HOAt#activated#nucleotides#(Vogel,#Deck,#and#Richert#2005)#would#affect#their#utility#in#a#selfEreplicating#system.## Nucleophilic#catalysts#have#been#used#to#generate#highly#reactive#nucleotides#in&situ#from#2EMeIm#or#HOAt#activated#monomers.#In#particular,#NEalkylated#imidazole#derivatives#(Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013)#and#pyridine#(Röthlingshöfer#et#al.#2008)#have#been#used# to# accelerate# nonEenzymatic# primer# extension# reactions# with# aminoEterminated#primers,# but# similar# catalysis# has# not# been# demonstrated#with# an# RNA# system.# Adenine#derivatives# such#as#1Emethyladenine# are# also# good#potential# activating# groups# (Prabahar#and# Ferris# 1997),# but# their# use# in# templateEcopying# has# not# been# explored.# A# thorough#understanding#of# the#mechanism#of#nonEenzymatic#primer#extension#would#allow# for# the#rational#design#and#optimization#of# improved#activating#groups,#as#opposed#to#the#ad&hoc#screening#that#is#currently#employed.##
Base&pairing&and&fidelity&# Polymerases#not#only#accelerate#the#phosphoryl#transfer#reaction,#they#also#increase#the#affinity#and#specificity#of#the#nucleotide#E#template#interaction#(Loeb#and#Kunkel#1982).#Without# polymerases,# fidelity# and# sequence# context# become# significant# challenges# to#replication.#G#and#C#residues#are#copied#much#more#quickly#than#A#and#U#residues#due#to#stronger#baseEpairing,#and#the#presence#of#multiple#A#or#U#residues#in#a#row#in#a#template#drastically#reduces#copying#efficiency#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992c).#Furthermore,#the#comparable#
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strength#of#a#GEU#wobble#pair#to#an#AEU#base#pair#(J.#L.#Chen#et#al.#2012)#leads#to#significant#misEincorporation#of#G#across#from#U#(Leu#et#al.#2011).## Two#approaches#have#been#taken#to#overcome#these#problems.#In#the#first,#modified#baseEpairs#are#used#in#place#of#AEU.#For#example,#the#5Epropynyluracil#(UP)Ediaminopurine#(D)#base#pair#is#similar#to#AEU,#but#has#three#hydrogen#bonds#and#improved#base#stacking.#This#baseEpair#has#been#used#to#achieve#comparable#rates#of#nonEenzymatic#polymerization#to#the#GEC#base#pair#in#multiple#systems#(J.#Chaput,#Sinha,#and#Switzer#2002;#Schrum#et#al.#2009).#However,#since#the#propynyl#group#lowers#the#pKa#at#position#N3#of#the#uracil#ring#(Budow#et#al.#2009)#it#could#stabilize#the#enol#tautomer#and#thus#strengthen#WatsonECrickElike# G:U# misEpairing,# similar# to# the# 5Ebromo# substitution# (Katritzky# and# Waring# 1962).#Conversely,# 2Ethio# substitution# on# uracil# or# thymine# strengthens# baseEpairing# to# A,# but#weakens#wobble#pairing#to#G#due#since#sulfur#is#a#weak#HEbond#acceptor#(Testa#et#al.#1999;#Sintim# and# Kool# 2006),# and# may# therefore# improve# both# rate# and# fidelity.# Many# other#alternate# base# pairs# are# also# possible# (Wojciechowski# and# Leumann# 2011).# The# second#approach#is#to#use#short#oligonucleotides#instead#of,#or#in#addition#to#monomers#(Szostak#2011;#Lohrmann,#Bridson,#and#Orgel#1981)#since#the#cooperativity#of#baseEpairing#helps#to#stabilize# individual# AEU# pairs.# High# fidelity# can# be# achieved# in# nonEenzymatic#oligonucleotide# ligation# at# elevated# temperatures# (James# and# Ellington# 1997),# and#oligonucleotide#ligation#is#selective#for#3!E5!#linkages#(Rohatgi,#Bartel,#and#Szostak#1996b).#Activated# trimers# have# been# used# to# demonstrate# replication# of# a# hexamer# template#(Sievers#and#Kiedrowski#1994),#but#the#poor#efficiency#of#ligation#has#so#far#prevented#this#approach#from#being#extended#to#longer#templates.#
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# After#the# incorporation#of#a#mismatched#nucleotide# in#a#template#copying#reaction#both# the# rate# (Rajamani# et# al.# 2010)# and# fidelity# (Leu# et# al.# 2013)# of# the# next# addition#decrease.#This#stalling#effect#causes#accurate#template#copies#to#be#produced#more#quickly#than#mutant#sequences,#thus#increasing#the#apparent#fidelity#of#the#replication#process#and#the# length# of# sequences# that# can# be#maintained# through# replication.# Conversely,#mutant#products# tend# to# incorporate# stretches#of#mismatches# and# could# therefore# lead# to# ‘leaps’#through#sequence#space,#which#could#facilitate#the#evolution#of#novel#structures#(Leu#et#al.#2013).##
Backbone&modifications&# Changing# the# hydroxyl# nucleophile# of# a# riboE# or# deoxyriboEnucleotide# to# a# more#reactive# amine# is# an# effective# means# of# enhancing# the# rate# of# nonEenzymatic#polymerization.# Both# the# 2!Eamino# and# 3!Eamino# modifications# of# ribonucleotides# were#originally#explored#by#Orgel#et#al.#in#template#copying#reactions,#and#were#found#to#be#more#reactive#than#their#hydroxyl#counterparts#(Lohrmann#and#Orgel#1976;#Zielinski#and#Orgel#1985;#Zielinski#and#Orgel#1987;#Tohidi#et#al.#1987).#More#recently,#our#group#and# that#of#Clemens# Richert# have# studied# the# 2!E# and# 3!EaminoEdideoxyribonucleotides# in# primer#extension#reactions.#Using#primers#with#a#3!Eamino#terminus#and#‘helper#oligonucleotides’#that# assist# monomer# binding,# Richert# and# colleagues# have# achieved# rapid# and# accurate#templateEdirected# single# nucleotide# primer# extension# (Kaiser# et# al.# 2012;# Kervio# et# al.#2010).#By#applying# these# lessons# to#an#all#RNA#system,# they#have#been#able# to#efficiently#and# accurately# copy# short# mixedEsequence# RNA# templates# (Deck,# Jauker,# and# Richert#2011),#although#this#process#was#quite#slow.##
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We#have#found#that#both#2!Eamino#(Schrum#et#al.#2009)#and#3!Eamino#(Zhang#et#al.#2013)#modified#nucleotides#can#copy#an#RNA#C4#template#in#>80%#yield#in#~#10#minutes.#The# reaction# rates#are# sensitive# to# the# template# structure,#with#AEform#helices# (RNA#and#LNA)# giving# faster# rates# in# both# cases# than#DNA# templates.# In# the# 2!Eamino# system,# AEU#base#pairs#were#not#copied#efficiently#so#the#UPED#pair#was#used#instead.#Surprisingly,#in#the#3!Eamino# system,# both# A4# and# T4# templates# were# copied# efficiently.# In# a# further# step#towards# selfEreplication,# we# have# used# 3!Eamino# nucleotides# to# copy# mixed# sequence#templates# composed# of# phosphoramidate# DNA# (3!ENPEDNA),# the# product# of# 3!Eamino#nucleotide# polymerization# (Zhang# et# al.).# The# GET# wobble# base# pair# gave# significant#misincorporation#in#this#system,#but#the#use#of#the#2Ethio#modification#of#T,#which#stabilizes#pairing#to#A#and#weakens#pairing#to#G#(Testa#et#al.#1999),# improved#both#the# fidelity#and#rate# of# copying# (Zhang# et# al.).# Although# 3!ENPEDNA# is# attractive# as# a# possible# genetic#polymer# for# protocells,# the# copying# of# longer# mixed# sequence# templates# has# yet# to# be#demonstrated.### Many# modified# backbone# nucleic# acids# that# are# capable# of# WatsonECrick# baseEpairing#have#been#synthesized#(Hill#et#al.#2001),#but#only#a#few#have#been#examined#from#the#point#of#view#of#their#ability#to#support#selfEreplication#(Eschenmoser#1999).#Threose#nucleic#acids#(TNA)#form#stable#WatsonECrick#duplexes#with#complementary#TNA,#RNA#and#DNA#strands#(Schoning#et#al.#2000),#and#have#been#used#as#templates#in#the#nonEenzymatic#polymerization# of# ribonucleotides# (Heuberger# and# Switzer# 2006).# Furthermore,# an#aptamer#made# of# TNA# has# been# isolated# by# in& vitro# selection# (H.# Yu,# Zhang,# and# Chaput#2012).#PyranosylERNA#(pERNA)#has#been#used#as#a#template#for#the#nonEenzymatic#ligation#of# pERNA# oligonucleotides# (Pitsch# et# al.# 1995).# Interestingly,# hexitol# nucleic# acids# (HNA)#
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(Hendrix#et#al.#1997)#and#altritol#nucleic#acids#(ANA)#(Allart#et#al.#1999),#which#both#form#single# strands# that# are# preEorganized# into# an# AEform# geometry,# are# superior# to# RNA# as#templates#for#the#nonEenzymatic#polymerization#of#activated#ribonucleotides#(Kozlov#et#al.#2000).#However,#the#corresponding#activated#HNA#and#ANA#monomers#do#not#polymerize#efficiently,#indicating#that#subtle#differences#in#monomer#structure#and#reactivity#can#affect#the#reaction#(Kozlov#et#al.#2000).#Peptide#nucleic#acids#(PNA)#are#based#on#a#peptide#backbone#(Nielsen#1999)#but#can#form#WatsonECrick#baseEpairs#with#many#nucleic#acids#(Wittung#et#al.#1994).#The#peptide#backbone#means#that#the#whole#range#of#peptide#chemistry#can#be#employed#in#efforts#to#demonstrate#template#copying.#For#example,#PNA#dimers#have#been#used#in#DNA#templateEdirected# polymerization# through# EDACEmediated# peptide# bond# formation# (Schmidt# et# al.#1997),#while#reductive#amination#has#also#proven#to#be#an#effective#way#to#polymerize#PNA#pentamers#with#aldehyde#and#amino#termini#on#a#DNA#template#(Kleiner#et#al.#2008).#PNA#monomers,#however,#are#prone#to#cyclization#(Schmidt#et#al.#1997).#Conversely,#a#PNA#C10#oligomer#has#been#shown#to#be#an#effective#template#for#the#polymerization#of#guanosine#5!Ephosphorimidazolide#(Schmidt,#Nielsen,#and#Orgel#1997).#Interestingly,#PNA#also#allows#for#the#templateEdirected#attachment#of#nucleobase#units#onto#a#preformed#backbone.#This#process#has#been#demonstrated#using#reductive#amination#to#make#the#process#irreversible#(Heemstra# and# Liu# 2009),# and# dynamically# using# thioester# linkages,# where# the# base#composition#was#shown#to#change#in#response#to#changing#template#sequences#(Ura#et#al.#2009).#Since#it#is#uncharged,#PNA#based#on#the#original#aminoethylglycyl#backbone#is#prone#to#aggregation#(Nielsen#et#al.#1991;#Egholm#et#al.#1992);#however,#a#version#of#PNA#based#on#a#repeating#dipeptide#motif# in#which#alternating#amino#acids#have#charged#side#chains#
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(e.g.# asp)# and# nucleobase# side# chains# can# form# stable,# soluble# duplexes# (Mittapalli# et# al.#2007).##
Other&challenges&# There#are#many#challenges#on#the#path#to#nonEenzymatic#selfEreplication#other#than#the#basic#problems#of#rate#and#fidelity#(Szostak#2012).#In#particular,#strand#separation#(and#thus#continuing#cycles#of#replication)#can#be#quite#difficult.#Even#the#simplest#ribozymes#are#typically# over# 30# nucleotides# long# (McCall# et# al.# 2000);# however,# an# RNA# duplex# of# that#length# could# have# a# melting# temperature# over# 100oC# (Xia# et# al.# 1998),# and#phosphoramidate#DNA# is#even#more#stable# (Gryaznov#et#al.#1995).#Therefore,# in#order# to#replicate# functional# nucleic# acids,# thermal# denaturation# alone# will# not# suffice.# Possible#solutions#to#this#problem#are#the#use#of#denaturants#such#as#formamide#to#destabilize#the#helix,#the#replication#of#short#fragments#that#can#assemble#into#larger#functional#structures,#or#the#use#of#heterogeneous#backbones.#The#mixture#of#2!E5!#and#3!E5!#linkages#that#results#from#nonEenzymatic#RNA#polymerization#is#usually#considered#undesirable.#However,#our#laboratory#has#recently#shown#that#both#an#aptamer#and#a#ribozyme#can#maintain#function#with# up# to# 25%# of# 2!E5!# linkages# randomly# interspersed# in# the# sequence# (Engelhart,#Powner,#and#Szostak#2013).#Since#2!E5!#linkages#significantly#destabilize#a#duplex#(Wasner#et# al.# 1998)# and# can# be# copied# nonEenzymatically# (Prakash,# Roberts,# and# Switzer# 1997),#they#could#be#beneficial#in#replicating#RNA#systems#by#facilitating#strand#separation.## Since# a# continuous# supply# of# activated# monomers# is# required# for# indefinite# selfEreplication,# the# tendency#of# activated#monomers# to#hydrolyze#or# cyclize# is# also# a# serious#problem.#Furthermore,#hydrolysis#of#activated#monomers#generates#nucleotides#that#act#as#
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competitive# inhibitors# of# templateEdirected# polymerization# (Deck,# Jauker,# and# Richert#2011).# The# significance# of# these# issues#was# highlighted# by# a# recent# study# by# Deck# et& al.#(Deck,# Jauker,# and# Richert# 2011),# who# were# able# to# efficiently# copy# an# RNA# template#containing# all# four# natural# bases# by# immobilizing# the# primerEtemplate# complex# on#magnetic#beads#and#repeatedly#exchanging# the#solution#of#activated#monomers.#We#have#recently#obtained#a#similar#improvement#in#a#vesicleEencapsulated#RNA#copying#system,#by#using# dialysis# to# refresh# the# external# solution# with# fresh# monomers# while# removing#hydrolyzed#monomers#(Adamala#and#Szostak).#Ultimately#a#more#effective#way#to#solve#this#problem# would# be# through# efficient# and# selective# chemistry# for# in& situ# reEactivation# of#hydrolyzed#monomers.#A#variety#of#reagents#have#been#used#to#activate#nucleotides#in&situ#including#carbodiimides#(Sulston#et#al.#1968),#NEcyanoimidazole#(Ferris,#Huang,#and#Hagan#1989),# and# cyanogen# bromide# (Dolinnaya# et# al.# 1991);# however,# these# reagents# also#alkylate#nucleobases#and#other#nucleophiles#(Gilham#1962;#Chu,#Wahl,#and#Orgel#1983).#A#general,#mild#and#efficient#means#of#reEactivating#monomers#in#situ#would#no#doubt#lead#to#significant#improvements#in#the#efficiency#of#nonEenzymatic#RNA#replication.### In#summary,#many#of#the#seemingly#insurmountable#problems#with#nonEenzymatic#nucleic# acid# replication# have# been# overcome# in# recent# years.# While# several# difficult#problems#remain,#potential#solutions# to#all#of# these# issues#have#been#proposed,#such#that#there#is#now#a#sense#of#optimism#that#nonEenzymatic#templateEdirected#replication#may#be#demonstrated#in#the#not#to#distant#future.#####
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1.2.2(RibozymeDcatalyzed(replication(# Crick,#Orgel#and#Woese#first#predicted#the#existence#of#RNA#catalysts,#or#ribozymes,#in# the# late#1960s,# as#a# solution# to# the#chicken#and#egg#problem#of# the#origin#of#DNA#and#protein# based# life# (Woese# 1967;# Orgel# 1968;# Crick# 1968).# The# discovery# some# 15# years#later#of#ribozymes#in#biology#(Kruger#et#al.#1982;#GuerrierETakada#et#al.#1983)#immediately#generated#great# interest# in# the#possibility#of# ribozymeEcatalyzed#RNA#replication# (Gilbert#1986)# (Figure# 1.2B).# Given# substrates# with# a# 5!Eterminal# guanosine# residue,# to# mimic# a#splicing# intermediate,# selfEsplicing# introns# were# shown# to# add# nucleotides# to# a# singleEstranded# oligonucleotide# (Been# and# Cech# 1988),# to# ligate# multiple# oligonucleotides#together#on#a#template#(Doudna#and#Szostak#1989),#and#to#extend#a#primer#in#a#templateEdependent#manner# (Bartel# et# al.# 1991).# Indeed,# the# sunY# ribozyme# can# be# broken# into# a#multiEsubunit# complex# that# can# catalyze# the# templateEdirected# assembly# of# one# of# its#subunits# from# a# set# of# oligonucleotides# (Doudna,# S,# and# Szostak# 1991).# Despite# the#development#of#a#shorter#and#more#active#version#of#the#sunY#ribozyme#(Green#and#Szostak#1992),# it# was# never# able# to# achieve# selfEreplication# for# at# least# two# reasons:# the#complementary#oligonucleotide# substrates#bound# to# and# inhibited# the# ribozyme,# and# the#isoenergetic#transesterification#reaction#used#by#the#ribozyme#provided#insufficient#driving#force#for#the#formation#of#long#products.## Due#to#the#inherent#limitations#of#systems#based#on#selfEsplicing#introns,#subsequent#efforts# shifted# to# the# in& vitro# selection# of# novel# ribozymes# that# could# use# activated#nucleotides# to# copy# templates# (Bartel# and# Szostak# 1993).# One# of# the# first# ribozymes#isolated#by#in&vitro#selection#catalyzed#the#attack#of#the#3!Ehydroxyl#of#one#oligonucleotide#on#the#5!Etriphosphate#of#a#second#oligonucleotide,#when#both#were#aligned#on#a#template#
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(Bartel#and#Szostak#1993).#This#ribozyme,#known#as#the#class#I#ligase,#is#able#to#catalyze#the#addition#of#a# single#nucleotide#onto#a#primer,#using#an#NTP#substrate# (Ekland#and#Bartel#1996).#McGinness# and# Joyce# (K.#McGinness,#Wright,# and# Joyce# 2002)# used# continuous# in&
vitro# evolution# to# select# for# a# variant# of# this# ribozyme# that# can# catalyze# three# successive#nucleotidyl# transfer# reactions# in# both# 5!3!# and# 3!5!# directions.# However,# the#polymerase#activity# conferred#by# the#evolved#point# substitutions#was#modest,# and# it#was#the# evolution#of# a# novel# accessory#domain# that# first# transformed# the# class# I# ligase# into# a#true#polymerase.#The#resulting#R18#ribozyme#can#catalyze#the#templateEdirected#elongation#of#a#primer#by#up#to#14#nucleotides,#again#using#NTPs#as#substrates#(Johnston#et#al.#2001).#The#R18#ribozyme#is#a#proofEofEprinciple#that#ribozymes#can#catalyze#RNA#polymerization,#an#assumption#at#the#heart#of#the#RNA#world#hypothesis.#It#has#also#been#a#useful#starting#point#for#further#in&vitro#selection#experiments#with#the#ultimate#goal#of#achieving#RNA#selfEreplication#(Zaher#and#Unrau#2007).## To# date,# the# best# RNA# polymerase# ribozyme# is# the# tC19Z# variant# of# the# R18#ribozyme#(Wochner#et#al.#2011),#developed#through#a#combination#of#in&vitro#selection#and#engineering.#It#contains#several#base#substitutions#that#improve#activity#and,#critically,#was#engineered# to# bind# the# 5!Eend# of# its# substrate# through# sequence# complementarity# to# a#region# of# the# ribozyme.# The# R18# ribozyme# has# very# low# affinity# for# its# primerEtemplate#substrate,# but# catalyzes# the# reaction# rapidly# and# with# some# processivity# once# bound#(Lawrence# and# Bartel# 2003).# By# building# in# a# sequenceEspecific# interaction# with# the#template,#Wochner#et&al.#observed#a#dramatic#increase#in#ribozyme#activity.#On#a#template#composed#of#repeats#of#an#optimized#11#nt#sequence,#the#tC19Z#ribozyme#is#able#to#extend#a#primer#by#up#to#91#nt#(albeit#with#a#yield#of#only#0.035%).#The#mutation#rate,#as#assessed#
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by# sequencing# fullElength# products,# was# 8.8x10E3,# although# this# value# is# likely# an#underestimate# since# it# does# not# include# products# that# may# have# stalled# after# a# misEincorporation# event# (Rajamani# et# al.# 2010).# This# ribozyme# polymerase# was# used# to#synthesize#a#catalytically#active#24#nt#portion#of#the#miniEHammerhead#ribozyme,#the#first#example#of#a#ribozyme#being#synthesized#by#another#ribozyme.#Although#this#was#a#major#advance,#R18#is#close#to#200#nt# in#length,#so#a#significant#increase#in#activity,#processivity#and# sequence# generality# would# be# required# to# even# approach# the# copying# of# its# own#sequence.# Furthermore,#R18# is# highly# structured,#with#many# selfEcomplementary# regions#that# are# strong# blocks# to# continued# template# copying.# Finally,# R18# is# only# active# in# the#presence# of# high# concentrations# of# Mg2+,# which# catalyzes# RNA# hydrolysis,# including#degradation#of#the#ribozyme#itself.## Further# efforts# to# optimize# R18Ederived# ribozymes# may# be# facilitated# by# the#recently#determined#structure#of#the#class#I#ligase#core#(Shechner#et#al.#2009;#Shechner#and#Bartel# 2011).# Globally,# the# class# I# ligase# resembles# a# tripod# with# three# helical# legs#converging# on# the# active# site# (Shechner# et# al.# 2009).# Similarly# to# most# proteinaceous#polymerases,#the#class#I#ligase#uses#an#Mg2+#ion#to#coordinate#the#3!Ehydroxyl#group#of#the#primer# and# αEphosphate;# however,# it# does# not# use# the# second# ion# of# the# canonical# two#metalEion#mechanism.#Instead,# the#pyrophosphate# leaving#group#is#oriented#back#into#the#major#groove#and#nucleobase#and#hydroxyl#groups#are# thought# to#stabilize# the# transition#state# electrostatically# through# hydrogen# bonding.# The# accessory# domain# is# less# well#characterized,#but#Wang#et&al.#(Wang,#Cheng,#and#Unrau#2011)#used#mutational#analysis#to#identify# critical# secondary# structures# and# tertiary# interactions.# They# suggested# that# the#domain#is#likely#draped#over#the#vertex#of#the#class#I#ligase#tripod#structure.#
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# Since#the#point#mutations#identified#by#selection#experiments#on#the#R18#ribozyme#have#resulted#in#only#modest# improvements,# it# is#possible#that#the#ribozyme#represents#a#local#maximum# of# activity# in# sequence# space.# If# that# is# the# case,# the# significant# advance#required#to#achieve#selfEreplication#may#have#to#come#either#from#the#evolution#of#one#or#more# additional# accessory# domains,# or# from# a# different# polymerase# core# entirely.# After#developing#the#R18#polymerase,#Lawrence#and#Bartel#(Lawrence#and#Bartel#2005)#selected#for# eight# other# accessory# domains# for# the# class# I# ligase.# Although# none# of# the# new#ribozymes#were# better# than# the# R18# polymerase,# they# offer# different# starting# points# for#further#selection.#Accessory#domains#conferring#enhanced#processivity#would#seem#to#offer#the#greatest#potential# for#improvement.#Similarly,#a#number#of# independent#core#catalytic#domains# are# now# available,# and# some# have# been# transformed# into# nascent# polymerases.#McGinness#and#Joyce#(K.#E.#McGinness#and#Joyce#2002)#evolved#the#hc#ligase#into#the#18E2#ribozyme#which#can#catalyze#the#addition#of#single#nucleotides#to#a#primer#using#NTPs#as#substrates.# Other# natural# (Vicens# and# Cech# 2009)# and# selected# (Rogers# and# Joyce# 2001)#ligase# ribozymes# have# the# potential# to# be# evolved# into# polymerases;# however,# the# direct#selection# for# polymerase# ribozymes#with# high# affinity# for# the# primerEtemplate# substrate#would# avoid# the# difficulty# of# evolving# an# RNA# that#was# initially# selected# to# perform# one#function#into#a#variant#with#a#different#function.### Polymerase#activity#has#the#advantage#of#allowing#for#an#openEended#exploration#of#sequence# space;# however,# systems# with# more# limited# evolutionary# potential# have# been#used#to#explore#aspects#of#selfEreplication#in#an#RNA#system.#Joyce#and#colleagues#(Paul#and#Joyce#2002;#Kim#and#Joyce#2004;#Lincoln#and#Joyce#2009)#developed#a#system#based#on#the#R3C#ligase#ribozyme#that#is#able#to#ligate#together#two#halves#of#another#R3C#ligase#(Rogers#
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and#Joyce#2001),#which#can#then#ligate#together#two#halves#of#the#original#ligase#ribozyme.#This# system# shows# the# exponential# growth# characteristic# of# selfEreplication# (Ferretti# and#Joyce# 2013).# Limited# evolutionary# dynamics# were# incorporated# into# this# system# by#coupling# the#particular#sequence#of#a#variable# four#nucleotide# ‘genotype’# in# the#substrate#recognition# arm# to# a# particular# sequence# of# a# variable# region# in# the# ligase# active# site#(Sczepanski# and# Joyce# 2012).# After# continuous# in& vitro# evolution,# the# population# was#dominated# by# sequences# with# a# more# active# ligase# ‘phenotype’# that# preferentially#replicated#ligases#with#the#same#genotype,#as#well#as#inactive#parasitic#sequences#that#were#recognized#by#the#active# ligases# through#stable#mispairing#at# the#genotype#site.#However,#the# diversity# of# this# system# is# inherently# limited# by# the# length# of# the# genotype# and#phenotype#sequences,#which#must#be#provided#externally.## Another# approach# to# ribozyme# selfEreplication# that# is# based# on# fragment# ligation,#but# in# this# case# using# splicing# chemistry,# has# been#developed#by# Lehman# and# colleagues#(Riley# and# Lehman# 2003;# Hayden# and# Lehman# 2006;# Hayden,# Kiedrowski,# and# Lehman#2008;#Vaidya#et#al.#2012).#This#threeEribozyme#system#was#able#to#amplify#itself#through#a#cooperative# network# of# crossEcatalysis.# Although# the# compartmentalization# of# such# selfEreplicating# systems# could# in# principle# be# coupled# to# cell# level# evolutionary# selection# (I.#Chen,#Roberts,#and#Szostak#2004),#achieving#continued#replication#inside#protocells#would#be#difficult#because#of# the#need# to# feed# the# system#with# large#oligonucleotide# substrates,#while# retaining# ligated#products# in# the# cell.# Furthermore,# the# evolutionary# capabilities#of#such# systems# are# inherently# limited# by# the# large,# defined# RNA# substrates# that# must# be#provided,#whereas# polymerase# based# replication# systems# can#more# readily# evolve# novel#functions#through#openEended#exploration#of#sequence#space.#
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1.2.3(ProteinDcatalyzed(replication(# #When# proteins# are# introduced# to# the# system,# the# issue# of# nucleic# acid# genome#replication# becomes# relatively# simple.# Many# enzymeEbased# methods# have# been# used# to#replicate# nucleic# acid# sequences,# including# the# polymerase# chain# reaction# (PCR)#(Oberholzer,# Albrizio,# and# Luisi# 1995),# the# Qβ# replicase# (Oberholzer# et# al.# 1995),# and#reverse# transcriptase/RNA# polymerase# systems# (Guatelli# et# al.# 1990;# Wright# and# Joyce#1997).### PCR# has# been# used# to#model# genome# replication# in# several# artificial# cell# systems.#Although# most# polymerases# are# strongly# inhibited# by# fatty# acids,# PCR# proceeds# well# in#phospholipid#vesicles#(Oberholzer,#Albrizio,#and#Luisi#1995;#Kurihara#et#al.#2011).#Deamer#
et&al.#(Chakrabarti#et#al.#1994)#found#that#although#phospholipid#membranes#are#normally#impermeable# to# NTP# substrates,# temperature# cycling# across# the# lipid# melting# transition#creates# defects# which# allow# NTPs# to# enter# vesicles,# thus# allowing# for# continued# RNA#replication.# Phospholipid# vesicles# are# also# quite# robust# to# the# temperature# fluctuations#required# for# PCR.# Sugawara#et& al.# have# used#PCR# to# replicate#DNA#within#more# complex#replicating#vesicles#composed#of#phospholipids#and#cationic#lipids#(Kurihara#et#al.#2011).## The#Qβ#replicase#system#is#particularly#interesting#since#it#uses#the#RNAEdependent#RNAEpolymerase# from# the# Qβ# bacteriophage,# which# can# replicate# its# genomic# RNA#isothermally#without#the#use#of#primers#(Haruna#and#Spiegelman#1965).#This#system#was#the# first# used# to# demonstrate# the# evolution# of# a# nucleic# acid# sequence# in& vitro# (Mills,#Peterson,# and# Spiegelman# 1967)# and# has# been# successfully# incorporated# into# vesicles#(Oberholzer#et#al.#1995).#Yomo#et&al.#have#extensively#studied#the#activity#of#Qβ#replicase#in#
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model# protocells# (Kita# et# al.# 2008;# Ichihashi# et# al.# 2008;#Urabe# et# al.# 2010;#Bansho# et# al.#2012).## #With# proteinEbased# replication,# the# problem# of# genome# replication# is# deferred# to#the#problem#of#replicating#the#protein#polymerase,#which#necessitates#incorporation#of#the#complex# translational# machinery.# In# vitro# translation# systems# have# successfully# been#incorporated# into# vesicles,# resulting# in# the# efficient# synthesis# of# proteins# (Oberholzer,#Nierhaus,#and#Luisi#1999;#Noireaux#and#Libchaber#2004),#including#the#Qβ#replicase#itself#(Kita# et# al.# 2008).# However,# replicating# the# entire# system# including# DNA# and# RNA#polymerases,# transcription# and# translation# factors,# tRNAs,# the# ribosome,# and# other#components# is#still#a#distant#goal#and#proposals#to#do#so# involve#over#100#genes#(Forster#and# Church# 2006;# Luisi,# Ferri,# and# Stano# 2005).# Properly# coordinating# the# replication# of#such#a#large#synthetic#system#may#require#additional#regulatory#components.###
1.3(Compartments(and(Compartment(Replication(Work#on#developing#selfEreplicating#compartments#for#model#protocells#is#relatively#advanced,# in# that# complete# replication# cycles# of# growth# and# division# have# been#demonstrated.#Fatty#acid#based#vesicles#are#prebiotically#plausible,#and#have#many#physical#properties# that#are#appropriate# for#a#protocell#with#minimal# (or#no)#evolved#biochemical#machinery.# For# more# advanced# artificial# cell# models,# more# complex# membranes# are#required.#Phospholipid#based#membranes#seem,#so#far#at#least,#to#be#essential#for#avoiding#polymerase#inhibition#by#fatty#acids;#however,#the#use#of#phospholipid#membranes#raises#a#host# of# problems,# from# the# need# to# import# NTPs# and# other# small# molecule# substrates#through#these#more#cohesive#membranes,#to#the#need#for#mechanisms#to#drive#membrane#
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growth# and# division.# Generally# these# problems# are# solved# through# the# use# of# additional#proteins,# further# increasing# the# complexity# of# the# system,# although# in# some# cases# novel#physical#processes#can#provide#alternative#solutions.#Alternative#forms#of#encapsulation#or#segregation,#such#as#emulsion#(Figure#1.3A),#coacervate#and#ATPS#systems#are#also#being#explored.###
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1.3.1(Fatty(acid(basic(vesicles(# The# protocell# membrane# is# a# compartment# boundary# that# serves# two# critical#functions.# First,# it# provides# a# selective# barrier# between# the# cell# and# its# environment,#allowing# the# influx# of# nutrients# and# the# efflux# of# waste# while# stably# encapsulating# the#macromolecular# contents# of# the# protocell.# Second,# it# provides# the# physical# link# between#functional#gene#products#and#the#genome#from#which#they#were#expressed#E#this#physical#link# is#necessary# for#Darwinian#evolutionary# selection.#Compartmentalization#also#allows#for# the# selection# of# cooperative# gene# networks.# Without# compartmentalization,# selfEreplicating# systems# are# prone# to# parasitism# from# species# that# are# replicated# efficiently#(Szathmary#and#Smith#1995).#For#a#protocell#membrane#to#be#viable#as#part#of#a#model#for#the# origin# of# cellular# life,# it# should# be# able# to# assemble,# grow# and# divide# spontaneously#without#the#assistance#of#any#gene#products.## Fatty#acids#form#bilayer#membranes#when#the#solution#pH#is#approximately#the#pKa#of# the# carboxylate# head# groups# in# the# membrane,# allowing# them# to# form# transient#hydrogenEbonded#dimers#(Haines#1983;#Cistola#et#al.#1988)#(Figure#1.3B).#The#formation#of#vesicles# at# this# pH# is# highly# cooperative# and# is# characterized# by# a# critical# aggregation#concentration# (cac)# of# fatty# acid# monomers# above# which# vesicles# spontaneously# selfEassemble# (Tanford# 1980).# Unlike# phospholipids,# fatty# acids# rapidly# exchange# between#vesicle# membranes,# micelles# and# dissolved# monomers.# It# is# this# dynamic# exchange# that#makes#fatty#acids#particularly#well#suited#as#components#of#protocell#membranes,#because#
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such#vesicles# can#grow#either# through# the#external#addition#of# fatty#acids# (I.#A.#Chen#and#Szostak#2004),#or#by#absorbing#material#from#other#vesicles#(I.#Chen,#Roberts,#and#Szostak#2004;#Budin#and#Szostak#2011),#as#well#as#through#the#generation#of#fatty#acids#in&situ#from#precursors# (Walde# et# al.# 1994).# Furthermore,# multilamellar# vesicles# (i.e.,# vesicles# with#multiple# membranes)# form# threadElike# shapes# as# they# grow# that# readily# divide# into#spherical#daughter#vesicles#with#the#application#of#shear#forces#(Zhu#and#Szostak#2009)#or#following#photochemically#induced#pearling#(Zhu#et#al.#2012).#These#cycles#of#growth#and#division#can#be#repeated#without#the#loss#of#vesicle#contents#(Zhu#and#Szostak#2009).#We#have#recently#shown#that#this#process#can#be#driven#simply#by#the#concentration#of#a#lipid#solution#by#solvent#evaporation#(Budin,#Debnath,#and#Szostak#2012)#(Figure#1.4).#Division#of# spherical# vesicles# can# be# induced# by# extrusion# through# narrow# pores,# although# this#process#results#in#partial#loss#of#contents#(Hanczyc,#Fujikawa,#and#Szostak#2003).## Fatty#acid#membranes#are#much#more#permeable#than#phospholipid#membranes#to#small# charged# molecules.# In# particular,# activated# nucleotides# can# pass# through# the#membrane# and# take# part# in# templateEdirected# polymerization# inside# the# protocell# to#produce# oligonucleotide# products# that# remain# trapped# inside# (Mansy# et# al.# 2008).# To# a#certain#extent,#the#permeability#(Sacerdote#and#Szostak#2005;#Mansy#et#al.#2008),#stability#(Mansy#and#Szostak#2008;#Monnard#et#al.#2002),#and#dynamics#(Budin#and#Szostak#2011;#Bruckner#et#al.#2009;#Apel,#Deamer,#and#Mautner#2002)#of#fatty#acid#vesicles#can#be#tuned#by# changing# the# acylEchain# length# and# saturation# state# of# the# fatty# acid# components,# or#through#the#addition#of#additives#such#as#fatty#alcohols,#fatty#esters#and#polycyclic#aromatic#hydrocarbons.##
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acids#are#not#as#robust#as#those#made#of#phospholipids.#In#particular,#they#precipitate#in#the#presence# of# millimolar# concentrations# of# divalent# cations,# which# are# required# for# nonEenzymatic#RNA#polymerization#(Monnard#et#al.#2002)#and#many#enzymes.##
1.3.2(Phospholipid(and(Synthetic(Lipid(Vesicles(# Phospholipid# vesicles# are# the# compartment# of# choice# for# more# complex# artificial#cells;# their# biophysical# properties# have# been# studied# extensively# (Tanford# 1980)# (Figure#1.3C).#They#are#stable#to#a#wide#range#of#conditions#and#they#can#be#formed#by#a#variety#of#different#techniques#(Jesorka#and#Orwar#2008).#However,#because#phospholipid#molecules#are#essentially#permanently#anchored#within#membranes,# and# therefore#do#not#exchange#between# membranes,# the# growth# of# phospholipid# vesicles# must# occur# through# different#processes#than#those#that#lead#to#the#growth#of#fatty#acid#vesicles.#Under#certain#conditions#phospholipid# vesicles# can# grow# through# fusion# with# other# vesicles# (Müller# et# al.# 2003;#Terasawa#et#al.#2012;#Johnson#et#al.#2002;#Sunami,#Caschera,#et#al.#2010),#but#vesicleEvesicle#fusion#mediated#by#fusogenic#lipids#or#peptides#is#often#associated#with#significant#contents#leakage.# In#principle,# in&situ#enzymatic# lipid#synthesis#(Kuruma#et#al.#2009;#Murtas#2010)#should# allow# unlimited# growth# as# long# as# appropriate# substrates# are# supplied,# and# the#necessary# enzymes# are# generated# internally# by# translation.# Division# by# budding# can# be#induced#by#the#depletion#volume#effect#(Terasawa#et#al.#2012)#or#phase#separation#(AndesEKoback# and# Keating# 2011)# of# encapsulated# polymers,# or# through# enzymatic# activity#(Staneva,#Angelova,#and#Koumanov#2004;#Takakura#and#Sugawara#2004).### Membrane# vesicle# growth# and# division# using# nonEbiological# lipids# and# small#molecule#catalysts#has#been#explored#by#Sugawara#et&al.#(Takakura,#Toyota,#and#Sugawara#
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2003;#Takahashi#et#al.#2009;#Kurihara#et#al.#2011).#In#one#system,#an#amphipilic#aldehyde#is#generated# in& situ# through# the# action# of# a# membraneElocalized# catalyst# on# a# protected#precursor;# the# aldehyde# then# condenses#with# an# amphilic# amine# to# form#a# cationic#bolaEamphiphile# (Kurihara# et# al.# 2011).# In# related# experiments,# the# in& situ# synthesis# of#membrane# forming# amphiphiles# was# found# to# perturb# the# structure# of# multilamellar#vesicles#so#as#to#cause#either#vesicle#division,#or#the#assembly#and#release#of#new#vesicles#from#the#interior#of#a#preEformed#vesicle.#The#combination#of#catalyzed#lipid#synthesis#and#subsequent# vesicle# division# is# an# exciting# advance# towards# selfEreplicating# systems# of#compartments#that#are#chemically#distinct#from#anything#seen#in#biology.###
1.3.3(Alternative(approaches(to(compartmentalization(# Although#phospholipid#and# fatty#acid#vesicles#are# the#most#studied#models# for# the#membranes#of#artificial# cells,#other# systems#have#been#developed.#As# reviewed#by#Kamat#and#Hammer# (Kamat,#Katz,# and#Hammer#2011),#a#variety#of#polymers#have#been#used# to#create#vesicles#known#as#polymersomes,#including#polyethylene#derivatives#(Discher#et#al.#1999),#polypeptides#(Holowka,#Pochan,#and#Deming#2005),#and#dendrimers#(Percec#et#al.#2010).# Polymersomes# can# be# readily# engineered# to# have# particular# desirable# properties#and#functionality.#Because#their#stability#makes#growth#and#division#difficult#(Robbins#et#al.#2009;#Mabrouk#et#al.#2009;#Kamat#et#al.#2010)#artificial#cells#based#on#polymersomes#are#typically# used# to#model# aspects# of# nonEgrowing# cells.# The# design# of# subunits# that#would#generate# polymersomes# with# the# dynamic# properties# required# for# growth# (either#continuous#or#via#fusion#events)#and#division#is#an#interesting#challenge#for#future#research.#Moving#even#further#away#from#standard#biology,#artificial#cells#based#on#nonEmembrane#
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types# of# compartmentalization# have# recently# been# studied.# WaterEinEoil# emulsions# have#been# used# to# encapsulate# the# Qβ# replicase# system# (Urabe# et# al.# 2010)# and# complete#transcriptionEtranslation# systems# (Tawfik# and# Griffiths# 1998;# Pietrini# and# Luisi# 2004).#Remarkably,#the#aqueous#droplets#of#emulsions#can#be#‘fed’#by#fusion#with#other#droplets,#and#can#be#forced#to#divide#by#shear#forces#or#extrusion,#allowing#for#a#cycle#of#growth#and#division# (Ichihashi#et#al.).#The#eutectic#phase#channels# formed# in# frozen#water#have#been#used# to# spatially# partition# a# ribozyme# polymerase# (Attwater# et# al.# 2010)# and# nonEenzymatic# RNA# polymerization# reactions# (Monnard,# Kanavarioti,# and# Deamer# 2003),#although#such#systems#are#not#amenable#to#cycles#of#replication.### Interestingly,#the#components#of#a#protocell#can#also#be#localized#through#selective#partitioning#in#multiEphase#systems.#Functional#ribozymes#can#be#enriched#in#the#dextranErich#droplets#that#form#spontaneously#in#aqueous#mixtures#of#PEG#and#dextran#(Strulson#et#al.# 2012).# Nucleotides# and# cationic# peptides# can# assemble# into# coacervate#microdroplets#that# can# sequester# enzymes# and# other# components# (Koga# et# al.# 2011).# An# important#question# is# whether# the# lack# of# a# low# permeability# membrane# barrier# in# these# systems#results# in# rapid# exchange# of# RNAs# (or# other# genetic#materials)# between# droplets,# which#could#diminish#or#abolish#the#spatial#partitioning#of#genetic#materials# that# is#required# for#Darwinian# evolution.# The# combination# of# ATPS# or# coacervate# systems# with# lipid#membranes# provides# the# opportunity# for# compartmentalization# within# a# protocell,#analogous# to# that# obtained# in# biological# cells# by# organelles;# furthermore,# such# combined#systems#provide#a#novel#pathway#for#protocell#division#in#response#to#osmotic#and#surface#tension#effects#(AndesEKoback#and#Keating#2011).###
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1.4(Integrated(Artificial(Cellular(Systems(# Interesting# new# challenges# and# opportunities# arise# when# selfEreplicating# genetic#systems#and#compartments#are#brought#together.#Here#we#discuss#the#distinct#issues#arise#in#the#design#of#integrated#protocell#models,#vs.#more#complex#proteinEbased#artificial#cells.##
1.4.1(Simple(protocells(In#an#attempt# to# resolve# the# ‘genetics# first’# vs.# ‘compartments# first’# controversy# in#the# origin# of# life# field,# one# of# us# (JWS)# together# with# Pier# Luigi# Luisi# and# David# Bartel#(Szostak,#Bartel,#and#Luisi#2001)#proposed#an#integrated#protocell#model#based#on#a#selfEreplicating#nucleic#acid#genome#within#a#selfEreplicating#membrane#boundary.#That#model#was#based#on#ribozymeEcatalyzed#RNA#replication,#since#at#the#time#there#was#no#plausible#path#towards#nonEenzymatic#RNA#replication.#The#model#also#proposed#that#the#emergence#of# a# second# ribozyme# that# carried# out# some# cellular# function,# e.g.# synthesis# of# a# lipid#component# of# a# vesicle# compartment,# would# result# in# an# integrated# cell# capable# of#Darwinian#evolution.#Since#the#proposal#of#that#early#model,#advances#in#both#nucleic#acid#and# compartment# replication# have# brought# the# field# to# the# point# where# a# variety# of#protocell#models#are#being#constructed#and#evaluated.## A# fundamental# aspect# of# any# viable# protocell# model# is# that# the# physicoEchemical#conditions# required# for# stability# and# replication# of# the# nucleic# acid# and# membrane#components#must#be#compatible.#Fatty#acid#vesicles#are#stable#at#a#pH# from#about#7# to#9#depending#on#the#particular#fatty#acid#used#(Cistola#et#al.#1988;#Haines#1983;#Fukuda#et#al.#2001),#and#this#can#be#extended#to#a#wider#range#by#the#incorporation#of#fatty#alcohols#and#glycerol#monoesters#(Maurer#et#al.#2009).#Fortunately,#this#pH#range#is#favorable#for#both#
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nonEenzymatic#RNA#polymerization#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992b;#Deck,#Jauker,#and#Richert#2011)#and#RNA#polymerase#ribozyme#activity#(Wochner#et#al.#2011;# Johnston#et#al.#2001).#Fatty#acid#based#vesicles#can#also#be#stable#up#to#100#oC,#thus#allowing#for#thermal#denaturation#of# encapsulated# nucleic# acids,# as# well# as# enhanced# permeation# of# nucleotide# substrates#(Mansy# and# Szostak# 2008).# Unfortunately,# fatty# acid#membranes# are# unstable# above# low#millimolar# concentrations# of# divalent# cations# (Monnard# et# al.# 2002),# whereas# nonEenzymatic#RNA#polymerization# (Wu#and#Orgel#1992b)#and# ribozyme#polymerase#activity#(Johnston#et#al.#2001)#typically#require#over#50#mM#Mg2+.## There# are# several# potential# solutions# to# this# apparent# incompatibility.# NonEenzymatic#templateEdirected#copying#with#aminoEsugar#nucleotides#does#not#require#Mg2+#and#has#successfully#been#carried#out#in#fatty#acid#vesicles#(Mansy#et#al.#2008),#suggesting#that# artificial# cells# based#on#phosphoramidate#nucleic# acids#may#be#possible.#However,# a#protocell#with#an#RNA#genome#and#ribozyme#catalysts#would#require#alternative#solutions#E#either#a#replacement#for#divalent#cations#that#does#not#destroy#fatty#acid#membranes,#or#a#means#of#complexing#the#essential#Mg2+#ion#so#as#to#protect#the#membrane#while#allowing#RNA# replication# to# proceed.# We# have# recently# found# that# the# tricarboxylic# acid# citrate#chelates#Mg2+#such#that#fatty#acid#membranes#are#preserved,#while#nonEenzymatic#template#copying# is# only# minimally# affected# (Adamala# and# Szostak).# This# has# allowed# us# to#encapsulate# an# RNA# primerEtemplate# complex# inside# fatty# acid# vesicles,# add# activated#ribonucleotides# to# the# vesicles,# and# observe# primerEextension# as# the# nucleotides#spontaneously#diffuse#across#the#membrane#and#then#copy#the#template#strands#inside#the#vesicle.# This# advance# is# sufficient# to# allow# the# further# development# of# model# protocells#based#on#RNA,#but#it#also#raises#the#exciting#prospect#that#chelators#with#catalytic#activity#
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could#facilitate#the#copying#of# long#mixedEsequence#templates.#An#alternative#approach#to#the#compatibility#problem#would#be#the#isolation#of#a#ribozyme#replicase#that#functions#at#very#low#levels#of#Mg2+#ions,#which#may#be#feasible#since#biological#ribozymes#function#at#low# intracellular#Mg2+# levels.# Finally,# it#may# be# possible# to# replace# the# fatty# acids# of# the#protocell# membranes# with# alternative# lipids# such# as# nonionic# amphiphiles# that# do# not#interact#strongly#with#Mg2+#ions.## Another#requirement# for#a# fully# integrated#protocell# is# that#nutrients,# in#particular#activated#nucleotides,#must#be#able#to#enter#the#cell,#and#waste#must#be#able#to#leave,#but#the#selfEreplicating#genetic#system#must#be#permanently#trapped#inside.#Fatty#acid#vesicles#have# an# advantage# in# this# case# since# they# are# permeable# to# small# charged# molecules,#including# nucleotides,# but# not# oligonucleotides# (Mansy# and# Szostak# 2008).# Raising# the#temperature# or# adding# low# millimolar# concentrations# of# Mg2+# further# increases# their#permeability# (Mansy# and# Szostak# 2008).# Phospholipid# vesicles# are# impermeable# to# even#monovalent#cations;#however,#small#charged#molecules#are#able#to#travel#through#transient#defects# in# the# bilayer#membrane# (Paula# et# al.# 1996)# that# form# at# the# gel# to# liquid# phase#transition# temperature# (Kanehisa# and# Tsong# 1978).# This# property# has# been# exploited# to#allow#for#feeding#of#external#NTPs#to#encapsulated#enzymatic#reactions#(Chakrabarti#et#al.#1994),# although# this# method# may# require# thermocycling# between# the# membrane# phase#transition# temperature# and# the# temperature# optimum# of# the# enzyme# (Monnard,# Luptak,#and#Deamer#2007).#Alternatively,#protein#pores#(Noireaux#and#Libchaber#2004;#Yoshimoto#et# al.# 2005),# shorterEchain# phospholipids# (Nourian,# Roelofsen,# and# Danelon# 2012),# or#detergents# (Treyer,# Walde,# and# Oberholzer# 2002)# can# be# used# to# permeabilize# the#membrane.# Another# attractive# approach# is# to# use# vesicle# fusion# to# deliver# nutrients#
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encapsulated#in#feeder#vesicles#(Sunami,#Caschera,#et#al.#2010);#unfortunately,#most#simple#vesicle# fusion# methods# are# inefficient# and# also# induce# considerable# contents# leakage#(Müller#et#al.#2003;#Terasawa#et#al.#2012;#Johnson#et#al.#2002;#Sunami,#Hosoda,#et#al.#2010).## By# directly# coupling# the# protocell# genome# to# cellElevel# phenotypes,#compartmentalization#could#drive# the#evolution#of#more#complex# functions# in#a#way# that#could#emulate#the#early#evolution#of# life.#Perhaps#the#simplest#such#coupling#results# from#the#osmotic#pressure#due# to#encapsulated#RNA#(I.#Chen,#Roberts,#and#Szostak#2004).#The#membranes# of# osmotically# swollen# vesicles# are# under# tension,# but# this# high# energy# state#can# relax# through# the# absorption# of# fatty# acids# from# surrounding# vesicles# that# are# less#swollen#because#they#contain#less#RNA.#Thus,#any#mutations#that#enhance#RNA#replication,#leading# to# the# faster#accumulation#of# internal#RNA,#will# lead# to# faster#membrane#growth.#While#osmotically#driven#competitive#growth#is#attractive#because#of#the#simplicity#of#the#physically# mediated# linkage# between# genome# replication# and# cell# growth,# osmotically#swollen#vesicles#are#very#difficult#to#divide.### An# alternative,# but# still# quite# simple,# means# of# linking# genomic# function# to# cell#growth# would# involve# a# genomically# encoded# ribozyme# with# phospholipid# synthase#activity.#We#have#recently#shown#that#fatty#acid#vesicles#that#contain#even#small#amounts#of#phospholipids#(Budin#and#Szostak#2011)#will#grow#at#the#expense#of#surrounding#vesicles#with# less# phospholipid# content.# This# effect# is# independent# of# osmotic# pressure,# resulting#instead# from# the# ordering# effect# of# phospholipids# on# the# membrane,# which# causes# a#decreased#rate#of#dissociation#of#fatty#acid#molecules#from#the#membrane.#The#net#effect#is#that# genomic# sequences# leading# to# a# low# level# of# phospholipid# synthesis# (e.g.# by#condensation# of# a# lysophospholipid# with# a# fatty# acyl# thioester)# would# confer# a# strong#
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growth#advantage#on#the#protocell;#moreover,#the#resulting#growth#follows#the#filamentous#growth# pathway,# so# that# subsequent# division# is# facile.# A# very# similar# growth# advantage#results# from#the#internal#synthesis#of#hydrophobic#peptides#(Adamala#and#Szostak#2013),#which# could# also# be# catalyzed# either# directly# by# a# ribozyme,# or# indirectly# by# a# catalytic#peptide#that#is#in#turn#synthesized#by#a#ribozyme.#These#processes#would#lead#to#a#strong#selective# advantage# for# genomically# encoded# and# thus# heritable# phospholipid# or# peptide#synthesis#activity,#respectively,#given#the#availability#of#appropriate#substrates.### For# any# artificial# cellular# system# to# be# capable# of# indefinite# propagation,# the#replication# of# the# genome,# biochemical# contents# and# compartment#must# be# coordinated.#Interestingly,#this#may#be#less#of#a#problem#in#very#simple#protocells,#than#in#more#complex#artificial# cells# that# contain#many# components.# In# a# simple#protocell# that# uses# either#nonEenzymatic# or# ribozyme# catalyzed# genome# replication,# with# postEsynthesis# strand#separation# driven# by# high# temperature# excursions,# genome# replication# would# be# selfElimiting# since# strand# reannealing# is# a# second# order# process.# Thus,# increasing#concentrations# of# genomic# RNA#would# lead# to# faster# reannealing,# until# reannealing# was#faster# than# strand# copying# E# as# a# result,# a# steady# state# level# of# genomic# RNA# would# be#attained.# On# the# other# hand,# if# compartment# replication# is# much# faster# than# genome#replication# the# population# could# be# overrun# by# empty# protocells.# While# this# could# be#avoided#by# the# controlled#addition#of# limiting#quantities#of#micelles# to# fatty# acid#vesicles#(Zhu# and# Szostak# 2009),# if# growth# is# driven# by# an# internal# process# such# as# ribozymeEpromoted# phospholipid# synthesis# (Budin# and# Szostak# 2011),# then# excess# cell#membrane#growth# would# lead# to# ribozyme# dilution,# which# would# decrease# the# rate# of# ribozymeEpromoted#growth.#Thus#the#combination#of#ribozymeEpromoted#growth#and#concentrationE
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dependent# strand# reannealing# could,# in# principle,# lead# to# a# steady# state# level# of# genomic#RNA#in#a#population#of#replicating#protocells,#without#additional#regulatory#signals.## An# interesting# version# of# a# similar# process# at# the# DNA# level# was# recently#demonstrated# by# Sugawara# et& al.# (Kurihara# et# al.# 2011)#who# showed# that# PCR#mediated#DNA#amplification#could#drive#the#growth#and#division#of#cationic#vesicles.#In#this#system,#the# vesicles# replicate# through# the# adsorption# of# a# cationic# lipid# precursor,# which# is#hydrolyzed#by#a#catalyst#to#generate#the#final#cationic#membrane#component.#Although#the#mechanism# of# the# DNA# enhanced# growth# and# division# is# not# entirely# clear,# it# is# likely# a#consequence#of#the#interaction#of#the#anionic#DNA#with#the#cationic#membrane,#leading#to#enhanced# adsorption# of# the# cationic# precursor,# and# possibly# DNA# induced# curvature#changes#that#lead#to#enhanced#vesicle#division.###
1.4.2(Complex(artificial(cells(# Since# many# of# the# applications# proposed# for# artificial# cells# (Forster# and# Church#2006;#Pohorille#and#Deamer#2002)#require#proteins,#much#work#has#been#done#to#develop#systems# for# efficient# compartmentalized# transcription#and# translation.#Early# experiments#by#Oberholzer#et&al.#(Oberholzer,#Nierhaus,#and#Luisi#1999)#showed#that#polyuridylic#acid#could#be#translated#into#polyphenylalanine#in#phospholipid#vesicles.#Yu#et&al.#(W.#Yu#et#al.#2001)#and#Nomura#et&al.# (Nomura#et#al.#2003)#were#able# to#synthesize#green# fluorescent#protein# (GFP)# in# greater# yield# using# a# cellEfree# E.& coli# extract# encapsulated# in# giant#phospholipid# vesicles# (>1# μm# in# diameter),# but# yields# were# still# limited# by# the#impermeability# of# the# phospholipid# membrane,# which# made# it# impossible# to# replenish#nucleotides# and# amino# acids.# Noireaux# et& al.# (Noireaux# and# Libchaber# 2004)# solved# the#
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problem# of# vesicle# impermeability# by# expressing# the# αEhemolysin# pore# protein# in# their#vesicles,# which# allowed# them# to# maintain# translation# for# up# to# four# days# by# adding#nutrients#externally.#In#a#further#step#towards#a#totally#synthetic#cell,#Murtas#et&al.#(Murtas#et# al.# 2007)# incorporated# the# PURE# translation# system# (Shimizu# et# al.# 2001),# which# is#reconstituted#from#purified#components,#into#phospholipid#vesicles.#Nevertheless,#even#this#system#has#a#limited#life#time,#as#critical#components#degrade#or#become#inactivated.#One#of#the# ultimate# goals# of# this# line# of# research# is# to# have# the# encapsulated# transcriptionEtranslation# machinery# regenerate# all# of# the# cell# components,# thus# prolonging# synthetic#activity# and# ultimately# leading# to# a# complete# selfEreplicating# system# E# in# effect# the#reconstitution# or# semiEsynthesis# of# a# simplified# bacterial# cell.# However,# there# are# many#challenges#that#must#be#addressed#before#this#goal#can#be#approached.### For# complex# artificial# cells# containing# elaborate#biochemical# networks#with# larger#numbers# of# components,# the# problem# of# maintaining# the# proper# balance# between#replication# of# the# genome,# the# biochemical# machinery,# and# the# compartment# itself,#becomes#more#complex.#Even#in#relatively#simple#systems,#regulation#can#quickly#become#challenging.# For# example,# in# a# recent# study# the# Qβ# replicase# was# translated# from# Qβ#genomic#RNA,#which#was#concurrently#replicated#by#the#Qβ#replicase#(Kita#et#al.#2008).#In#this#system,#the#ribosome#and#the#Qβ#replicase#inhibited#each#other’s#activity#by#competing#for# binding# to# the# Qβ# RNA.# As# a# result,# efficient# genome# amplification# could# only# be#obtained#at#an#optimized#ratio#of#ribosomes#to#replicase#(Ichihashi#et#al.#2008).### When# an# artificial# cell# divides# its# contents# will# randomly# partition# to# the# two#daughter#cells;# the#more#components# the#system#has# the#more#copies#will#be#required# to#ensure#that#both#daughter#cells#acquire#at#least#one#copy#of#each#essential#component.#Thus#
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it# may# become# important# to# design# in# simple# regulatory# feedback# mechanisms# to# keep#multiEcomponent# systems# such# as# the# translation# apparatus# internally# balanced# during#growth.#Reliance#on# statistical# segregation#of#many# components#may# impose#a#minimum#cell#size,#such#that#all#components#can#be#synthesized#at#a#high#copy#number#prior#to#cell#division.# Alternatively,# designing# in# mechanisms# for# the# nonErandom# segregation# of# key#components#could#increase#the#efficiency#of#cell#division.### A# very# interesting#way# to# avoid# this# problem# has# recently# been# demonstrated# by#Yomo# et& al.,# who# developed# an# emulsion# droplet# model# of# a# replicating# artificial# cell#(Ichihashi# et# al.).# In# this# system,# the# droplets# contain# a# transcriptionEtranslation# system.#Droplet#growth#is#controlled#by#fusion#with#smaller#droplets#containing#fresh#transcriptionEtranslation# mixture,# while# division# is# controlled# by# periodic# passage# of# the# emulsion#through# a# filter# with# pores# of# a# defined# size.# The# cycle# of# growth# and# division# is# thus#manually# controlled,#but# can#be# continued# indefinitely,# and# indeed# the# system#was# taken#through# almost# 200# generations# of# growth# and#division.# In# a# remarkable# example# of# the#spontaneous#emergence#of#Darwinian#behavior,#a#genomic#RNA#coding#for#the#Qß#replicase#was# encapsulated,# with# the# RNA# being# replicated# by# its# encoded# replicase.# Over# many#generations,# the#RNA#and# the#protein# replicase# coEevolved#enhanced#binding#affinity#and#specificity,# leading# to# more# efficient# synthesis# of# the# replicase# and# thus# more# efficient#replication#of#the#RNA.#This#system#is#in#principle#openEended,#and#could#be#used#to#evolve#additional#RNAEencoded#proteins,#as#long#as#a#means#of#imposing#an#appropriate#selective#pressure# can# be# found.# The# demonstration# of# Darwinian# evolution# in# this# droplet#replication#system#is#quite#impressive,#and#makes#this#clearly#the#most#advanced#artificial#cell#model#yet.##
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# Although# gene# expression# in# phospholipid# vesicles# is# now# routine,# efforts# to#translate#proteins#that#function#in#the#growth#or#division#of#the#artificial#cell#are#still#in#the#early# stages.#A# step# in# this#direction# is# the# expression# in#vesicles#of# two#enzymes# from#a#pathway#that#produces#phospholipids#from#glycerol#phosphate#and#fatty#acylECoA#(Kuruma#et# al.# 2009).# Although# the# expected# lipid# products# were# detectable,# the# efficiency# of# the#synthesis#was# far# too# low# to# result# in#measurable#membrane# growth.# In# a# step# towards#internal# energy# metabolism,# a# single# subunit# of# the# F1F0EATPase# has# been# expressed# in#vesicles# containing# the# remaining# subunits# to# complete# the# formation# of# a# functional#ATPase#complex#(Kuruma#et#al.#2012).#Although#very#crude#cell#division#may#not#require#any#cytoskeletal#machinery,#as#evidenced#by#the#growth#of#LEform#mutant#bacteria#(Leaver#et#al.#2009;#Allan,#Hoischen,#and#Gumpert#2009),#more#controlled#cell#division#requires#the#actin#and# tubulin#homologs#mreB#and# ftsZ.#The#expression#of# the#actin#homolog#mreB# in#liposomes#results#in#the#assembly#of#fibril#bundles#on#the#membrane#surface,#but#only#if#the#membrane#protein#mreC# is#coEexpressed.# Interestingly,# the# fibril#bundles#can#perturb# the#shape# of# the# liposome,# suggesting# that# effects# on# division# may# not# be# too# difficult# to#reconstitute.# Additional# pathways# that#must# be# fully# reconstituted# to# enable# an# artificial#cell#to#replicate#include#the#replication#of#a#moderately#large#DNA#genome#of#roughly#100#kB,#and#the#assembly#of#functional#ribosomes.##
1.5(Future(of(the(Field(# For# nucleic# acidEbased# protocells,# the# development# of# a# selfEreplicating# genome#remains# the# most# significant# challenge.# Enhancing# nonEenzymatic# template# copying#through#chemical#modifications#(Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013;#Kaiser#and#Richert#
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2013)#and/or#the#use#of#a#mixture#of#activated#mononucleotides#and#short#oligonucleotides#(Szostak# 2011),# and# developing# novel# RNAEdependent# RNA# polymerase# ribozymes# are#promising# avenues# of# research.# Once# such# a# replication# system# is# developed,# it# should#become# possible# to# construct# integrated# replicating# protocells,# and# then# to# follow# the#emergence#of#Darwinian#evolution#in#a#protocell#population#seeded#with#randomEsequence#templates.#The#selection#of#metabolic#ribozymes#with#useful#activities#such#as#phospholipid#synthesis#(Budin#and#Szostak#2011),#or#the#evolution#of#structural#RNAs#that#modulate#cell#division# are# both# interesting# possibilities,# but# perhaps# the# most# interesting# possibility#would#be#the#spontaneous#emergence#of#completely#unexpected#function.#Protocells#should#be# especially# good# at# selecting# for# complexes# or# networks# of# ribozymes# that# function#together# since# their# relationship#will# be#maintained# as# they# replicate# E# such# experiments#are# essentially# impossible# in# the# absence# of# compartmentalization.# Once# any# RNA# that#confers# an# advantage# on# its# host# cell# emerges,# there# should# be# strong# selection# for# the#emergence# of# ribozymes# that# enhance# replication# efficiency# and# accuracy.# Such#experiments#may# eventually# shed# light# on# the# emergence#of#metabolism#and# translation,#and#may#address# the#question#of# the#cellular# complexity#attainable# in#an#RNA#based#cell.#Protocell#research#has#already#contributed#to#the#development#of#plausible#pathways#and#geochemical#scenarios#for#the#origin#of#life#(Ricardo#and#Szostak#2009;#Szostak#2012),#and#an#improved#understanding#of#the#requirements#for#protocell#reproduction#should#further#constrain# such# models.# Nucleic# acidEbased# protocells# are# generally# considered# to# have#fewer#practical#applications#than#those#capable#of#expressing#proteins.#However,#given#the#wide#variety#of#aptamers#and#ribozymes#that#have#been#isolated#(Lee#et#al.#2004)#and#the#rapid# developments# in# the# fields# of# biosensing# (J.# Liu,# Cao,# and# Lu# 2009),# DNA#
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nanotechnology#(Ke#et#al.#2012)#and#computation#(Qian#and#Winfree#2011),#the#functional#potential#of#nucleic#acids#should#not#be#underestimated.## For# artificial# cellular# systems# based# on# internal# protein# expression# an# entirely#different#set#of#challenges#lies#ahead.#In#essence,#all#pathways#required#for#the#growth#and#division# of# a#minimal# bacterial# cell#must# be# fully# reconstituted# so# as# to# function#with# an#efficiency# approaching# that# seen# in# extant# biological# cells.# Thus# DNA# replication,#transcription,# translation,# ribosome# assembly# and# membrane# synthesis# must# all# be#reconstituted#and#built# into#the#design#of# the#artificial#cell.# In# the#process#of#building#and#combining#these#substrates,#many#interesting#questions#can#be#addressed.#For#example,#can#all#of#metabolism#be#avoided#simply#by# incorporating#membrane#channels#and#supplying#nutrients#externally?#With#respect# to#selfEassembly,#are# there#components#other# than# the#genome# and# the#membrane# that# can# only# be#made# in# an# autoEcatalytic# or# selfEtemplated#manner?#Candidates#for#such#materials#include#the#peptidoglycan#cell#wall#which#grows#by#addition# of# new#material# to# old,# or#membrane# protein# chaperones# that# are# required# for#their# own# folding# (C.# L.# Hagan,# Westwood,# and# Kahne# 2013).# Only# the# complete#reconstitution# of# a# living# cell# from# purified# components# will# prove# that# all# such# ‘selfEtemplating’#materials#and#processes#have#been#identified.#The#synthesis#of#a#living#artificial#cell#from#components#will#open#the#door#to#many#even#more#adventurous#lines#of#research,#e.g.# the# synthesis# of# ‘enantioElife’# in# which# all# components# have# reversed# chirality#(Bohannon# 2010),# and# the# synthesis# of# cells# with# further# reduced# complexity,#approximating# the# nature# of# intermediates# in# the# evolutionary# path# from# protocells# to#modern# life.# It# may# even# become# possible# to# assemble# cells# in# which# the# standard#biopolymers# are# replaced# with# altered# versions,# as# a# means# of# exploring# the# range# of#
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( The# non=enzymatic# self=replication# of# RNA#may# have# played# a# critical# role# in# the#early#evolution#of# life#and#it#could#be#used#as#a#method#of#genome#replication#in#artificial#protocells.#However,#the#chemical#mechanism#of#this#reaction#is#not#well#understood.#Using#the#template=directed#addition#of#guanosine#5!=phosphor=2=methylimidazolide#(2=MeImpG)#to# an# RNA# primer# as# a# model# reaction,# we# first# interrogated# the# mechanism# of# Mg2+#catalysis.# By# comparing# Mg2+# to# Co(NH3)63+# we# found# that# it# likely# plays# two# roles:#stabilization#of#2=MeImpG#binding# through#outer#shell#or#diffuse#charge# interactions,#and#enhancement#of#phosphoryl# transfer# through# inner# shell# contacts.# From# the#absence#of# a#solvent#deuterium#kinetic#isotope#effect#we#were#able#to#rule#out#general#base#catalysis#by#a#Mg2+=bound#hydroxide#ion.#The#pH#dependence#of#the#reaction#fit#best#to#a#model#with#two#ionizable#groups,#one#with#a#pKa#of#6.9±0.1#requiring#deprotonation#and#one#with#a#pKa#of#8.2±0.1# requiring# protonation,# resulting# in# a# maximum# rate# at# pH# 7.5.# Using# a# 2!=deoxy#terminated#primer#and#using#Ca2+#instead#of#Mg2+#did#not#have#a#large#effect#on#either#pKa,#indicating# that# the# 3!=hydroxyl# is# likely# protonated# during# attack.# Therefore,# we# favor# a#model#where#Mg2+#coordinates#the#2=MeImpG#phosphate#and#primer#3!=hydroxyl#to#orient#them#for#attack#and#in=line#displacement#of#a#protonated#2=methylimidazole#leaving#group.#This#model#will#help#guide# future#efforts# to#optimize# the# reaction#and# incorporate# it# into#fatty#acid#vesicles.#
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Introduction## According# to# the# RNA# world# hypothesis# (Gilbert# 1986),# modern# DNA,# RNA# and#protein#based#cells#were#predated#by#simpler#life#forms#that#used#RNA#to#both#store#genetic#information# and# catalyze# biochemical# reactions.# To# support# this# hypothesis,# ribozymes#have#been#isolated#through#in#vitro#selection#that#are#able#to#catalyze#RNA=dependent#RNA#polymerization# (Johnston# et# al.# 2001;# Wochner# et# al.# 2011),# a# critical# reaction# for# self=replication.# However,# these# ribozymes# are# close# to# 200# nucleotides# long# and# a# single#polymerase#molecule#cannot#make#a#copy#of#itself.#Therefore,#for#life#to#have#started#with#ribozyme# catalyzed# self=replication# two# of# these# complex# polymerase# ribozymes# would#have# had# to# form# in# close# proximity# through# random# nucleotide# polymerization# on# the#early#earth.#Such#an#event#would#have#been#so#improbable#that#the#RNA#world#itself#likely#evolved#from#an#even#simpler#system.#Pioneering#work#by#Leslie#Orgel#and#colleagues#has#shown# that# highly# activated# nucleotides# can# copy#RNA# templates#without# any# enzymatic#catalysis# (Inoue# and# Orgel# 1983).# This# process# could# have# bridged# the# gap# between#prebiotic#chemistry#and#more#efficient#ribozyme#catalyzed#replication.## Specifically,# Orgel# discovered# that# ribonucleotides# with# a# 2=methylimidazole#activated#phosphate,#known#as#phosphor=2=methylimidazolides,#will#polymerize#into#3!=5!=linked#oligomers#when#incubated#with#a#complementary#template#(Inoue#and#Orgel#1983).#This# reaction# is# kinetically# complex,# involving#many#binding# equilibria# and# ligation# rates#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1993).#Therefore,#a#simpler#system#was#developed#wherein#the#activated#nucleotides#extend#from#a#labeled#primer#bound#to#a#template#and#the#reaction#is#followed#be#gel#electrophoresis#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992a).#Since#it#allows#for#the#clear#kinetic#dissection#
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of#an# individual#nucleotide# ligation# reaction,# this# system#has#become# the#standard#model#for#studying#non=enzymatic,#template=directed#polymerization.### Since#the#initial#experiments#performed#in#the#late#1960s#(Sulston#et#al.#1968),#much#has#been#learned#about#non=enzymatic#RNA#polymerization.#The#reaction#requires#Mg2+#as#a#catalyst,#although#other#divalent#cations#including#Zn2+#and#Pb2+#can#be#used#(Lohrmann,#Bridson,#and#Orgel#1980).#Subtle#changes#to#the#activating#group#can#have#a#large#effect#on#the#reaction.#Other#imidazole#derivatives,#even#2=ethylimidazole,#do#not#give#rates#as#fast#as#2=methylimidazole#(Inoue#and#Orgel#1981)#and#very#few#other#activating#groups#have#been#used# successfully# (Prabahar# and# Ferris# 1997;# Deck,# Jauker,# and# Richert# 2011).#Interestingly,# the#polymerization#of# imidazole# activated#nucleotides# catalyzed#by#Mg2+# or#Pb2+#gives#primarily#2!=5!=linked#products,#whereas#3!=5!=linked#products#are#obtained#from#imidazole# activation# and# Zn2+# catalysis# (Lohrmann,# Bridson,# and# Orgel# 1980)# or# 2=methylimidazole# activation# and# Mg2+# catalysis# (Inoue# and# Orgel# 1981).# Furthermore,#different# base# pairs# give# different# rates# of# reaction.# Guanosine# and# cytidine# monomers#polymerize#the#fastest,#presumably#since#they#form#a#stronger#base#pair#and#guanosine#is#the#faster#of#the#two#since#it#has#stronger#base#stacking#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992b).#Adenosine#and#uridine#monomers#polymerize#more# slowly# since# they# form#a#weaker#base#pair# (Wu#and#Orgel#1992c).## Despite#decades#of#work,#non=enzymatic#replication#of#RNA#sequences#has#still#not#been# achieved.# However,# progress# has# been# hindered# by# the# ad# hoc# approach# taken# to#improving# the# efficiency# of# the# reaction.# Although# the# kinetics# of# non=enzymatic#polymerization#have#been#studied#extensively#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1993),#the#basic#chemical#mechanism# of# ligation# is# not# well# understood# (Figure# 2.1).# In# particular,# to# rationally#
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Figure(2.2.#Non=enzymatic#primer#extension#reaction#assay.#(A)#Schematic#diagram#of#the#non=enzymatic# primer# extension# reaction# of# 2=MeImpG# on# an# RNA# C4# template.# (B)#Example# PAGE# analysis# of# a# primer# extension# reaction.# (C)# Example# plot# of# the# natural#logarithm# of# the# fraction# of# unreacted# primer# remaining# versus# time.# The# pseudo=first#order#rate#constant#(kobs)#was#taken#as#the#negative#slope#of#a#linear#fit#to#this#plot.##
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Figure(2.3.#Dependence#of#the#rate#of#primer#extension#on#the#concentration#of#MgCl2#and#2=MeImpG.# (A)#The#pseudo=first#order# rate# constant# (kobs)#was#measured#with#50#mM#2=MeImpG# and# varying# concentrations# of# MgCl2.# The# plot# was# fit# to# a# single# site# binding#model#with#a#KD#of#150±20#mM#(estimate#±#standard#error)#and#kmax#of#6.1±0.4#h=1# (R2#>#0.99).#(B)#The#rate#constant#was#measured#with#50#mM#MgCl2#and#varying#concentrations#of#2=MeImpG.#All#reactions#were#performed#at#pH#7.5.##
Inner#versus#outer#shell#contacts#in#Mg2+#catalysis## In#aqueous#solution#Mg2+#ions#have#an#inner#hydration#shell#composed#of#six#water#molecules# bound# in# an# octahedral# geometry# followed# by# a# less# ordered# outer# shell#(Bowman#et#al.#2012).#Three#types#of#interactions#are#possible#between#Mg2+#and#RNA:#(i)#it#can# partially# dehydrate# and# make# direct# inner# shell# contacts# with# the# RNA,# typically# to#phosphate#groups;#(ii)#it#can#contact#the#RNA#in#its#outer#hydration#shell,#or;#(iii)#it#can#form#diffuse#charge#interactions#outside#of#its#hydration#shells#(Draper,#Grilley,#and#Soto#2005).#To#differentiate#between#inner#and#outer#shell#contacts#we#compared#the#catalytic#abilities#of#Mg2+#and#cobalt(III)#hexamine.#Similar#to#Mg2+#hydration,#Co(NH3)63+#has#an#octahedral#inner#shell#of#six#ammonia#molecules;#however,#they#are#stably#bound#and#do#not#exchange#


























to#allow#other#direct#contacts#to#Co3+.#Therefore,#Co(NH3)63+#can#effectively#substitute#with#Mg2+#for#outer#shell#and#diffuse#ion#contacts,#but#not#inner#shell#contacts#(Nesbitt,#Hegg,#and#Fedor# 1997).# We# found# that# Co(NH3)63+# could# catalyze# non=enzymatic# primer# extension#with# a# kmax# of# 0.29±0.02# h=1# and# KD# of# 8±2# mM# (R2# =# 0.97)# (Figure# 2.4A).# Therefore,#compared# to# Mg2+,# Co(NH3)63+# saturated# at# a# lower# concentration,# but# also# at# a# lower#maximum#rate.## The# limited# catalysis# by# Co(NH3)63+# could# be# explained# in# at# least# two# ways:# (i)#Co(NH3)63+# could# substitute# for#Mg2+,# but#was# not# as# effective;# or# (ii)#multiple#Mg2+# ions#used# either# inner# shell# or# outer# shell# and# diffuse# charge# interactions# to# catalyze# the#reaction#and#Co(NH3)63+#could#only#substitute#for#the#outer#shell#or#diffuse#interactions.#To#differentiate#between#these#possibilities#we#performed#a#Mg2+# titration#experiment# in#the#presence# and# absence# of# 50#mM# Co(NH3)63+# (Horton# and# DeRose# 2000).#We# found# that#Co(NH3)63+# enhanced# the# reaction# rate# at#Mg2+# concentrations#below#250#mM,# indicating#that#Mg2+#and#Co(NH3)63+#do#not#compete#for#binding#to#the#same#site#(Figure#2.4B).###
#
Figure( 2.4.# Comparison# of# Mg2+# and# Co(NH3)63+# as# catalysts# for# non=enzymatic# primer#extension.#(A)#Dependence#of#the#reaction#rate#on#the#concentration#of#Co(NH3)6Cl3#in#the#absence#of#MgCl2.#The#plot#was#fit#to#a#single#site#binding#model#with#a#KD#of#8±2#mM#and#a#
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Figure(2.4((continued).#kmax#of#0.29±0.02#h=1#(R2#=#0.97).#(B)#Dependence#of#the#reaction#rate# on# the# concentration# of# MgCl2# in# the# absence# ()# and# presence# ()# of# 50# mM#Co(NH3)6Cl3.#The#dashed#line#is#the#curve#predicted#in#the#presence#of#50#mM#Co(NH3)6Cl3#if#it#was#a#competitive#inhibitor#of#MgCl2.##
Solvent#deuterium#kinetic#isotope#effect## #Phosphoryl# transfer# reactions# catalyzed# by# Mg2+# often# involve# general# base#catalysis#by#a#Mg2+#bound#hydroxide#ion#(Yang,#Lee,#and#Nowotny#2006).#To#test#for#this#we#measured# the# solvent# deuterium# kinetic# isotope# effect# (SDKIE)# for# the# primer# extension#reaction.# In# this# experiment,# the# mole# fraction# of# deuterium# in# the# water# solvent# is#gradually#increased.#If#a#proton#transfer#occurs#in#the#rate=determining#step#of#the#reaction,#exchange# of# the# proton# for# deuterium#will# give# a# primary# kinetic# isotope# effect# that# can#slow# the# rate# by# up# to# a# factor# of# six# (Venkatasubban# and# Schowen# 1984).#We# did# not#observe#a#decrease#in#rate#up#to#roughly#90%#deuterium#(Figure#2.5A),#demonstrating#that#there#was#no#general#acid=base#catalysis#in#the#rate=determining#step.#A#similar#result#was#observed# using# the# imidazole=activated# monomer# guanosine# 5!=phosphor=2=methylimidazole#(ImpG)#(Figure#2.5B).###
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#
Figure( 2.5.# Solvent# deuterium# kinetic# isotope# effect.# The# rate# constant# for# the# primer#extension# reaction#was#measured# at# different#mole# fractions# of# deuterium# in# the# solvent#and# normalized# to# 0%# deuterium.# (A)# Using# 2=MeImpG# as# the# monomer.# Error# bars#represent#SEM#(n#=#2).#(B)#Using#ImpG#as#the#monomer.##
pH#dependence#of#non1enzymatic#primer#extension## To#determine#the#required#ionization#state#for#each#group#involved#in#the#reaction#we#measured#the#rate#of#the#reaction#from#pH#5.5#to#10.#The#profile#fit#well#to#a#model#with#two# ionizable#groups# (Bevilacqua#2003),#one#with#a#pKa#of#8.2±0.1#requiring#protonation#and#another#with#a#pKa#of#6.9±0.1#requiring#deprotonation,#and#a#rate#constant#of#2.7±0.3#h=
1#when#in#the#optimal#protonation#state#(Figure#2.6A).#However,#an#alternate#model#with#a#single# group# requiring#protonation# and#deprotonation# at#different#points# is# also#possible#(Breslow#1993).#To#determine#which#groups#were#being#ionized#we#changed#the#conditions#of#the#reaction#and#measured#the#effect#on#the#pH=rate#profile#(Table#2.1).#To#test#if#the#3!=#or#2!=hydroxyl#groups#had#to#be#deprotonated#we#used#a#primer#with#a#3!=terminal#2!=deoxy#residue# (Figure#2.6B).#Although# the#overall# reaction#rate#was# lower,# the# fitted#pKa#values#were# very# similar.# We# then# tested# whether# either# of# the# pKa# values# were# affected# by#binding# to# Mg2+# by# using# Ca2+# instead# (Figure# 2.6C).# Again,# both# pKa# values# were# very#















































similar.# Finally,# we# tested# the# imidazole=activated#monomer# ImpG# (Figure# 2.6D).# In# this#case,# pKa# values# of# 6.6±0.1# and# 9.6±0.1#were# observed,#with# a#maximal# rate# constant# of#0.119±0.006# h=1,# indicating# that# either# the# higher# pKa# shifted# upwards# or# the# reaction#mechanism#changed#and#it#represented#a#different#group.###
#
Figure( 2.6.# pH# dependence# of# the# primer# extension# reaction# under# different# conditions.#Solid# lines#represent# the#best# fit# to#a#model#with# two# ionizable#groups#with#different#pKa#values# (eq.# 2.2).# (A)# Using# the# standard# reaction# conditions:# 50# mM# MgCl2,# 50# mM# 2=MeImpG,#and#an#RNA#primer#(R2#=#0.98).#The#dotted#line#represents#the#best#fit#when#the#two#pKa#values#were#forced#to#be#equal#(R2#=#0.95).#(B)#Using#a#primer#with#a#3!=terminal#2!=deoxy# residue# (R2# =# 0.97).# (C)# Using# CaCl2# instead# of# MgCl2# (R2# =# 0.98).# (D)# Using# the#imidazole=activated# ImpG# monomer# instead# of# 2=MeImpG# (R2# =# 0.95).# Three# different#buffers#were#used:#MES#(),#HEPES#(),#and#CHES#(▲).##
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Table( 2.1.# Best# fit# parameters# for# the# pH# dependence# of# the# primer# extension# reaction.#Values#are#presented#as#estimate#±#standard#error.#Catalyst# Primer#3!=End# Monomer# pKa1# pKa2# k#(h=1)#MgCl2# Ribose# 2=MeImpG# 6.9±0.1# 8.2±0.1# 2.7±0.3#MgCl2# 2!=Deoxy# 2=MeImpG# 6.8±0.1# 7.9±0.1# 0.7±0.1#CaCl2# Ribose# 2=MeImpG# 7.2±0.1# 7.9±0.1# 4.2±0.8#MgCl2# Ribose# ImpG# 6.6±0.1# 9.6±0.1# 0.119±0.006##
Discussion## Our#results#address#many#longstanding#questions#about#the#chemical#mechanism#of#non=enzymatic#primer#extension#with#2=MeImpG,#a#model#system#for#RNA#self=replication#in# the#origin#of# life.# Since# the#reaction# is# template=dependent#and#catalyzed#by#Mg2+,# it# is#generally#assumed#to#proceed#through#the#formation#of#a#2=MeImpG=Mg2+=primer=template#complex#followed#by#nucleophilic#attack#of#the#primer#3!=hydroxyl#on#the#phosphate#of#2=MeImpG#to#displace#2=methylimidazole#and#form#a#new#phosphodiester#bond#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1989;#Wu#and#Orgel#1992a).#In#support#of#this#view,#we#found#that#the#dependence#of#the# reaction# rate# on# the# concentration# of#Mg2+# and# 2=MeImpG#was# consistent#with# each#binding# to# the#primer=template#prior# to# the#phosphoryl# transfer#step#(Figure#2.3).#To# the#best# of# our# knowledge# the# Mg2+# dependence# of# this# reaction# has# not# previously# been#reported,# but# a# similar# binding# interaction#was# observed# for#Mg2+# in# the# non=enzymatic#ligation#of#a#triphosphate#activated#oligonucleotide#(Rohatgi,#Bartel,#and#Szostak#1996).## Unexpectedly,# we# also# found# that# 2=MeImpG# began# to# inhibit# the# reaction# at#concentrations#above#50#mM#(Figure#2.3B).#This#effect#could#have#been#the#result#of#free#2=
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MeImpG# competing# with# the# primer=template=2=MeImpG# complex# for# binding# to# Mg2+.#Binding# between# 2=MeImpG# and# Mg2+# has# been# reported# (Kanavarioti# et# al.# 1989);#however,# the#KD#was#estimated#at#0.9#M,#which# is# too#weak#to#compete#significantly#with#the#complex#KD#of#150±20#mM.#Alternatively,#as#the#average#occupancy#of#the#C4#template#increased# stacking# interactions# between# 2=MeImpG# monomers# could# have# forced# the#complex# to# take# on# an# unfavorable# geometry.# It# has# previously# been# reported# that# the#reaction#rate#plateaus#at#50#mM#2=MeImpG,#but#only#single#time#points#were#compared#for#each# monomer# concentration# so# precise# rates# could# not# be# measured# (Wu# and# Orgel#1992a).# Furthermore,# that# study# used# 200#mM#MgCl2# whereas#we# used# 50#mM# and# the#interdependence#of#Mg2+#and#2=MeImpG#binding#has#not#been#studied#yet.## We#identified#at#least#two#roles#for#Mg2+#in#the#reaction,#one#that#could#be#performed#by#Co(NH3)63+#and#one#that#could#not#(Figure#2.4).#The#former#is#likely#the#stabilization#of#2=MeImpG#binding#through#outer#shell#or#diffuse#charge#interactions,#and#the#latter#is#likely#catalysis#of#the#reaction#through#inner#shell#contacts.#Although#the#kobs#v.#[Mg2+]#plot#fit#well#to#a#single#binding#site#model#(Figure#2.3A),#it#is#difficult#to#differentiate#that#from#multiple#binding# sites.# Indeed,# the# plot# was# slightly# sigmoidal,# possibly# indicating# positive#cooperativity#between# the# stabilization#of#2=MeImpG#binding#and#binding# to# the# reaction#center.#Since#no#SDKIE#was#observed#(Figure#2.5),#we#were#able# to#rule#out#general#base#catalysis#by#a#Mg2+=bound#hydroxide#ion#in#the#rate=determining#step.#In#contrast,#DNA#and#RNA#polymerases#have#a#non=linear#SDKIE,#indicating#multiple#proton#transfers#in#the#rate=determining#step#(Castro#et#al.#2007),#and# the#class# I# ligase#ribozyme#has#a#single#proton#transfer#(Shechner#and#Bartel#2011).#
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# Throughout# this# work# we# have# made# the# assumption# that# the# reaction# proceeds#through# a# single# step# with# concerted# attack# of# the# 3!=hydroxyl# and# leaving# of# 2=methylimidazole# to# form# a# phosphodiester# bond# (Figure# 2.1).# We# could# rule# out# a#dissociative#mechanism# to# form# a#metaphosphate# intermediate# since# it# is# only# favorable#with# phosphate# monoesters# (Lassila,# Zalatan,# and# Herschlag# 2011).# Conversely,# an#associative# mechanism# with# the# formation# of# a# stable# pentacoordinate# intermediate# is#possible# and#would# significantly# alter# the# interpretation#of# the#data# if# dissociation#of# the#intermediate# was# rate# limiting# or# if# pseudorotation# of# the# intermediate# was# involved.#Experimentally# testing# for# an# associative# mechanism# is# notoriously# difficult# and# usually#involves# phosphotriesters,# which# have# limited# relevance# to# this# work# (Kluger# and#Westheimer#1969).#More#recently,#Lönnberg#et#al.#have#used#a#breakpoint#in#the#Brønsted#plot# for# the# activating# group# pKa# as# evidence# for# a# stable# intermediate# (Lönnberg,#Strömberg,# and# Williams# 2004)# and# a# similar# study# would# be# helpful# for# our# system.#However,# since# the# di=anionic# phosphoranes# produced# from# nucleophilic# attack# on# di=substituted# phosphates# are# generally# unstable# (Perreault# and# Anslyn# 1997)# and# since#protonated# 2=methylimidazole# is# a# good# leaving# group,# an# associative# mechanism# is#unlikely#for#the#non=enzymatic#polymerization#of#2=MeImpG.## Finally,#we#measured#the#pH#dependence#of#the#reaction#and#found#that#it#fit#well#to#a#model#with#one#group#with#a#pKa#of#6.9±0.1#requiring#deprotonation#and#another#group#with# a# pKa# of# 8.2±0.1# requiring# protonation# (Figure# 2.6A).# In# comparison,#Wu# and#Orgel#have# reported#a# constant# rate# for# this# reaction# from#pH#6.5# to#8.0,# although# they#did#not#present#their#data#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992a).#The#most#likely#position#to#require#protonation#is#the# 2=methylimidazole# group# of# 2=MeImpG# since# protonation# would# turn# it# from# a# very#
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poor# leaving# group# (pKa# >14)# to# a# good# leaving# group# (pKa# =# 7.9).# The# pKa# of# the# 2=methylimidazole#nitrogen#in#2=MeImpG#has#previously#been#estimated#at#7.7#(Kanavarioti#et# al.# 1989),# but# it# could# be# raised# near# the# polyanionic# primer=template# complex.# For#comparison,#we#measured#the#pH#dependence#of#the#reaction#with#ImpG,#which#has#a#pKa#of#about#6.0#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1989),#and#fit#pKa#values#of#6.6±0.1#and#9.6±0.1#with#rates#less#than#one#tenth#those#of#2=MeImpG#(Figure#2.6D).# It# is# likely#that# ImpG#follows#a#different#mechanism# and# the# pKa# of# 9.6±0.1# represents# the# guanine# nucleobase,# although# this#mechanism#still#does#not# involve#general#acid=base#catalysis# in# the#rate=determining#step#(Figure#2.5B).# Interestingly,# the#reactivity#of#pyrophosphate# (Rohatgi,#Bartel,# and#Szostak#1996)#and#1=hydroxy=7=azabenzotriazole# (Vogel,#Deck,#and#Richert#2005)# leaving#groups,#which#do#not#require#protonation,#simply#increases#steadily#with#pH.## The# lower# pKa# is#more# difficult# to# explain.# Although# the# 3!=hydroxyl# group# of# the#primer# is#much#more#nucleophilic#when#deprotonated,# its#pKa# is#around#12.4# (Izatt#et#al.#1965).#Mg2+#coordination#can#lower#the#pKa#of#hydroxyl#groups,#for#example,#it#lowers#the#pKa# of# water# from# 15.7# to# 11.4# (Dahm,# Derrick,# and# Uhlenbeck# 1993),# and# DNA#polymerases# use# this# effect# to# activate# the# 3!=hydroxyl# (Steitz# 1998).# To# test# for# Mg2+#activation# in# our# system# we# measured# the# pH# dependence# with# a# 2!=deoxy# terminated#primer#(Figure#2.6B),#which#should#have#raised#the#pKa#by#up#to#3#units#(Izatt#et#al.#1965),#and#with#Ca2+#instead#of#Mg2+#(Figure#2.6C),#which#should#have#raised#the#pKa#by#1.4#units#(Dahm,#Derrick,# and#Uhlenbeck# 1993),# but# saw# only#minor# changes# to# the# observed# pKa#values#(Table#1).#An#alternative#explanation#is#that#at#low#pH#the#cytosine#residues#of#one#template#are#protonated#and#they#form#a#triple#helix#with#an#unprotonated#template#bound#to#2=MeImpG#monomers.#This#phenomenon#has#been#used#to#explain#a#drop#in#the#rate#of#2=
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MeImpG#polymerization# on# high#molecular#weight# poly(C)# templates# below#pH# 7# (Inoue#and#Orgel#1982),#but#it#typically#requires#higher#concentrations#of#longer#oligonucleotides#and#a#lower#pH#than#those#used#in#this#work#(Manzini#et#al.#1990).## The# pH# dependence# could# also# be# interpreted# as# the# same# group# requiring#protonation#and#deprotonation#at#different#steps# in# the#reaction#or# in#different#positions,#resulting# in#a#peak#rate#near#the#pKa#of#that#group#(Breslow#1991).# In#particular,#Wu#and#Orgel#found#that#the#rate#of#addition#of#the#first#nucleotide#in#primer#extension#depends#on#the#leaving#group#at#the#second#position#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992b),#suggesting#an#interaction#between# the# two# that# could# require# only# one# to# be# protonated.# This# possibility# will# be#discussed#extensively#in#Chapter#3.## In#any#case,#a#model#has#emerged#where#the#majority#of#the#rate#enhancement#from#Mg2+# comes# from# coordination# to# the# active# site,# but# it# does#not# activate# the#3!=hydroxyl#group#through#general#base#catalysis#or#by#allowing#it#to#be#deprotonated#prior#to#attack.#Although#hydroxyl#groups#are#not#very#good#nucleophiles,#protonated#2=methylimidazole#is#a#good# leaving#group.#Hydrolysis#of# imidazole=activated#phosphates#has#a#highly#negative#βlg#value#(Ruzicka#and#Frey#1993)#indicating#a#loose#transition#state#with#significant#bond#breaking# to# the# imidazole#before#nucleophilic#attack.# Indeed,#given# that# the#second#order#rate#constant#for#hydrolysis#of#2=MeImpG#at#pH#7.5#in#the#absence#of#Mg2+#is#about#2.4x10=4#h=1#M=1#(Kanavarioti#et#al.#1989),#the#effective#molarity#of#the#3!=hydroxyl#to#the#2=MeImpG#phosphate#would#have#to#be#about#104#to#give#the#rates#observed#in#this#study.#This#value#is#within# the# range# observed# for# other# catalytic# complexes# (Cacciapaglia,# Di# Stefano,# and#Mandolini#2004).#Therefore,#orientation#of# the#3!=hydroxyl#and#2=MeImpG#phosphate#and#
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stabilization#of#any#negative#charge#build#up#on# the#phosphate# in# the# transition#state#are#sufficient#to#explain#the#observed#rates#(Figure#2.7).## This# model# could# be# tested# further# by# using# a# phosphorothioate# analog# of# 2=MeImpG,#which#would#disrupt#binding#to#Mg2+#and#reveal#if#a#Mg2+=phosphate#interaction#is#important# for# the# reaction# (Rajagopal,# Doudna,# and# Szostak# 1989).# However,# since# the#sulfur# substitution#would#have# to# be# on# the# reactive#phosphate# it#would# likely# affect# the#reaction# in# other# ways# and#make# the# results# difficult# to# interpret.# The# interdependence#between# Mg2+# and# 2=MeImpG# binding# should# also# be# measured# and# compared# to#Co(NH3)63+# to# better# understand# the# dynamics# of# the# primer=template=Mg2+=2=MeImpG#complex.# Since# the# complex# is# so# weak,# simple# molecules# designed# to# stabilize# it# could#substantially#decrease#the#amount#of#Mg2+#and#2=MeImpG#required#to#reach#saturation.# It#should#even#be#possible#to#develop#a#small#molecule#catalyst#that#can#substitute#for#Mg2+#by#specific# hydrogen# bonding# to# the# 3!=hydroxyl# and# 2=MeImpG#phosphate,# similar# to# those#developed# for# RNA# hydrolysis# based# on# mechanistic# insights# (Lönnberg# 2011;# Cheng,#Abhilash,# and# Breslow# 2012).# If# the# requirement# for# divalent# cation# catalysis# could# be#limited#it#would#be#possible#to#encapsulate#non=enzymatic#RNA#polymerization#in#fatty#acid#vesicles,# which# has# been# a# longstanding# goal# in# origins# of# life# and# protocell# research#(Szostak#2012).##
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#
Figure( 2.7.# Model# of# the# transition# state# for# the# primer# extension# reaction.# Magnesium#coordinates#the#primer#3!=hydroxyl#and#2=MeImpG#phosphate#to#orient#them#in#a#favorable#geometry#and#stabilize#negative#charge#build#up#on#the#phosphate.##
Methods(and(Materials(
General## All#reagents#were#purchased#from#Sigma=Aldrich#unless#otherwise#indicated.#HPLC#purified# oligonucleotides# were# purchased# from# IDT# DNA.# All# gels# were# imaged# on# a#Typhoon#Scanner#9400#(GE#Healthcare)#and#analyzed#using#ImageQuant#TL#software#(GE#Healthcare).# All# further# analysis# was# performed# with# Excel# (Microsoft)# and# Prism#(GraphPad).##

























Solvent#deuterium#kinetic#isotope#effect## A# sample# of# HEPES# powder# was# dissolved# in# D2O# and# lyophilized# and# then#redissolved#in#D2O,#titrated#to#a#pH#meter#reading#of#7.1#(indicating#a#pD#of#7.5)#with#NaOD#(Cambridge#Isotopes#Laboratories)#and#brought#to#1#M.#A#similar#buffer#was#made#in#H2O#and#brought#to#a#pH#of#7.5#with#NaOH.#Reactions#were#prepared#as#indicated#above#without#the# HEPES# buffer# and# then# they# were# lyophilized# and# redissolved# in# the# H2O# and# D2O#buffers# and# finally#2=MeImpG#was# added# to# a# final# concentration#of#60#mM# from#a# stock#solution# in# H2O# to# begin# each# reaction.# Using# 2=MeImpG# as# a# monomer,# the# volume#percentages#of#D2O#used#were#12.3,#25,#37.3,#50,#62.5,#75,#and#87.7%#corresponding#to#mole#percentages#of#D#of#0,#12.2,#24.8,#37.0,#49.5,#61.9,#74.3,#and#86.9%#according#to#published#conversion# factors# (K.# B.# Schowen# and# Schowen# 1982).# Using# ImpG# as# a# monomer# the#volume#percentages#were#0,#23.2,#46.5,#69.7,#and#92.3%#corresponding#to#mole#percentages#of#D#of#0,#23,#46,#69,#and#91.4%.###
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Abstract## In#non;enzymatic#RNA#primer#extension#reactions,#subtle#changes#to#the#nucleotide#activating# group# can# have# a# profound# effect# on# the# efficiency# of# the# reaction.# It# has#previously# been# shown# that# the# primer# extension# reaction# is# faster#when# the# nucleotide#bound# downstream# of# the# adding# nucleotide# is# activated# with# 2;methylimidazole# as#compared# to# imidazole.#We# quantified# this# effect# and# found# that# the# rate# was# 2.7# times#faster#with#a#downstream#2;methylimidazole;activated#nucleotide,#whereas#the#phosphor;2;methylimidazolide# reacted# only# 2.0# times# faster# than# the# phosphorimidazolide# when#both#had#a#phosphor;2;methylimidazolide#bound#downstream.#The#difference#could#not#be#attributed#to#weaker#binding#by#imidazole;activated#nucleotides,#since#we#found#that#they#saturated# the# reaction# rate# at# lower# concentrations.# In# the# course# of# studying# this#phenomenon,# we# found# that# free# 2;methylimidazole# inhibited# primer# extension# with#guanosine#5!;phosphor;2;methylimidazolide# (2;MeImpG).#Weaker# inhibitory# effects#were#observed# for#2;methylimidazole#on# the#hydrolysis#of#2;MeImpG#and# imidazole#on#primer#extension#with#guanosine#5!;phosphorimidazolide.#The#inhibition#could#not#be#explained#by#competitive# binding# to#magnesium,# since# an# interaction# between# 2;methylimidazole# and#magnesium#was#not#observed#by#NMR.#We# favor#a#model#where# the#activating#groups#of#the# reacting# and# downstream# binding# nucleotides# form# a# favorable# interaction,# and# free#activating# group# disrupts# that# interaction.# The# implications# for# this# model# on# non;enzymatic# RNA# replication# and# the# origin# of# life# are# discussed.
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Introduction## One# of# the# earliest# stages# in# the# development# of# life# likely# involved# the# self;replication# of# RNA# sequences# through# template;directed,# non;enzymatic# polymerization#(Joyce#and#Orgel#2006).#For# this#process# to#be#sustainable,# the# template#copying#reaction#must# be# efficient# and# rapid# enough# to# compete# with# RNA# hydrolysis# and# other# side#reactions;#however,#the#copying#reaction#requires#the#condensation#of#nucleotides#in#water#to# form# large# molecules# with# relatively# low# entropy# and# it# is# therefore# energetically#unfavorable.#As#a#result,#the#5!;phosphate#of#the#nucleotides#must#be#activated#either#in#situ#or#prior#to#the#reaction.#In#the#late#1960s#Leslie#Orgel#and#colleagues#began#a#decades#long#research#program#that#laid#the#foundation#for#understanding#these#reactions.### The#pyrophosphate#group#used#in#modern#biology#reacts#far#too#slowly#to#be#used#in#non;enzymatic#polymerization#reactions# (Rohatgi,#Bartel,# and#Szostak#1996;#Orgel#2004).#The#first#successful#non;enzymatic#template#copying#reactions#used#condensing#reagents#to#activate# nucleotides# in# situ.# In# particular,# the# water# soluble# carbodiimide# 1;ethyl;3;(3;dimethylaminopropyl);carbodiimide# (EDAC)# # was# used# to# activate# adenosine# 5!;monophosphate#for#polymerization#on#a#poly(U)#template#(Sulston#et#al.#1968).#However,#these#reactions#were#inefficient#and#condensing#reagents#can#alkylate#nucleobases#(Gilham#1962;# Chu,#Wahl,# and#Orgel# 1983).# It#was# quickly# discovered# that# longer# polymers#were#obtained# if# the# nucleotide# was# pre;activated# with# imidazole# (Weimann# et# al.# 1968).#Interestingly,#both#EDAC#and#imidazole#activation#lead#to#the#preferential#formation#of#2!;5!#linkages#in#the#backbone#using#Mg2+#as#a#catalyst,#whereas#Zn2+#catalysis#gave#the#natural#3!;5!#linkage#with#imidazole;activated#monomers#(Lohrmann,#Bridson,#and#Orgel#1980).#To#further#improve#the#reaction#yields,#Inoue#and#Orgel#compared#imidazole#to#its#2;methyl,#2;
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ethyl# and# 4;methyl# derivates# and# found# that# 2;methylimidazole;activated# nucleotides#polymerize#substantially#faster#than#the#others#and#form#3!;5!#linkages#even#with#Mg2+#as#a#catalyst#(Inoue#and#Orgel#1981).## It#is#still#not#understood#what#determines#how#good#an#activating#group#will#be#and#few# other# groups# have# been# found# that# are# as# good# as# 2;methylimidazole# (Kaiser# and#Richert#2013).#There#are#presumably#at#least#three#important#factors:#steric#effects,#the#pKa#of#the#activating#group,#and#the#protonation#state#of#the#activating#group#if#applicable#(see#Chapter#2).#The#imidazole#activating#group#is#much#more#reactive#when#protonated#since#protonation#changes#the#effective#leaving#group#from#negatively#charged#imidazolide#(pKa#># 14)# to# neutral# imidazole# (pKa# ~# 7).# 2;Methylimidazole# has# a# higher# pKa# at# 7.9,# which#should#make#it#a#worse#leaving#group,#but#it#also#allows#it#to#be#protonated#at#a#higher#pH.#Consistent# with# this# analysis,# Kanavarioti# et# al.# found# that# guanosine# 5!;phosphorimidazolide# (ImpG)# hydrolyses# more# quickly# than# 5!;phosphor;2;methylimidazolide#(2;MeImpG)#at#low#pH,#but#2;MeImpG#hydrolyses#more#quickly#from#pH#7.5# to#9# (Kanavarioti#et#al.#1989).#We#have#also# found# that# the#ability#of#2;MeImpG#to#be#protonated# at# a# higher# pH# could# explain# why# it# is# more# reactive# in# primer# extension#reactions#(see#Chapter#2).## When#Wu#and#Orgel#analyzed#non;enzymatic#polymerization#more#thoroughly#using#primer#extension#reactions#they#noticed#another#important#factor:#the#rate#of#addition#of#a#nucleotide#is#affected#by#the#activating#group#of#the#nucleotide#it#is#stacked#against#(Figure#3.1)# (Wu# and# Orgel# 1992).# In# particular,# a# 2;MeImpC#monomer# adds# to# a# primer#much#more#quickly#when#the#next#nucleotide#downstream#is#2;MeImpG#than# it#does#when#that#nucleotide#is#ImpG.#This#neighboring#activating#group#effect#has#important#implications#for#
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the# optimization# of# the# activating# group# and# for# conditions# and# catalysts# for# the#polymerization#reaction.#Therefore,#we#studied#some#of# the#potential#causes#of# this#effect#and#the#implications#it#could#have#for#in#situ#nucleotide#reactivation.##
#
Figure( 3.1.# Model# of# guanosine# 5!;monophosphate#monomers# (green)# activated#with# 2;methylimidazole#(red)#bound#to#an#RNA#template#(magenta)#next#to#a#primer#(orange).#The#activating#group#of#the#neighboring#monomer#influences#the#phosphoryl#transfer#reaction#between#the#primer#and#the#first#monomer.#Based#on#an#idealized#RNA#duplex#structure.##
Results(
Quantitation#of#the#neighboring#activating#group#effect#on#primer#extension## We# first# sought# to# confirm# and# quantify# the# effect# of# the# neighboring# activating#group# reported# by# Wu# and# Orgel# (Wu# and# Orgel# 1992).# To# do# so,# we# used# the# primer#extension# assay# discussed# in# Chapter# 2# (Figure# 2.2),# but# with# a# 3!;GCCC;5!# template,# 2;
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MeImpC#as#the#first#monomer#added,#and#2;MeImpG#or#ImpG#as#the#stacking#monomer.#To#compensate# for# the# total# monomer# concentration# of# 100# mM# (50# mM# each)# we# also#increased#the#MgCl2#concentration#to#100#mM.#Consistent#with#the#observations#of#Wu#and#Orgel,# the# rate# constant#with# ImpG#as# the# stacking#monomer#was# only#37%# that#with#2;MeImpG#(Figure#3.2A).#For#comparison,#we#performed#the#same#experiment,#but#with#a#3!;CGGG;5!# template#so# that# the# first#monomer#added#was#either#2;MeImpG#or# ImpG,#and# it#was#always#stacked#to#2;MeImpC#(Figure#3.2B).#We#found#that#the#rate#constant#for#ImpG#extension#was#50%#that#of#2;MeImpG#extension,#indicating#that#the#neighboring#activating#group#is#at#least#as#important#for#the#rate#of#addition#as#the#activated#group#of#the#reacting#monomer.# In# each# case,# very# little# primer# extension# was# observed# when# the# stacking#monomer#was#omitted#entirely.## Since#we#only#used#a#single#concentration#for#each#monomer#in#these#experiments,#it#was# important# to# rule# out# the# possibility# that# ImpG# simply# bound# less# tightly# to# the#template# than#2;MeImpG.#We# tested# this#possibility#by#measuring# the#dependence#of# the#reaction#rate#on# the# ImpG#concentration# to#determine# the#saturation#point# (Figure#3.2C).#We#found#that#the#plot#fit#well#to#a#single#binding#site#model#with#a#KD#of#5±2#mM#(estimate#±#standard#error)#and#a#kmax#of#0.15±0.01#h;1,#thus#ImpG#saturated#at#a#lower#concentration#than#2;MeImpG#(Figure#2.3).#Therefore,#low#occupancy#does#not#explain#the#lower#rate#with#ImpG.##
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#
Figure( 3.2.# Effect# of# the# neighboring#monomer’s# activating# group# on# the# rate# of# primer#extension.# The# rate# constant# for# the# first# addition# was# measured# using# the# indicated#monomers#and#a#(A)#3!;GCCC;5!#or#(B)#3!;CGGG;5!#template.#(C)#The#dependence#of#the#rate#constant#on#the#concentration#of#ImpG#monomer#with#a#C4#template.##











































































3.3C).# Monomer# self;inhibition# made# it# difficult# to# rigorously# fit# the# data;# however,#increasing# concentrations# of# 2;methylimidazole# seemed# to# decrease# the# maximum#achievable# rate#while# the#effect#on# the#apparent#KD#was#unclear.#This# trend# is# consistent#with# 2;methylimidazole# disrupting# an# interaction# made# by# the# activating# groups# in# the#reactive#complex.##
#
Figure( 3.3.# Inhibition# of# primer# extension# by# free# activating# group.# (A)# Effect# of# free# 2;methylimidazole#on#the#rate#of#primer#extension#of#2;MeImpG.#(B)#Effect#of#free#imidazole#on#the#rate#of#primer#extension#of#ImpG.#(C)#Dependence#of#the#rate#of#primer#extension#on#the#concentration#of#2;MeImpG#with#0#mM#(),#5#mM#(),#10#mM#(▲),#and#20#mM#(▼)#2;methylimidazole.#All#reactions#used#a#C4#template.##
NMR#analysis#of#a#possible#28methylimidazole8Mg2+#interaction## The#mechanism#of#catalysis#by#Mg2+#could#involve#the#coordination#of#Mg2+#to#the#2;methylimidazole#nitrogen# lone#pair# of# a#2;MeImpG#monomer.# If# that#were# the# case,# then#free# 2;methylimidazole# could# compete# with# 2;MeImpG# for# that# interaction# and# disrupt#catalysis.# We# tested# for# a# direct# interaction# between# Mg2+# and# 2;methylimidazole# by#measuring#the#effect#of#MgCl2#on#the#1H#NMR#chemical#shift#of#the#aromatic#protons#of#10#























































mM# 2;methylimidazole# (Figure# 3.4).# Using# the# formyl# proton# of#N,N;dimethylformamide#(DMF)#as#a# reference,#we# found# that#MgCl2#had#a#minimal#effect#up# to#a#concentration#of#100#mM.#Therefore,#2;methylimidazole#and#Mg2+#do#not#interact#at#concentrations#relevant#to#the#primer#extension#reaction.##
#
Figure( 3.4.# Lack# of# interaction# between# 2;methylimidazole# and# Mg2+.# The# 1H# NMR#spectrum#of#10#mM#2;methylimidazole,#with#10#mM#DMF#as#a#reference,#was#measured#in#the# presence# of# increasing# concentrations# of# MgCl2.# The# MgCl2# had# did# not# affect# the#chemical#shift#of#2;methylimidazole#relative#to#DMF#(change#<#0.01#ppm)#indicating#a#lack#of#interaction.##















phosphoryl#transfer#chemistry#alone.#We#measured#the#hydrolysis#rate#of#5#mM#2;MeImpG#at#pH#7.5#and#20oC#by#31P#NMR#in#the#presence#and#absence#of#200#mM#MgCl2#and#100#mM#2;methylimidazole# (Table#3.1).#The# rate#of#2;MeImpG#hydrolysis# in# the#absence#of#MgCl2#was#slow,#with#a#pseudo;first#order#rate#constant#of#5.5±0.2#x10;3#h;1,#corresponding#to#a#half;life#of#5.3±0.2#days,#and#the#presence#of#MgCl2#increased#the#rate#by#a#factor#of#1.6.#The#addition#of#2;methylimidazole#inhibited#hydrolysis,#decreasing#the#uncatalyzed#and#MgCl2;catalyzed#rates#by#a#factor#of#1.7#and#2.0,#respectively.#To#test#if#an#interaction#between#the#nucleobase#and#2;methylimidazole#was#important#for#inhibition,#we#measured#the#effect#of#2;methylimidazole# on# the# rate# of# uncatalyzed# 2;MeImpC# hydrolysis# and# found# that# it#similarly#decreased# the# rate#by#a# factor#of#2.0.#Therefore,#2;methylimidazole#does# inhibit#the# hydrolysis# of# phosphor;2;methylimidazolides,# but# less# potently# than# it# inhibits# the#primer#extension#reaction,#for#which#a#concentration#of#10#mM#was#sufficient#to#halve#the#rate.##########
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Table( 3.1.# Effect# of# MgCl2# and# 2;methylimidazole# on# the# rate# of# hydrolysis# of# 5# mM#activated# nucleotide# at# pH# 7.5# and# 20oC#measured# by# 31P#NMR.# Values# are# presented# as#estimate#±#standard#error.#Monomer# [MgCl2]#(mM)# [2;Methylimidazole]#(mM)# kobs#x#103#(h;1)# Half;life#(d)#2;MeImpG# 0# 0# 5.5±0.2# 5.3±0.2#2;MeImpG# 200# 0# 8.9±0.2# 3.24±0.07#2;MeImpG# 0# 100# 3.25±0.06# 8.9±0.2#2;MeImpG# 200# 100# 4.5±0.3# 6.5±0.4#2;MeImpC# 0# 0# 5.3±0.1# 5.5±0.2#2;MeImpC# 0# 100# 2.64±0.05# 10.9±0.2###
Discussion## Consistent#with#a#report#from#Wu#and#Orgel#(Wu#and#Orgel#1992),#we#found#that#the#addition#of# an# activated#nucleotide# to# a# primer# is# affected#by# the# activating# group#of# the#neighboring# nucleotide# stacked# against# the# adding# nucleotide.# In# particular,# a# 2;MeImpC#monomer#will# add# to# a# primer# 2.7# times#more# quickly#when# stacked# to# 2;MeImpG# than#when# stacked# to# ImpG# (Figure# 3.2A).# The# effect# of# the# stacking# nucleotide’s# activating#group#was#actually#greater#than#that#of# the#adding#nucleotide,#with#2;MeImpG#adding#2.0#times#more# quickly# than# ImpG#when# stacked# to# 2;MeImpC# (Figure# 3.2B).# The# difference#could#not#be#explained#by#weak#binding#of#the#ImpG#monomer#(Figure#3.2C),#indicating#that#the#stacking#nucleotide’s#activating#group#must#be#making#an#important#interaction.## Furthermore,#we#found#that#free#2;methylimidazole#inhibited#the#primer#extension#reaction#with# 2;MeImpG# (Figure# 3.3A).# To# the# best# of# our# knowledge,# inhibition# by# free#
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activating#group#has#not#been#observed#in#non;enzymatic#RNA#polymerization#and#it#could#have# important# implications# for# the# origin# of# life.# A# number# of# possible# mechanisms# of#inhibition# by# 2;methylimidazole# are# possible,# including# disrupting# the# interaction# made#with# the#stacking#nucleotide’s#activating#group,# competing#with#2;MeImpG# for#binding# to#the#primer;template#complex,#competing#with#2;MeImpG#for#binding#to#Mg2+,#and#directly#inhibiting# the# phosphoryl# transfer# reaction.#We# found# that# 2;methylimidazole# inhibition#could#not#be#overcome#by# increasing# the#concentration#of#2;MeImpG,# indicating# that# it# is#not#a#competitive#inhibitor#of#monomer#binding#(Figure#3.3C).#However,#the#self;inhibitory#effect# of# the# monomer# could# have# masked# a# rate# recovery.# We# then# tested# for# 2;methylimidazole;Mg2+# binding# by# 1H# NMR,# but# did# not# observe# an# effect# of#Mg2+# on# the#spectrum# of# 2;methylimidazole# (Figure# 3.4).# Finally,# we# tested# for# a# direct# effect# on# the#phosphoryl# transfer# chemistry# by# measuring# the# effect# of# 2;methylimidazole# on# the#hydrolysis# rate# of# 2;MeImpG# (Table# 3.1).# We# found# that# 100# mM# 2;methylimidazole#roughly# halved# the# rate,# whereas# 10# mM# was# sufficient# to# halve# the# rate# of# primer#extension.## From# these# results# the# mechanism# of# inhibition# is# difficult# to# determine.# The#imidazole# group# of# activated# nucleotides# can# exchange# quickly# with# other# imidazole#derivatives# (Kanavarioti# et# al.# 1989),# but# it# is# unlikely# that# the# exchange# reaction# goes#through#an#intermediate#that#is#stable#enough#to#sequester#the#monomer#from#hydrolysis.#One# possible# model# is# that# the# 2;methylimidazole# group# of# the# stacking# 2;MeImpG#monomer# interacts#directly#with#that#of# the#adding#monomer#and#that# interaction#directs#the#phosphate#of#the#adding#monomer#into#a#favorable#geometry#for#the#reaction.#Free#2;methylimidazole# competes# for# this# interaction# and# directs# the# 2;MeImpG# to# adopt# an#
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Synthesis#of#28MeImpG,#ImpG#and#28MeImpC## All# three#activated#nucleotides#were# synthesized#as#previously#described# (Chapter#2).##
Primer#extension#reactions## Primer# extension# reactions# were# performed# as# previously# described# (Chapter# 2),#with# a# few#minor# changes.# The# primer# and# template# concentrations#were# 0.6# and# 3# μM,#respectively.#At#each#time#point#a#2.5#μL#aliquot#was#taken,#mixed#with#7.5#μL#loading#buffer#(7.2#M#urea,#1X#TBE#buffer)#and#run#directly#on#the#denaturing#PAGE#gel.#The#GC3#template#had# the# sequence# 5!;AAC# CCG# CCA# GUC# AGU# CUA# CGC;3!,# and# the# CG3# template# had# the#sequence#5!;AAG#GGC#CCA#GUC#AGU#CUA#CGC;3!.##
Hydrolysis#of#28MeImpG#and#28MeImpC#by#31P#NMR## The# hydrolysis# of# the# activated# nucleotides# was# measured# under# the# following#conditions:#5#mM#activated#nucleotide,#100#mM#HEPES#pH#7.5,#5#mM#potassium#phosphate#pH# 7.5,# 10%# (v/v)# D2O,# and# optionally# 100#mM# 2;methylimidazole# pH# 7.5# and# 200#mM#MgCl2#at#20oC.#The#final#reaction#volume#was#500#μL.#The#reactions#were#followed#by#31P#NMR# on# a# 400# MHz# Varian# spectrometer# (Oxford# AS;400)# using# 128# scans# and# spectra#were# analyzed# using# iNMR# software# (Nucleomatica),# with# time# points# taken# daily# for# at#least#12#days.#At#each#time#point#the#integration#of#the#phosphorus#peak#for#the#activated#nucleotide#(2;MeImpG:#;10.40#ppm;#2;MeImpC:#;10.32#ppm)#relative#to#the#phosphate#peak#
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(0#ppm)#was#measured#and#normalized#to#the#initial#integration.#These#values#were#fit#to#a#first#order#exponential#decay#to#get#a#pseudo;first#order#rate#constant#for#the#reaction.##













Abstract## Threose# nucleic# acid# (TNA)# is# a# promising# alternative# genetic# material# that# may#have#played#a#role#in#the#early#evolution#of#life.#In#this#work#we#developed#a#novel#synthesis#of#TNA#nucleosides#with#a#2!Gamino#modification# (2!GNH2GTNA).#The#synthesis#was#based#on# a# cycloaddition# reaction# between# a# glycal# and# azodicarboxylate,# followed# by# direct#nucleosidation# of# the# cycloadduct.# Using# this# route# we# synthesized# the# thymine# and#guanine#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleosides#in#7#steps#with#24%#and#12%#overall#yield,#respectively.#We#then#activated#the#guanine#nucleoside#with#a#3!GphosphorG2Gmethylimidazolide#group#and# tested# its# ability# to# copy#C4#RNA,#DNA#and#TNA# templates# by#nonGenzymatic# primer#extension.#We#measured#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constants#for#the#first#nucleotide#addition#step# of# 1.5±0.1,# 0.97±0.06# and# 0.57±0.06# hG1# on# the# RNA,# DNA# and# TNA# template,#respectively,#at#pH#7.5#and#20oC#with#5#mM#activated#nucleotide.#These#rates#are#more#than#an#order#of#magnitude#slower#than#those# for#other#aminoGmodified#ribose#systems#under#the#same#conditions,#and#copying#of#the#TNA#template,#which#best#represented#a#true#selfGcopying#reaction,#was#the#slowest#of#all.#Although#its#rate#of#addition#is#slow,#the#activated#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleotide#is#relatively#stable,#with#a#halfGlife#of#hydrolysis#of#6.47±0.07#days.#Given#its#other#desirable#properties,#2!GNH2GTNA#has#potential#as#a#selfGreplicating#genetic#material.#
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Introduction## The#early#development#of#life#must#have#proceeded#from#abiotic#chemicals,#through#simple#cells#capable#of#Darwinian#evolution#to#the#complex# life# forms#that#exist# today.#To#better# understand# this# process# efforts# are# underway# to# synthesize# model# protocells#composed#of#a#selfGreplicating#compartment#and#genetic#material#(Szostak,#Bartel,#and#Luisi#2001).#Simple#systems#of#growth#and#division#have#been#developed#for#fatty#acid#vesicles#(Zhu#and#Szostak#2009).#However,#despite#recent#advances#in#autocatalytic#RNA#synthesis#(Vaidya#et#al.#2012;#Lincoln#and#Joyce#2009)#and#ribozyme#catalyzed#RNA#dependent#RNA#polymerization# (Wochner# et# al.# 2011),# the# development# of# a# selfGreplicating# nucleic# acid#system#capable#of#openGended#evolution#has#not#been#developed.## As# an# alternative# to# ribozymeGmediated# replication,# activated# nucleotides# can# be#used# to# copy# sequences#without# enzymatic# catalysis.# Building# on# the#pioneering#work# of#Leslie#Orgel#and#colleagues#(Inoue#and#Orgel#1983;#Lohrmann#and#Orgel#1976;#T.#F.#Wu#and#Orgel# 1992),# we# and# others# have# been# developing# systems# of# nonGenzymatic,# templateGdirected# primer# extension# using# aminoGmodified# nucleotides# as# models# for# genetic#replication# since# they# show# enhanced# rates# of# polymerization# due# to# the# greater#nucleophilicity#of#the#amine#(Kaiser#and#Richert#2013;#Kaiser#et#al.#2012;#Röthlingshöfer#et#al.#2008;#Chen,#Cai,#and#Szostak#2009;#Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013;#Mansy#et#al.#2008).# In# particular,# we# have# studied# the# polymerization# of# the# acyclic# 2!GaminoG2!Gdeoxyglycerol# nucleotides# (Chen,# Cai,# and# Szostak# 2009),# 2!GaminoG2!,3!Gdideoxyribose#nucleotides# (Schrum# et# al.# 2009;# Mansy# et# al.# 2008),# and# 3!GaminoG2!,3!Gdideoxyribose#nucleotides# (Zhang# et# al.# 2013).# These# systems# are# attractive# as# models# of# genetic# selfGreplication# since# they# have# the# potential# to# efficiently# copy# all# four# nucleobases# on# the#
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order# of# minutes# (Zhang# et# al.# 2013)# and# they# are# compatible# with# fatty# acid# vesicles#(Mansy#et#al.#2008).## (L)GαGThreose# nucleic# acid# (TNA)# (Figure# 4.1A),# based# on# the# four# carbon# sugar#threose,#has#also#generated#a#lot#of#interest#since#it#was#discovered#by#Albert#Eschenmoser#and# colleagues# that# it# is# able# to# form# stable#WatsonGCrick# duplexes#with# itself,# DNA# and#RNA#(Eschenmoser#1999;#Schoning#et#al.#2000;#Schoning#et#al.#2002).#Since#TNA#could#have#been#synthesized#by#the#same#potentially#prebiotic#processes#that#have#been#proposed#for#RNA#(Kim#et#al.#2011;#Islam#et#al.#2013),#it#may#have#played#a#role#in#the#early#evolution#of#life#(Orgel#2000).#To#support#this#hypothesis,#TNA#has#been#used#as#a#template#for#the#nonGenzymatic#polymerization#of#activated#ribonucleotides#(Heuberger#and#Switzer#2006)#and#
in#vitro#selection#techniques#have#been#used#to#isolate#functional#TNA#sequences#(J.#Ichida,#Zou,#et#al.#2005;#Yu,#Zhang,#and#Chaput#2012)#based#on#the#enzymatic#copying#of#DNA#to#TNA#and#vice#versa#(Chaput#and#Szostak#2003;#Chaput,#Ichida,#and#Szostak#2003;#J.#Ichida,#Horhota,#et#al.#2005;#Pinheiro#et#al.#2012;#Yu#et#al.#2013).## Structurally,#since#TNA#has#a#shortened#repeating#backbone#unit#the#interphosphate#distance#in#a#TNAGTNA#duplex#is#only#5.9#Å#(Ebert#et#al.#2008).#As#a#result,#it#has#a#shallow#and#wide#minor#groove,#similar#to#AGform#DNA#and#RNA#(Ebert#et#al.#2008),#and#binds#more#tightly# to# RNA# than#DNA# (Pallan# et# al.# 2003).# TNA# residues# adopt# a# unique# 4!Gexo# sugar#pucker# with# the# 2!G# and# 3!Ghydroxyl# groups# axial,# which# maximizes# the# interphosphate#distance#(Pallan#et#al.#2003;#Wilds#et#al.#2002).#Since# it#has#only# four#rotatable#bonds#per#residue,# as# opposed# to# five# in# RNA,# the# entropic# cost# of# trapping# a# singleGstranded# TNA#oligonucleotide# into# a# duplex# is# less# than#with# RNA# or#DNA# (X.#Wu,# Guntha,# et# al.# 2002;#Ferencic#et#al.#2004).#As#a#result,#we#hypothesized#that#single#stranded#TNA#might#form#a#
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structure# that# is# preGorgranized# for# favorable# nucleotide# binding.# Template# preGorganization# has# previously# been# shown# to# enhance# the# rate# of# nonGenzymatic#polymerization# for# altritol# (ANA)# and# hexitol# (HNA)# nucleic# acids# (Kozlov# et# al.# 1999;#Kozlov#et#al.#2000).## Given#the#desirable#properties#of#TNA#and#its#potential# importance#in#the#origin#of#life,#we#became#interested#in#testing#the#activated#nucleotides#of#2!GaminoG2!Gdeoxythreose#nucleic# acid# (2!GNH2GTNA)# in# nonGenzymatic# primer# extension# experiments.# The#Eschenmoser# group#has# synthesized# the# adenine# and# thymine# residues#of# the#2!G# and#3!GaminoGmodified#versions#of#TNA#and#shown#that#they#have#similar#baseGpairing#properties#to#regular#TNA,#with#the#2!Gamino#derivative#forming#significantly#weaker#duplexes#(X.#Wu,#Guntha,# et# al.# 2002;# Ferencic# et# al.# 2004).# They# have# also# shown# that# the# amino#modification#enhances#the#rate#of#nonGenzymatic#ligation#of#two#TNA#oligonucleotides#on#a#TNA#template#(X.#Wu,#Delgado,#et#al.#2002).#Conveniently,#the#rigid#threose#ring#would#also#hold#the#activated#phosphate#and#nucleophilic#amine#of#a#monomer#apart#from#each#other#to#minimize#cyclization,#which#can#be#rapid#with#amino#nucleotides#(Chen,#Cai,#and#Szostak#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013)#(Figure#4.1B).## In# the# route#developed#by#Eschenmoser#et# al.# the# thymine#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleotide#(4.8t)#was#synthesized#indirectly#through#the#thymine#TNA#nucleoside#and#the#adenine#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleoside#was#synthesized#through#transGnucleosidation#of#4.8t#(Ferencic#et#al.#2004).#We# first# sought# to#develop#a#direct# route# for# the# synthesis#of# the#guanine#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleoside#(4.8g).#We#based#our#synthesis#on#a#[4+2]#cycloaddition#reaction#between#an#azodicarboxylate#and#glycal#that#was#previously#developed#to#synthesize#trans#2Gamino,#3Ghydroxyl# carbohydates# (Fitzsimmons,# Leblanc,# and# Rokach# 1987;# Leblanc# and#
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Fitzsimmons# 1989;# Leblanc# et# al.# 1989)# due# to# its# high# efficiency# and# stereoG# and#regioselectivity.#We# then#synthesized# the#3!GphosphorG2Gmethylimidazolide#derivative# (2GMeImpntG,#4.11)#and#tested#it#in#nonGenzymatic#primer#extension#experiments#on#C4#RNA,#DNA# and# TNA# templates.# This# work# provides# a# novel# synthetic# approach# to# modified#nucleosides# and# a# better# understanding# of# the# potential# role# threoseGbased# nucleic# acids#could#play#as#a#genetic#material#for#a#model#protocell.##
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Ribonucleic acid6 atom backbone unit5 rotatable bondsC3'-endo
Threose nucleic acid5 atom backbone unit4 rotatable bondsC4'-exo




















Synthesis#of#2!4NH24TNA#nucleosides## We# sought# to# develop# an# efficient# synthesis# that# could# yield#multiple# 2!GNH2GTNA#nucleosides# from#a#common# intermediate#with#high#enantiomeric#purity.#To# this#end,#we#decided# to# base# our# synthesis# on# a# [4+2]# cycloaddition# reaction# between# a# glycal# and#azodicarboxylate#that#had#previously#been#developed#to#synthesize#2Gamino#carbohydrates#(Fitzsimmons,# Leblanc,# and# Rokach# 1987;# Leblanc# and# Fitzsimmons# 1989;# Leblanc# et# al.#1989).#Although#this#reaction#had#not#been#used#to#synthesize#nucleosides#or#four#carbon#sugars,#the#general#scheme#was#compatible#with#our#needs.## We#synthesized#the#glycal# from#(R)GβGhydroxyGγGbutyrolactone#(4.1),#which#can#be#obtained#in#>99%#e.e.#As#shown#in#Scheme#4.1,#we#first#protected#the#hydroxyl#group#with#a#
















































































Scheme( 4.2( (continued).# aReagents# and# conditions:# (a)# N2GacetylGO6G(diphenylcarbamoyl)guanine,# bis(trimethylsilyl)acetamide,# acetonitrile,# 80oC,# 10# min,#cooled#to#0oC#and#added#4.5#and#then#trimethylsilyl#trifluoromethanesulfonate,#0oC,#15#min,#room# temperature,# 1.5# h,# 79%;# (b)# indium# powder,# aluminum# foil,# 2:1# EtOHGsat.# aq.#ammonium# chloride,# reflux,# 3# h,# 45%;# (c)# tetrabutylammonium# fluoride,# THF,# room#temperature,# 3# h;# (d)# ammonium# hydroxide,# 35oC,# 22# h,# 62%;# (e)# 4.5,# thymine,#bis(trimethylsilyl)acetamide,# acetonitrile,# 80oC,# 10# min,# cooled# to# 0oC# and# added#trimethylsilyl#trifluoromethanesulfonate,#0oC,#30#min,#room#temperature,#45#min,#91%;#(f)#zinc#powder,# acetic# acid,# room# temperature,#1#h;# (g)#acetone,# zinc#powder,#5#h,#71%;# (h)#tetrabutylammonium#fluoride,#THF,#room#temperature,#3#h,#68%.##
#
Figure(4.2.#XGRay#crystal#structures#of# the#2!GaminoG2!Gdeoxythreose#nucleosides#with#an#(A)#guanine#(4.8g)#and#(B)#thymine#(4.8t)#nucleobase.#Both#furanose#rings#have#a#C3!Gendo#sugar#pucker.##
Synthesis#of#24MeImpntG## Previously,#we#have#synthesized#activated#amino#nucleotides#using#phosphorus(V)#oxychloride# without# protecting# the# nucleobase# (Schrum# et# al.# 2009;# Zhang# et# al.# 2013).#
A B
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However,#since#the#3!Ghydroxyl#group#of#nucleosides#4.8g#and#4.8t#is#a#secondary#hydroxyl#and# it# is# further# sterically#hindered#by# its#proximity# to# the#nucleobase,# this# reaction#was#sluggish#and#preferentially#phosphorylated#the#nucleobase#exocyclic#amine.#Therefore,#we#developed# a# new# route# to# the# 3!GphosphorG2Gmethylimidazolide# activated# nucleotide# of#













































Figure( 4.3.# Hydrolysis# of# the# activated# nucleotide# 2GMeImpntG# (4.11)# measured# by# 31P#NMR# at# pH# 7.5# and# 20oC.# The# natural# logarithm# of# the# fraction# of# activated# nucleotide#remaining#was#fit#to#a#line#to#get#a#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constant#of#4.47±0.05#x10G3#hG1#(estimate#±#standard#error).##
Primer#extension#of#24MeImpntG#on#RNA,#DNA#and#TNA#templates## Once#we# had# synthesized# the# activated# 2!GNH2GTNA# nucleotide#4.11# we# tested# its#reactivity# in# nonGenzymatic# primer# extension# experiments.# To# allow# for# a# direct#comparison#to#previous#results#from#other#aminoGmodified#nucleic#acid#systems#(Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013)#we#used#the#same#reaction#conditions:#5#mM#monomer,#pH#7.5,#150#mM#NaCl#and#100#mM#NGhydroxyethylimidazole#(HEI)#as#a#catalyst.#Similarly,#we#used#a# DNA# primer# with# a# 3!Gamino# terminus# and# 3!GC4A2G5!# RNA,# DNA# and# TNA# templates#(Figure#4.4A).#Activated#nucleotide#4.11#was#an#effective#monomer#for#the#nonGenzymatic#primer#extension#reaction,#with#only#28%#of#the#primer#remaining#after#1#h#and#42%#of#the#primer#converted#to#fullGlength#+4#product#after#6#h#on#the#RNA#template#(Figure#4.4B).##
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general#trend#of#RNA>DNA>TNA#held#for#all#steps,#except#for#the#production#of#+4#product,#which#was#faster#on#the#TNA#template#than#on#DNA.#Consistent#with#the#low#concentration#of#the#+2#extension#product,#the#rate#constant#for#formation#of#the#+2#product#was#less#than#that# for# its#consumption#on#all# templates,# leading#to#a#steady#state#concentration.# Indeed,#the#formation#of#the#+3#product#was#the#fastest#step#on#each#template.##
#
Figure( 4.5.# Consumption# of# primer# from# the# nonGenzymatic# polymerization# of# 5#mM# 2GMeImpntG# (4.11)# on# a# C4# template# at# pH# 7.5# and# 4oC# with# 100# mM# HEI# catalyst.# The#fraction#of#primer#remaining#(Primer/Primer0)#was#plotted#against#time#and#fit#to#a#single#exponential# decay# to# give# pseudoGfirst# order# rate# constants# of# 1.5±0.1,# 0.97±0.06# and#0.57±0.06#hG1#(estimate#±#standard#error)#and#plateau#values#of#8±1,#9±1#and#9±3%#for#the#RNA#(),#DNA#()#and#TNA#(▲)#templates,#respectively.######
















Table(4.1.#Estimated#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constants#for#the#primer#extension#reaction#of#2GMeImpntG#(4.11)#on#C4#templates#as#determined#by#differential#equation#modeling.## kobs#(hG1)#Step# RNA# DNA# TNA#Primer##+1# 1.52# 0.96# 0.57#+1##+2# 0.96# 0.75# 0.40#+2##+3# 1.55# 1.14# 0.67#+3##+4# 0.60# 0.32# 0.46#+4##+5# 0.12# 0.14# 0.06##
Discussion## We#have#developed#a#novel#synthesis#of#2!GNH2GTNA#nucleosides#that#allowed#us#to#test#the#reactivity#of#the#2GMeImpntG#monomer#(4.11)#in#nonGenzymatic#primer#extension#reactions# on# RNA,# DNA,# and# TNA# templates.# The# synthesis# was# based# on# a# [4+2]#cycloaddition# reaction# between# a# glycal# and# azodicarboxylate# that# was# previously#developed#to#synthesize#2Gamino#sugars#(Leblanc#and#Fitzsimmons#1989).#We# found#that#the#reaction#worked#well#for#the#fourGcarbon#glycal#4.4#if#we#omitted#the#dichloromethane#coGsolvent# from#the#published#procedure,#giving#a#yield#of#83%#of# the#desired#regioG#and#stereoisomer#(Scheme#4.1).#The#synthetic#route#to#the#nucleoside#was#simplified#greatly#by#the#use#of# cycloadduct#4.5#directly#as#a#nucleosidation#substrate# to#give# the#2!Ghydrazide#nucleoside#series#4.6#with#high#anomeric#selectivity#(Scheme#4.2).#Although#the#standard#hydrazide# reduction# conditions#worked#well# for# the# thymine# nucleoside#4.6t,# it#was# not#compatible#with#the#nucleobase#protecting#groups#for#the#guanine#analog#4.6g.#Therefore,#to#access#the#2!Gamino#nucleoside#4.8g#we#had#to#use#milder#and#more#selective#reducing#conditions#with#indium#metal#as#a#single#electron#donor.#
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# Overall,#4.8g# and#4.8t#were#synthesized# in#12%#and#24%#yield,# respectively,# from#lactone#4.1# in#7#steps.#For#comparison,#Eschenmoser#and#colleagues#synthesized#4.8t# in#9#steps#from#LGascorbic#acid#in#10%#overall#yield#(Schoning#et#al.#2000;#Schoning#et#al.#2002;#Ferencic# et# al.# 2004).# Both# nucleosides# crystallized# with# a# C3!Gendo# sugar# pucker#characteristic# of# residues# in# AGform# DNA# and# RNA# (Figure# 4.2),# whereas# TNA# residues#prefer# a# C4!Gexo# sugar# pucker# in# the# context# of# a# duplex# (Wilds# et# al.# 2002;# Pallan# et# al.#2003;#Ebert# et# al.# 2008).#The#C3!Gendo# sugar#pucker,# as#well# as# other# sugar#puckers,# has#also#been#seen#in#other#crystallized#TNA#nucleosides#(Schoning#et#al.#2000),#suggesting#that#the#C4!Gexo# sugar#pucker# is#preferred#only# in# the#context#of#a#duplex.#Since#both# the#C3!G
endo# and# C4!Gexo# sugar# puckers# hold# the# 2!G# and# 3!Gsubstituents# in# the# extended# axial#conformation# required# for# the#duplex,# the#C4!Gexo# sugar#pucker# is# likely# required# for# the#optimal#orientation#of#the#nucleobase#and#phosphodiester#backbone.(# The# cycloadditionGnucleosidationGreduction# scheme# we# have# developed# could#potentially# be# applied# to# other# 2!Gamino# nucleosides.# The# stereoselectivity# of# the#cycloaddition#reaction#can#be#maintained#with#3Gdeoxy#glycals#by#using#a#bulky#protecting#group#on#the#4G#and#5Ghydroxyl#group#(Leblanc#et#al.#1989).#Therefore,#it#could#potentially#be#used#to#access#the#2!GaminoG2!,3!Gdideoxyribose#nucleoside#series,#which#performs#well#in# nonGenzymatic# polymerization# experiments,# but# is# currently# difficult# to# synthesize#(Schrum# et# al.# 2009).# The# more# common# 2!Ghydroxyl# nucleosides# could# be# accessed# by#using# phenanthrenequinone# instead# of# azodicarboxylates.# It# has# previously# been# shown#that# phenanthrenequinone# can# undergo# similar# stereoselective# [4+2]# cycloaddition#chemistry# with# glycals# to# form# new# C1GO# and# C2GO# bonds# (Lichtenthaler,# Weimer,# and#
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Immel#2004),# although# it# is#not# known# if# the# cycloadduct# formed# is# a# good# substrate# for#nucleosidation.## Next,#we#turned#our#attention#to#synthesizing#the#activated#monomer#2GMeImpntG#(4.11)# and# testing# its# reactivity# in# nonGenzymatic# primer# extension# experiments.#Unfortunately,#since#the#3!Ghydroxyl#group#of#4.8g#is#secondary#and#sterically#hindered#due#to# its# proximity# to# the# nucleobase,# it# was# not# sufficiently# reactive# in# our# standard#phosphorus(V)# oxychloride# phosphorylationGactivate# conditions# (Schrum# et# al.# 2009;#Zhang# et# al.# 2013).# Therefore,# we# protected# the# 2!Gamine# and# nucleobase# and# used# a#phosphitylationGoxidationGactivation# route# instead# (Scheme#4.3).# At# 3%,# the# overall# yield#from#4.8g#was#low,#but#was#sufficient#for#our#purposes.#It#should#be#possible#to#improve#the#yield# by# using# an# alternate# activation# method,# for# example,# 1,1!GcarbonyldiG2Gmethylimidazole.#We#confirmed#that#the#activated#nucleotide#4.11#is#not#able#to#cyclize#by#following#its#decomposition#by#31P#NMR#(Figure#4.3).#Indeed,#it#hydrolyzed#with#a#halfGlife#of# 6.47±0.07# days# at# pH# 7.5# and# 20oC,# as# compared# to# 5.3±0.2# days# for# guanosine# 5!GphosphorG2Gmethylimidazolide#(Chapter#3).#The#slower#hydrolysis#rate#could#be#due#to#the#guanosine#nucleobase#blocking#the#attack#of#water#on#the#3!Gphosphate#of#4.11.## Finally,# we# demonstrated# that# monomer# 4.11# could# extend# from# a# primer# on# C4#RNA,#DNA,#and#TNA#templates#(Figure#4.4).#This#finding#is#the#first#demonstration#of#nonGenzymatic#polymerization#by#a#threoseGbased#nucleotide#and#is#critical#for#its#potential#use#as# a# selfGreplicating# genetic# material.# The# pseudoGfirst# order# rate# constants# for# the# first#addition#to#the#primer#ranged#from#0.57±0.06#to#1.5±0.1#hG1#(Figure#4.5).#For#comparison,#in# the# 2!Gamino# and# 3!GaminoG2!,3!Gdideoxyribose# systems# the# activated# guanine#nucleotides# completely# copy# a# C4# RNA# template# in# under# 5# minutes,# indicating# a# rate#
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constant#of#at#least#42#hG1.#It#is#possible#that#the#constrained#sugar#of#4.11#limits#its#ability#to#adopt#the#geometry#necessary#for#the#phosphoryl#transfer#when#bound#to#the#template.#We# also# found# that# the# reaction# rate#was# greatest# for# the# third# nucleotide# addition# step#even# though# there# were# only# two# template# positions# available# for# cooperative# base#stacking# (Table# 4.1).# This# trend# was# also# observed# for# the# 3!GaminoG2!,3!Gdideoxyribose#system#(Zhang#et#al.#2013)#and#may#be#due#to#the#change#in#helical#geometry#as#the#amino#nucleotides#extend#from#the#DNA#primer.## Interestingly,#the#ranking#of#the#polymerization#rates#on#the#different#templates#was#RNA>DNA>TNA.# We# expected# polymerization# to# be# faster# on# the# AGform# RNA# template#than#the#BGform#DNA#template#since#TNA#prefers#an#AGform#geometry#due#to#its#shortened#backbone#(Pallan#et#al.#2003).#However,#we#similarly#expected#polymerization#to#be#fastest#on# the# TNA# template.# TNA# is# also# a#worse# template# than# RNA# for# the# polymerization# of#activated#ribonucleotides#(Heuberger#and#Switzer#2006).#The#restrained#geometry#of#TNA#either# makes# it# less# able# to# bind# tightly# to# nucleotides# as# a# template# or# for# the# TNA#nucleotides# to# adopt# the# geometry# necessary# for# phosphoryl# transfer# once# bound.# These#alternate#hypotheses#could#be#tested#by#measuring#the#rate#of#polymerization#at#a#range#of#monomer#concentrations#on#the#different#templates#to#differentiate#monomer#affinity#from#maximal#rate.#Combined,#our#results#show#that#2!GNH2GTNA#could#potentially#be#used#as#a#selfGreplicating#genetic#material,#but#its#relatively#slow#rate#of#polymerization,#especially#on#the# TNA# template,# makes# other# systems# more# attractive.# If# these# results# hold# for# TNA#monomers#it#would#suggest#that#TNA#would#be#inferior#to#RNA#as#a#genetic#polymer#in#the#origin#of#life,#which#may#be#why#it#was#ultimately#not#used#despite#the#likely#coGproduction#
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of# threoseG# and# riboseGbased# nucleosides# through# prebiotic# chemistry# (Kim# et# al.# 2011;#Islam#et#al.#2013).## To#further#test#the#potential#of#2!GNH2GTNA#to#function#as#a#selfGreplicating#genetic#polymer# it# will# be# necessary# to# synthesize# and# test# the# activated# cytosine,# adenine# and#thymine#monomers# to#ensure# that#all# four#bases#can#be#copied.#The# fidelity#of# copying# is#also#important#for#the#accurate#replication#of#genetic#information,#and#the#relative#rigidity#of# the# 2!GNH2GTNA# backbone# could#make# it# particularly# selective# for# the# complementary#nucleotide.#2!GNH2GTNA#could#also#have#different#properties#as#a# template# than#TNA#as# it#forms#weaker#duplexes#than#RNA,#DNA#and#TNA#(Ferencic#et#al.#2004).#A#weaker#duplex#is#preferable#as#it#facilitates#strand#separation#for#multiple#rounds#of#replication,#but#it#could#also#correspond#to#weaker#monomer#binding.##
Methods(and(Materials(
General## All#reagents#and#solvents#were#purchased#from#SigmaGAldrich,#Alfa#Aesar#or#Toronto#Research# Chemicals,# except# for# deuterated# solvents,# which# were# purchased# from#Cambridge# Isotope#Laboratories.#Flash#chromatography#was#performed#on#a#Biotage#SP1#instrument#with#HPGSil#columns.#NMR#spectroscopy#was#performed#on#a#400#MHz#Varian#spectrometer#(Oxford#ASG400)#operating#at#25oC,#unless#otherwise#specified.#Spectra#were#referenced# to# the# solvent# peak# according# to# published# values# (Gottlieb,# Kotlyar,# and#Nudelman# 1997),# except# for# 31P# spectra,# which# were# referenced# to# orthophosphate# or#phosphoric#acid#(0#ppm).#HighGresolution#mass#spectrometry#was#carried#out#on#a#Waters#QGTOF# micro# LCGMS# or# an# Agilent# 6520# QTOF# LCGMS.# Low# resolution# ESIGMS# was#
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performed#on#a#Bruker#Esquire#6000#with#direct# injection.#Preparative#HPLC#purification#was# performed# on# a# Varian# ProStar# instrument# with# a# Varian# Dynamax# Microsorb# C18#column#(250x21.4#mm).##
X4ray#crystallography#of#4.8t(# An# analytical# sample# of# 4.8t# was# crystallized# from# water# with# ethanol# vapor#diffusion.# Data# was# collected# from# a# crystal# mounted# on# a# diffractometer# at# 100# K.# The#intensities#of#the#reflections#were#collected#by#means#of#a#Bruker#APEX#II#CCD#along#with#the#D8#Diffractometer#(30#KeV,#λ#=#0.413280#Å),#and#equipped#with#an#Oxford#Cryosystems#nitrogen#open#flow#apparatus.#The#collection#method#involved#0.5o#scans#in#Phi#at#G5o#in#2Θ.#Data# integration#down#to#0.82#Å#resolution#was#carried#out#using#SAINT#V7.46#A#(Bruker#diffractometer,#2009)#with#reflection#spot#size#optimization.#Absorption#corrections#were#made#with#the#program#SADABS#(Bruker#diffractometer,#2009).#The#structure#was#solved#by#the#direct#methods#procedure#refined#by#leastGsquares#methods#again#F2#SHELXSG97#and#SHELXLG97# (Sheldrick,# 2008).# NonGhydrogen# atoms# were# refined# anisotropically,# and#hydrogen#atoms#were#allowed#to#ride#on#the#respective#atoms.##
X4ray#crystallography#of#4.8g&# An# analytical# sample# of# 4.8g# was# crystallized# from# water# with# ethanol# vapor#diffusion.# Data# was# collected# from# a# crystal# mounted# on# a# diffractometer# at# 100# K.# The#intensities# of# the# reflections# were# collected# by# means# of# a# Bruker# APEX# II# DUO# CCD#diffractometer# (CuK#radiation,#λ#=#1.54178#Å),#and#equipped#with#an#Oxford#Cryosystems#
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nitrogen#flow#apparatus.#The#collection#involved#1.0o#scans#in#ω#at#30,#55,#80#and#105o#in#2θ.#Data#analysis#was#carried#out#as#per#4.8t.##
Primer#extension#reaction## The#conditions# for# the#primer#extension#reaction#were#as# follows:#200#mM#HEPES#pH#7.5,#150#mM#NaCl,#100#mM#NGhydroxylethylimidazole#(HEI)#pH#7.5,#5#mM#2GMeImpntG#(4.11),#0.3#μM#primer,#1.5#μM#template,#4oC.#The#primer#sequence#was#5!GTAMRAGGCG#TAG#ACT#GAC#TGGG3!GNH2,#the#RNA#template#sequence#was#5!GAAC(CCC#CCA#GUC#AGU#CUA#CGCG3!#and#the#DNA#template#sequence#was#5!GAAC(CCC#CCA#GTC#AGT#CTA#CGCG3!,#where#the#bold#sequence#is#the#singleGstranded#overhang.#The#TNA#template#was#DNA,#except#for#the#underlined#region,#which#was#TNA:#5!GAAC(CCC#CCA#GTC#AGT#CTA#CGCG3!.#The#primer#was#generously# provided# by# Dr.# Sergei# Gryaznov# (Geron# Corp.),# the# TNA# template# was#generously#provided#by#Dr.#John#Chaput#(Arizona#State#University)#and#the#RNA#and#DNA#templates#were#purchased#from#IDT#DNA.#The#primer#was#purified#by#PAGE,#reverse#phase#HPLC#and#ion#exchange#HPLC#prior#to#use.## The#total#reaction#volume#was#30#μL.#At#each#time#point#a#5#μL#aliquot#was#taken,#mixed#with#10#μL#kill#buffer#(100#mM#EDTA,#4.8#M#urea,#1X#TBE)#and#ethanol#precipitated.#Time#points#were#taken#at#1,#2,#3,#4.5,#6#and#24#h.#Samples#were#analyzed#by#20%#ureaGTBE#denaturing#PAGE#and#imaged#on#a#Typhoon#Scanner#9400#(GE#Healthcare)#and#integrated#using#ImageQuant#TL#software#(GE#Healthcare).#The#fraction#of#the#total#integration#of#each#lane# represented# by# unreacted# primer#was# plotted# against# time# (omitting# the# 24# h# time#point#and#including#a#zero#time#point)#and#fit#to#a#single#exponential#decay#to#get#a#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constant#and#plateau#using#Prism#software#(GraphPad).#
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Estimating#primer#extension#rate#constants#by#differential#equation#modeling## To# estimate# the# rate# constant# for# each# monomer# addition# step# in# the# primer#extension# reactions# we# built# a# simple# model# based# on# the# following# set# of# differential#equations,#where#kn#is#the#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constant#for#the#conversion#of#primer+n#to#primer+n+1:##
# ### We#then#developed#a#MATLAB#function,#termed#“all#band#analysis”#(ABA),#that#takes#a#matrix#of#gel# integrations#of#a#primer#extension#reaction#(columns#are#time#points#with#primer#in#bottom#row)#and#a#vector#of#the#times#represented#by#each#column.#For#each#step#in#the#primer#extension#reaction#it#scans#a#range#of#k#values#and#selects#the#value#that#has#the#least#squares#error#between#the#predicted#and#observed#integrations.#It#then#fixes#the#k#value#for#that#step#and#repeats#the#process#for#the#next#step.#Since#about#9%#of#the#primer#appeared# to# be# unreactive# (Figure# 4.5)# we# subtracted# this# amount# from# each# primer#
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integration#before#modeling.#The#code# for# this# script# is#given#below,#and# the#most#upGtoGdate#version#is#available#at#https://github.com/jcraigblain:#
function kays = ABA(title, k0, kstep, kf, time_points, integrations) 
%Fit k values to multiple steps in a primer extension reaction 
%Takes a matrix of gel integrations (increasing time left to right, 
%increasing extension length bottom to top) 
%Fits a k value to each extension step one at a time 
  
%normalize gel lanes 
column_sums=sum(integrations,1); 
for i=1:size(integrations,1) 
   integrations(:,i)=integrations(:,i)/column_sums(i);  
end 
  
times = time_points - time_points(1); %t0 now 0 
  
flipped_integrations = flipud(integrations); %primer now at top 
  
%for each product length n, add all integrations for >=n+1 into n+1 band 
%then fit a kay value for n->n+1 
kays=[]; 
[num_bands,num_timepoints] = size(flipped_integrations); 
for b=2:num_bands 
    reduced_integrations = [flipped_integrations(1:b-1,:); 
sum(flipped_integrations(b:end,:),1)]; 
    kays(b-1) = ABA_kScan(k0, kstep, kf, times, reduced_integrations, kays); 
end 
  
%Model fitted k values 
initial_integrations = reduced_integrations(:,1); 
model_output = initial_integrations; 
for t=2:length(times) 
    model_result = ABA_RateODE(kays,times(t),initial_integrations); 
    model_output(:,t) = model_result(end,:)'; 
end 
  
%Plot model output 
model_output = flipud(model_output); 
model_heatmap_data = flipud(model_output); 










%Plot input data 
input_heatmap_data = flipud(integrations); 











function kmin = ABA_kScan(k0, kstep, kf, time_points, integrations,kays) 
%scans a range of k values for a particular step in the primer extension 
%reaction and selections the one that gives the least squared error 
%from the measured integrations 
  
k_scan = k0:kstep:kf; 
r = zeros(length(k_scan)); 
  
initial_integrations = integrations(:,1); 
for i=1:length(k_scan) 
    test_k=k_scan(i); 
    for j=2:length(time_points) 
        model = ABA_RateODE([kays test_k], time_points(j), 
initial_integrations); 
        r(i) = r(i) + sum((integrations(:,j)-model(end,:)').^2); 
    end 
end 
  
[rminn, index] = min(r); 




function x = ABA_RateODE(kays,tf,initial_integrations) 
%Kinetic model of primer extension reaction 
%Models each step as a pseudo-first order reaction 
%Works for any n 
  
%Invoke ODE Solver 
  
[t, x] = ode15s(@derivatives, [0 tf], initial_integrations); 
  
%Defining ODE system for ode solver 
function xdot = derivatives(t,x) 
    num_bands = length(kays)+1; 
    xdot = zeros(num_bands,1); 
    xdot(1) = -kays(1)*x(1); %consumption of primer 
    for i=2:num_bands-1 
       xdot(i) = kays(i-1)*x(i-1)-kays(i)*x(i); %production and consumption 
of intermediate bands 
    end 





Kinetics#of#24MeImpntG#hydrolysis## The# rate# of# hydrolysis# of# 2GMeImpntG# (4.11)# was# measured# under# the# following#conditions:#3#mM#4.11,#100#mM#HEPES#pH#7.5,#5#mM#potassium#phosphate#pH#7.5,#10%#D2O,#20oC.#Time#points#were#taken#daily# for#8#days#and#then#once#more#after#19#days.#At#each#time#point#a#31P#NMR#spectrum#was#measured#with#256#scans.#The#phosphate#signal#was# set# to# a# chemical# shift# of# 0#ppm#and#an# integration#of# 1.# The# integrations#of#4.11# (G12.02# ppm)# and# the# hydrolyzed# product# (1.15# ppm)# were# then# measured.# The# natural#logarithm# of# the# fraction# of# the# sum# of# the# two# integrations# that# was# 4.11# was# plotted#against# time#and# fit# to#a# line#using#Prism#software# (GraphPad).#The#slope#of# the# line#was#taken#as#the#pseudoGfirst#order#rate#constant#for#hydrolysis.##
Synthetic#procedures#
( (R)343((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)dihydrofuran32(3H)3one((4.2).#A#mixture#of#lactone#4.1# (10# g,# 94.0#mmol)# and# imidazole# (16.7# g,# 245#mmol)# in#DMF# (36#mL)#under#argon# was# cooled# on# ice# and# then# TBDPSCl# (32#mL,# 119#mmol)# was# added# slowly.# The#mixture#was#warmed#to#20oC,#stirred#for#23#h#and#then#poured#into#ddH2O#(400#mL).#The#product#was#extracted#with#CH2Cl2#(3#x#250#mL)#and#the#combined#organic#fractions#were#washed#with#brine#(200#mL),#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered#and#concentrated#to#100#mL.#The#concentrate# was# filtered# through# a# bed# of# silica# with# CH2Cl2# and# then# triturated# with#hexanes#to#afford#protected#lactone#4.2#(28.3#g,#95%)#as#a#white#solid:#Rf#=0.69,#CH2Cl2;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#CDCl3)#δ#7.62#(d,#J#=#6.9#Hz,#4H,#HGPh),#7.46#(dd,#J#=#7.2#Hz,#2H,#HGPh),#7.40#(dd,#J#=#7.1#Hz,#HGPh),#4.56#(m,#1H,#HGC3),#4.21#(dd,#1H,#J#=#9.8,#2.5#Hz,#HGC4),#4.16#(dd,#1H,#J#=#9.8,#4.6#Hz,#HGC4),#2.50#(d,#2H,#J#=#3.9#Hz,#HGC2),#1.06#(s,#9H,#HGtGBu);#13C#NMR#(100#MHz,#
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CDCl3)#δ#175.9,#135.8,#133.0,#130.4,#128.2,#75.9,#69.2,#38.1,#26.9,#19.2;#HRMS#(m/z):#[M+H+]+#calc.#for#C20H24O3Si,#341.1568,#obs.#341.1563.## (4R)343((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)tetrahydrofuran323ol( (4.3).# Protected#lactone#4.2# (10.02#g,#29.4#mmol)#was#dissolved# in#anhydrous#THF#(100#mL)#under#argon#and#cooled#to#G78oC#with#an#acetoneGdry#ice#bath.#A#1#M#solution#of#DIBALGH#in#toluene#(38#mL,#38#mmol)#was#added#dropwise#over#1#h.#The#reaction#was#quenched#with#methanol#(3#mL),#warmed# to# room# temperature.# Saturated# sodium# potassium# tartrate# (150#mL)#was#added#and#the#mixture#was#poured# into#400#mL#EtOAc,#stirred# for#2#h.#The#organic# layer#was#washed#with#water#(150#mL),#brine#(150#mL),#dried#over#MgSO4#and#filtered#and#then#the# crude# was# purified# by# flash# chromatography# (5# G# 20%# EtOAc# in# hexanes)# to# afford#protected#lactol#4.3#(9.58#g,#95%)#as#a#clear#oil:#Rf#=#0.28,#1:4#EtOAcGhexanes;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#anomer#1:#δ#7.63#G#7.54#(m,#4H,#HGPh),#7.48G7.37#(m,#6H,#HGPh),#6.06#(d,#J#=#5.1#Hz#,#1H,#HGOGC1),#5.44#(m,#1H,#HGC1),#4.49#(m,#1H,#HGC3),#3.76#(dd,#J#=#9.1,#4.9#Hz,#1H,#HGC4),#3.55#(dd,#J#=#9.2,#2.4#Hz,#1H,#HGC4),#1.94#(m,#1H,#HGC2),#1.77#(ddd,#J#=#13.3,#6.3,#3.0#Hz,#1H,#HGC2),#0.97#(s,#9H,#HGtGBu);#anomer#2:#δ#7.63#G#7.54#(m,#4H,#HGPh),#7.48G7.37#(m,#6H,#HGPh),#6.11#(d,#J#=#5.0,#1H,#HGOGC1),#5.20#(m,#1H,#HGC1),#4.28#(m,#1H,#HGC3),#3.68G3.60#(m,#2H,#HGC4),# 2.10# (m,# 1H,# HGC2),# 1.67# (m,# 1H,# HGC2),# 0.98# (s,# 9H,# HGtGBu);# 13C#NMR# (100#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#135.2,#135.1,#133.3,#133.2,#129.9,#127.9,#97.6,#97.3,#72.9,#72.6,#72.1,#71.5,#43.3,#42.4,#26.7,#18.7,#18.6;#HRMS#(m/z):#[M+Na+]+#calc.#for#C20H26O3Si,#365.1543,#obs.#365.1544.## (R)3tert3butyl((2,33dihydrofuran333yl)oxy)diphenylsilane((4.4).#Protected#lactol#
4.3# (8.94# g,# 27.6# mmol)# and# Et3N# (14.6# mL,# 104.7# mmol)# were# dissolved# in# anhydrous#CH2Cl2#(200#mL)#under#argon#then#cooled#to#G40oC#with#an#acetonitrileGdry#ice#bath.#MsCl#(2.7#mL,#34.9#mmol)#was#added#slowly#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#at#G40oC#for#1#h,#then#
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warmed# to# room# temperature# and# refluxed# for# 10# h.# The# reaction# mixture# was#concentrated#to#100#mL#and#then#purified#by# flash#chromatography#(1:1#CH2Cl2Ghexanes)#to#afford#protected#glycal#4.4#(6.59#g,#74%)#as#a#clear#oil:#Rf#=#0.57,#1:1#CH2Cl2Ghexanes;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#CDCl3)#δ#7.68G7.64#(m,#4H,#HGPh),#7.45G7.41#(m,#2H,#HGPh),#7.40G7.36#(m,#4H,#HGPh),#6.49#(apt.#d,#J#=#2.6#Hz,#1H,#HGC1),#5.01#(dddd,#J#=#7.2,#2.6,#2.6,#0.9#Hz,#1H,#HGC3),#4.96#(dd,#J#=#2.6,#2.6#Hz,#1H,#HGC2),#4.23#(dd,#J#=#10.5,#2.6#Hz,#1H,#HGC4),#4.04#(dd,#J#=#10.5,#7.20# Hz,# 1H,# HGC4),# 1.04# (s,# 9H,# HGtGBu);# 13C# NMR# (100# MHz,# DMSOGd6)# δ# 150.5,# 135.5,#135.4,#133.8,#133.6,#130.2,#130.1,#128.3,#128.2,#103.7,#77.1,#74.8,#27.0,#19.0;#HRMS#(m/z):#[M+Na+]+#calc.#for#C20H24O2Si,#347.1,#obs.#347.1.(# (4aR,7R,7aR)32,2,23trichloroethyl( 73((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)333(2,2,23
trichloroethoxy)34a,6,7,7a3tetrahydro31H3furo[3,23e][1,3,4]oxadiazine313




ne31,23dicarboxylate( (4.6g).# N2GAcetylGO6G(diphenylcarbamoyl)guanine# (2.15# g,# 5.54#mmol)# was# suspend# in# anhydrous# acetonitrile# (40# mL)# under# argon.#Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetamide# (2.8# mL,# 11.5# mmol)# was# added# and# the# suspension# was#stirred#at#80oC#for#10#min#to#dissolve#the#silylated#guanine.#The#solution#was#cooled#to#0oC#and#then#cycloadduct#4.5#(3.26#g,#4.62#mmol)#was#added#in#acetonitrile#(30#mL)#followed#by#the#dropwise#addition#of#TMSOTf#(1.08#mL,#5.98#mmol).#The#reaction#was#stirred#at#0oC#for#15#min#and#then#at#r.t.#for#1.5#h.#Volatiles#were#removed#in#vacuo#and#the#residue#was#dissolved# in#EtOAc# (100#mL),#washed#with#5%#NaHCO3# (2x100#mL)#and#brine# (100#mL),#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered#and#concentrated#in#vacuo#to#a#crude.#The#crude#was#purified#by#flash#chromatography#(20#to#60%#EtOAc#in#hexanes)#to#afford#protected#hydrazide#4.6g#as#a#white# foam#(4.01#g,#79%).#Rf#=#0.72,#6%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;# 1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6,#40oC)#Note:#broad#multiplets#were#observed#due#to#stable#rotamers#δ#8.47#(br#d,#1H,#HGC8),#7.77G7.32#(m,#20H,#HGPh),#6.20#(s,#1H,#HGC1!),#5.65#(br#s,#1H,#HGC3!),#5.00G4.30#(br#m,#6H,#HGC4!# and#HGTroc),#3.87# (br#m,#1H,#HGC2!),#2.29# (br# s,#3H,#HGAc),#1.04# (br# s,#9H,#HGtBu);# 13C#NMR# (100#MHz,#DMSOGd6,# 60oC)# δ# 169.9,# 155.2,# 153.8,# 152.1,# 149.7,# 143.9,# 143.5,# 141.4,#135.5,# 135.3,# 135.0,# 132.4,# 132.1,# 130.0,# 129.9,# 129.6,# 129.5,# 129.3,# 128.8,# 127.7,# 127.3,#126.8,#126.4,#120.3,#95.1,#94.5,#74.9,#59.4,#54.5,#26.5,#26.3,#18.4;#HRMS#(m/z):#[M+H+]+#calc.#for#C46H44Cl6N8O9Si,#1091.1204,#obs.#1091.1254.#
( 23Acetamido393((3R,4R)333amino343((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)tetrahydro3
furan323yl)39H3purin363yl(diphenylcarbamate((4.7g).#Protected#hydrazide#4.6g#(4.54#g,#4.15#mmol),# indium#powder# (1.90# g,# 16.6#mmol)# and# aluminum# foil# (1.29# g,# 47.9#mmol)#
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were#suspended#in#EtOH#(67#mL)#and#sat.#aq.#NH4Cl#(33#mL)#and#refluxed#under#argon#with#vigorous#stirring#for#3#h.#The#hot#reaction#mixture#was#then#filtered#through#a#short#bed#of#celite,#diluted#with#water#(200#mL),#adjusted#to#pH#11#with#1#M#NaOH#and#then#extracted#with#CH2Cl2#(3x100#mL).#The#combined#organic#phase#was#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered#and#concentrated#in#vacuo#to#a#crude.#The#crude#was#purified#by#flash#chromatography#(0#to#4%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2)#to#afford#protected#aminonucleoside#4.7g#as#a#white#foam#(1.35#g,#45%).#
Rf#=#0.29,#6%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#8.56#(s,#1H,#HGC8),#7.57G7.27#(m,#20H,#HGPh),#5.80#(d,#J#=#2.7#Hz,#1H,#HGC1!),#4.17#(dd,#J#=#7.4,#3.3#Hz,#1H,#HGC3!),#4.11#(dd,#J#=#9.1,#3.1#Hz,#1H,#HGC4!),#4.04#(dd,#J#=#9.4,#5.1#Hz,#1H,#HGC4!),#4.01#(m,#1H,#HGC2!),#2.22#(s,#3H,#HGAc),# 0.88# (s,# 9H,# HGtBu);# 13C# NMR# (100# MHz,# DMSOGd6)# δ# 169.1,# 155.1,# 154.2,# 152.1,#150.1,#143.5,#141.7,#135.3,#135.2,#132.6,#132.6,#130.1,#130.0,#128.0,#127.9,#120.4,#91.3,#78.4,#74.7,# 63.6,# 26.6,# 24.8,# 18.5;# HRMS# (m/z):# [M+H+]+# calc.# for# C40H41N7O5Si,# 728.3011,# obs.#728.2943.#
( 93(2!3Amino32!3deoxy3α3L3threofuranosyl)guanine( (4.8g).# Protected#aminonucleoside#4.7g#(234#mg,#321#mmol)#was#dissolved#in#THF#(15#mL)#under#argon.#A#1#M#solution#of#TBAF#in#THF#(0.48#mL,#480#mmol)#was#added#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#at#room# temperature# for# 3# h.# Volatiles# were# removed# in# vacuo# and# the# residue# was#transferred#to#a#pressure#vessel#in#MeOH#(5#mL),#28%#NH4OH#(15#mL)#was#added#and#the#sealed#flask#was#heated#at#35oC#for#22#h.#Volatiles#were#removed#in#vacuo#and#the#residue#was# purified# by# flash# chromatography# (2# to# 20%# MeOH# in# CH2Cl2)# to# afford#aminonucleoside# 4.8g# (50# mg,# 62%)# as# a# white# solid.# Rf# =# 0.04,# 3:7# methanolGdichloromethane;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#7.88#(s,#1H,#HGC8),#5.54#(d,#J#=#3.4#Hz,#1H,#HGC1!),#4.06#(dd,#J#=#8.8,#4.8#Hz,#1H,#HGC4!),#4.00#(m,#1H,#HGC3!),#3.89#(dd,#J#=#8.8,#3.2#Hz,#1H,#
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HGC4!),# 3.55# (apt.# t,# J# =# 3.1#Hz,# 1H,#HGC2!);# 13C#NMR# (100#MHz,#DMSOGd6)# δ# 157.7,# 154.5,#152.0,# 137.0,# 117.4,# 90.5,# 77.4,# 75.0,# 65.0;# HRMS# (m/z):# [M+H+]+# calc.# for# C9H12N6O3,#253.1044,#obs.#253.1045.## Bis(2,2,23trichloroethyl)(13((3R,4R)343((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)323(53met3
hyl32,43dioxo33,43dihydropyrimidin31(2H)3yl)tetrahydrofuran333yl)hydrazine31,23
dicarboxylate((4.6t).#Thymine#(1.25#g,#9.91#mmol)#and#cycloadduct#4.5#were#suspended#in#anhydrous#acetonitrile#(76#mL)#under#argon.#Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetamide#(7.25#mL,#29.7#mmol)# was# added# and# the# suspension# was# stirred# at# 80oC# for# 10# min# to# dissolve# the#silylated#thymine.#The#solution#was#cooled#to#0oC#and#then#TMSOTf#(1.24#mL,#6.86#mmol)#was#added#dropwise.#The#reaction#was#stirred#at#0oC#for#30#min#and#then#at#r.t.#for#45#min.#Volatiles#were# removed# in# vacuo# and# the# residue#was# dissolved# in# CH2Cl2# (400#mL)# and#washed#with#5%#NaHCO3#(300#mL).#The#aqueous#phase#was#extracted#further#with#CH2Cl2#(2x100#mL)#and#then#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered#and#concentrated#in#vacuo#to#a#crude.#The#crude#was#purified#by#flash#chromatography#(0#to#2%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2)#to#afford#protected#hydrazide#4.6t#as#a#white#foam#(3.71#g,#91%).#Rf#=#0.40,#5%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6,#50oC)#δ#11.30#(s,#1H,#HGN3),#10.41#(br#s,#1H,#HGNGTroc),#7.63G7.35#(m,#11H,#HGPh#and#HGC6),#6.07#(br#s,#1H,#HGC1!),#5.00G4.65#(m,#6H,#H2GCCCl3#and#H2GC4!),#4.07#(app#d,#J#=#9.3#Hz,#HGC3!),#3.76#(br#s,#1H,#HGC2!),#1.73#(s,#3H,#H2GCC5),#1.04#(s,#9H,#HGtBu);#13C#NMR#(100#MHz,# DMSOGd6)# δ# 163.8,# 155.0,# 153.0,# 150.2,# 135.2,# 132.4,# 130.2,# 128.0,# 95.4,# 95.0,#83.4,# 75.2,# 73.9,# 70.8,# 26.6,# 18.6,# 12.2;# HRMS# (m/z):# [M+H+]+# calc.# for# C31H34Cl6N4O8Si,#829.0350,#obs.#829.0341.## 13((3R,4R)333Amino343((tert3butyldiphenylsilyl)oxy)tetrahydrofuran323yl)353
methylpyrimidine32,4(1H,3H)3dione( (4.7t).# Protected# hydrazide# 4.6t# (250# mg,# 301#
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μmol)#was#dissolved#in#glacial#acetic#acid#(10#mL)#under#argon.#Zinc#powder#(950#mg)#was#added# and# the# suspension#was# stirred# vigorously# for# 1# h# at# room# temperature.# Acetone#(0.04#mL,#544#μmol)#was#added#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#for#another#1#h.#Finally,#more#zinc# powder# (750# mg)# was# added# and# the# reaction# was# stirred# for# another# 4# h.# The#suspension#was#filtered,#washed#with#MeOH,#concentrated#in#vacuo#and#coevaporated#with#toluene#to#obtain#a#crude#foam.#The#crude#was#purified#by#flash#chromatography#(0#to#2%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2#with#0.1%#Et3N#to#afford#protected#nucleoside#4.7t#as#a#white#foam#(99#mg,#71%).#Rf#=#0.35,#6%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;# 1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6,#40oC)#δ#7.62G7.42#(m,#11H,#HGPh#and#HGC6),#5.50#(d,# J#=#2.1#Hz,#HGC1!),#4.10G4.00#(m,#3H,#HGC4!#and#HGC3!),#3.43#(m,#1H,#HGC2!),#1.73#(d,#J#=#1.2,#H3CGC5),#0.98#(s,#9H,#HGtBu);#13C#NMR#(100#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#163.9,#150.5,#136.4,#135.2,#132.6,#130.0,#128.0,#108.3,#92.6,#78.5,#75.4,#64.4,#26.5,#18.6,#12.3;#HRMS#(m/z):#[M+H+]+#calc.#for#C25H31N3O4Si,#466.2,#obs.#466.1.## 13(2!3Amino32!3deoxy3α3L3threofuranosyl)thymine( (4.8t).# Protected# nucleoside#




ate((4.9).#Nucleoside#4.8g#was#dissolved#in#anhydrous#DMF#(10#mL)#under#argon.#To#this#solution# was# added# N,NGdiisopropylethylamine# (0.11# mL,# 632# μmol)# and# then# 4,5GdimethoxyG2Gnitrobenzyl#chloroformate#(58#mg,#210#μmol)#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#at#room#temperature,#covered#from#light,#for#3.5#h.#The#reaction#was#quenched#with#MeOH#(2#mL)#for#1#h#and#then#concentrated#in#vacuo#and#coevaporated#with#toluene#(2x10#mL).#The#crude#was#dissolved#in#anhydrous#DMF#(5#mL)#under#argon#and#to#this#solution#was#added#
N,NGdimethylformamide#dimethyl#acetal# (1#mL,#7.53#mmol)#and# the# reaction#was#stirred,#covered# from#light,#at#room#temperature# for#6#h.#The#reaction#was#concentrated# in#vacuo#and# coevaported# with# toluene# (2x10# mL)# and# the# crude# was# purified# by# flash#chromatography#(5# to#40%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2)# to#afford#protected#nucleoside#4.9#as#a#pale#yellow#solid#(49#mg,#50%).#Rf#=#0.4,#10%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#11.35#(s,#1H,#HNGN1),#8.62#(s,#1H,#HGC=N),#8.08#(d,#J#=#8.2#Hz,#1H,#HGNGNvoc),#7.98#(s,#1H,#HGC8),#7.70#(s,#1H,#HGAr),#7.15#(s,#1H,#HGAr),#5.82#(d,#J#=#3.9#Hz,#1H,#HGC1!),#5.73#(d,#J#=#3.8#Hz,#1H,#HGOC3!),#5.35#(d,#J#=#15.0#Hz,#1H,#HGHCGAr),#5.31#(d,#J#=#14.4#Hz,#1H,#HGHCGAr),#4.59#(m,#1H,#HGC2!),#4.31#(m,#1H,#HGC3!),#4.16G3.96#(m,#2H,#HGC4!),#3.87#(s,#6H,#H3GCOAr),#3.10#(s,#3H,#H3GCGN),# 3.02# (s,# 3H,# H3GCGN);# ESIGMS# (m/z):# [M+Na+]+# calc.# for# C22H26N8O9,# 569.2,# obs.#569.1.## 4,53Dimethoxy323nitrobenzyl(((3R,4R)323(23amino363oxo31,63dihydro39H3puri3
n393yl)343(phosphonooxy)tetrahydrofuran333yl)carbamate( (4.10).# Protected#
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nucleoside#4.9#was#dissolved# in#anhydrous#acetonitrile# (8#mL)#with#3#Å#molecular#sieves#(10)#under#argon.#To#this#solution#was#added#5G(ethylthio)tetrazole#(20#mg,#154#μmol)#and#then# bis(2Gcyanoethyl)GN,NGdiisopropyl# phosphoramidite# (28# mg,# 103# μmol)# and# the#reaction#was#stirred#at#room#temperature#for#2.7#h#covered#from#light.#To#the#reaction#was#added#a#70%#aqueous#solution#of#tertGbutyl#hydroperoxide#(200#μLμ,#1.45#mmol)#and#the#reaction#was# stirred# for# another#1.3#h.# Finally,# the# reaction#was#diluted#with# ammonium#hydroxide# (15#mL)# and# stirred# at# 55oC# in# a# pressure# vessel# for# 18# h.# The# reaction# was#concentration#in#vacuo#and#purified#by#preparative#HPLC#with#2#to#15%#acetonitrile#in#10#mM#triethylammonium#bicarbonate#pH#7.5#over#15#min# to#afford#90#mg#of# the#protected#nucleotide# 4.10# as# a# triethylammonium# salt# after# lyophilization.# Due# to# excess#triethylammonium#the#actual#yield#of#the#reaction#was#not#determined#and#the#product#was#used#directly#in#the#subsequent#activation#reaction.#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#10.63#(s,#1H,#HGN1),#8.35#(d,#J#=#6.9#Hz,#1H,#HGNGNvoc),#7.99#(s,#1H,#HGC8),#7.69#(s,#1H,#HGAr),#7.15#(s,#1H,#HGAr),#5.73#(d,#J#=#4.8#Hz,#1H,#HGC1!),#5.33#(d,#J#=#14.7#Hz,#1H,#HGHCGAr),#5.28#(d,#J#=#14.3#Hz,#1H,#HGHCGAr),#4.69#(m,#1H,#HGC2!),#4.54#(m,#1H,#HGC3!),#4.12#(dd,#J#=#9.1,#4.4#Hz,#HGC4!),#4.07#(dd,#J#=#9.1,#5.2#Hz,#HGC4!),#3.88#(s,#3H,#H3GCOAr),#3.86#(s,#3H,#H3GCOAr);#13P#NMR#(160.8# MHz,# DMSOGd6)# δ# 0# (phosphoric# acid),# G1.12;# ESIGMS# (m/z):# [MGH+]G# calc.# for#C19H22N7O12P,#570.1,#obs.#570.1.## (3R,4R)343Amino353(23amino363oxo31,63dihydro39H3purin393yl)3tetrahydrofu3
ran333yl( hydrogen( (23methyl31H3imidazol313yl)phosphonate( (4.11).# Protected#nucleotide#4.10#was#dissolved#in#a#mixture#of#DMSO#(3#mL)#and#DMF#(2#mL)#under#argon#and# protected# from# light.# To# this# solution# was# added# 2Gmethylimidazole# (181# mg,# 2.21#mmol),# triethylamine# (0.1# mL,# 717# μmol),# triphenylphosphine# (129#mg,# 492# μmol),# and#
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finally# 2,2!Gdipyridyl# disulfide# (150#mg,# 681# μmol)# and# the# reaction#was# stirred# at# room#temperature# for# 3# h.# The# reaction# was# precipitated# in# a# mixture# of# acetone# (300# mL),#diethyl# ether# (190# mL),# triethylamine# (20# mL)# and# an# acetone# solution# saturated# with#sodium#perchlorate#(1.5#mL).#The#precipitate#was#collected#by#centrifugation#and#washed#with# a# 1:1# acetoneGether# mixture# (3x40# mL).# The# crude# pellet# was# dissolved# in# water#brought# to# pH# 10.5# with# 10# N# NaOH.# This# solution# was# stirred# under# constant# 350# nm#irradiation# for# 16.5# h.# The# product# was# purified# directly# from# the# reaction# solution# by#preparative#HPLC#with#2# to#9%#acetonitrile# in#10#mM#triethylammonium#bicarbonate#pH#7.5#over#12#min#to#afford#the#product#as#a#triethylammonium#salt#after#lyophilization.#The#yield#of#activated#nucleotide#4.11#was#measured#by#the#UV#spectrophotometry,#assuming#an#extinction#coefficient#of#14.09#mMG1#cmG1,#and#found#to#be#4#μmol#(6%#from#4.9).#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#D2O)#δ#7.90#(s,#1H,#HGC8),#7.06#(app#s,#1H,#HGIm),#6.82#(app#s,#1H,#HGIm),#5.77#(app#s,#1H,#HGC1!),#4.59#(under#DHO,#HGC3!),#4.47#(d,#J#=#11.1#Hz,#1H,#HGC4!),#4.36#(d,#J#=#10.9#Hz,#1H,#HGC4!),#3.70#(app#s,#1H,#HGC2!),#3.21#(q,#J#=#7.3#Hz,#0.6x6H,#NH(CH2CH3)3+),#2.20#(s,#3H,#H3GC),#3.21#(t,#J#=#7.3#Hz,#0.6x9H,#NH(CH2CH3)3+);#13C#NMR#(100#MHz,#DMSOGd6)#δ#160.1,#158.8,# 153.6,# 150.3,# 137.0,# 121.2,# 90.9,# 80.2,# 74.6,# 61.4,# 13.7;# 31P#NMR# (160.8#MHz,# 10%#D2O)# δ# 1.15# (hydrolyzed),# 0# (orthophosphate),# G12.02# (activated);# HRMS# (m/z):# [MGH+]G#calc.#for#C13H17N8O5P,#395.0987,#obs.#395.0972.##
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vitro# selection.# Therefore,# it# is# important# to# have# efficient# and# general# methods# for#performing# these# modifications.# To# this# end,# we# have# developed# two# new# initiator#nucleotides#–#derivatives#of#GMP#with#a#modified#5!=phosphate#that#can#prime#transcription#to#make#5!=modified#RNA#–#that#contain#an#alkyne#group#for#downstream#‘click’#chemistry#to# azide# containing# compounds.# One# contains# a# (CH2)2# linker# to# a# terminal# alkyne# for#copper(I)=catalyzed#azide=alkyne#cycloaddition#(CuAAC)#coupling#and#the#other#contains#a#bulkier# dibenzylcyclooctyne# group# for# copper=free# strain=promoted# azide=alkyne#cycloaddition# coupling# (SPAAC).# The# CuAAC# nucleotide# was# incorporated# into# 81%# of#transcripts#when#at#a#10:1# ratio# to#GTP#and# the#SPAAC#nucleotide#was# incorporated# into#92%#at#a#ratio#of#8:1,#each#without#a#loss#in#transcription#yield.#Both#modified#transcripts#could# be# cleanly# coupled# to# a#model# azide.# Finally,#we# propose# a# scheme# for# an# in# vitro#selection#experiment# to# isolate#an#RNA=dependent#RNA#polymerase#ribozyme#that#would#make#use#of#these#initiator#nucleotides.#
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Introduction## Chemically# modified# RNA# oligonucleotides# have# many# applications# in# biological#research#and#biotechnology,# including#fluorescent#labeling#for# in#vitro#and# in#vivo# imaging#(Phelps,# Morris,# and# Beal# 2012),# biotin# tagging# for# affinity# chromatography# (Ahsen# and#Noller# 1995),# chemical# ligation# (El=Sagheer# and#Brown#2012),# and# substrate# conjugation#for# in#vitro#selection#(Seelig#and#Jaschke#1999).#Modifications#can#be#introduced#into#RNA#through# the# use# of# modified# phosphoramidites# during# solid# phase# synthesis# (Paredes,#Evans,# and# Das# 2011);# however,# the# length# of# RNA# that# can# be# synthesized# routinely# is#limited# to# <100# nucleotides.# In# contrast,# in# vitro# transcription# by# T7# RNA# polymerase# is#relatively# inexpensive# and# can# be# used# to# produce# RNA# molecules# kilobases# long# in#milligram# quantities# (Studier# et# al.# 1990;# Milligan# and# Uhlenbeck# 1989),# but# the#transcription#process# is# less#amenable#to#modification.#Modified#nucleotide#triphosphates#can# be# incorporated# throughout# a# transcript# by#RNA#polymerase# enzymes# (Jao# and# Salic#2008;# Langer,# Waldrop,# and#Ward# 1981;# Strobel# 1999)# and# residues# can# be# chemically#modified# post=transcriptionally# (Babak# et# al.# 2004),# but# the# count# and# position# of#modification#cannot#be#controlled.#Although#non=natural,#orthogonal#base#pairs#have#been#used# to# incorporate# modified# nucleotide# triphosphates# at# particular# positions# (Tor# and#Dervan#1993),#this#method#still#requires#chemical#synthesis#of#the#non=natural#template.## To# achieve# the# single,# site=specific#modification# of# an#RNA# transcript# one# of# three#methods#is#typically#used:#(i)#enzymatic#ligation#to#a#modified#nucleotide#or#oligonucleotide#using# T4# RNA# ligase# (Kinoshita,# Nishigaki,# and# Husimi# 1997)# or# poly(A)# polymerase#(Martin# and# Keller# 1998);# (ii)# oxidation# of# the# 3!=diol# to# a# dialdehyde# and# subsequent#coupling# to# a# hydrazide# by# reductive# amination# (Hansske# and# Cramer# 1979);# or# (iii)#
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addition# of# an# initiator# nucleotide# or# oligonucleotide# to# the# transcription# reaction# for#incorporation#at# the#5!=terminus#(Pitulle#et#al.#1992;#Axelrod#and#Kramer#1985;#Sampson#and#Uhlenbeck#1988;#Huang#et#al.#2008).#Of#these#methods#the#initiator#nucleotide#method#is# the# simplest# since# it# does# not# require# any# addition# steps.# An# initiator# nucleotide# is# a#derivative#of#guanosine#or#adenosine#5!=monophosphate#that#T7#RNA#polymerase#can#use#to# prime# transcription,# but# cannot# incorporate# into# a# growing# transcript# since# it# is# not#activated.#Although#a#variety#of#initiator#nucleotides#can#be#used#(Huang#2003;#Fiammengo,#Musilek,# and# Jaschke# 2005;# Yisraeli# and# Melton# 1989),# guanosine# 5!=monophosphorothioate#provides#a#nucleophilic#sulfur#that#can#subsequently#be#coupled#to#a#variety#of#electrophiles#(Burgin#and#Pace#1990;#Zhang#and#Cech#1997).### We#sought# to#develop#general#purpose# initiator#nucleotides# that#are#orthogonal# to#nucleophilic# substitution# chemistry# and# instead# use# efficient# azide=alkyne# 1,3=dipolar#cycloaddition,# or# ‘click’,# chemistry# (Figure# 5.1)# (Kolb,# Finn,# and# Sharpless# 2001).# The#copper(I)=catalyzed# azide=alkyne# cycloaddition# (CuAAC)# reaction# has# found# broad#applications#in#biological#research#due#to#its#quickness#and#selectivity.#However,#since#the#reactive#oxygen#species#that#are#produced#by#the#copper(I)#catalyst#are#damaging#to#RNA,#conditions#for#efficient#CuAAC#coupling#with#RNA#have#been#developed#only#recently#(Hong#et#al.#2009;#El=Sagheer#and#Brown#2010;#Paredes#and#Das#2011).##
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#
Figure(5.1.#General# scheme# for# site=specific# ‘click’# coupling# to# the#5!=terminus#of#an#RNA#transcript# through# the# initiator#nucleotide#method.#The#5!=phosphate#of#GMP# is#modified#with#an#alkyne#moiety#such#that#T7#RNA#polymerase#can#use#it#to#prime#transcription,#but#cannot#incorporate#it#into#the#transcript#since#it#is#not#activated.#The#transcript#can#then#be#‘clicked’#through#an#azide=alkyne#cycloaddition#reaction#to#a#wide#variety#of#functionalities#(R),#provided#they#contain#an#azide#group.### For#efficient#CuAAC#chemistry#with#RNA#the#copper(I)#catalyst#must#be#stabilized#by#a# chelating# ligand,# usually# a# polytriazole# like# tris(benzyltriazolylmethyl)amine# (TBTA)#or#the#more#water#soluble# tris(3=hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)amine#(THPTA)# # (Chan#et#al.#2004),# although# the# less# expensive# ligand# N,N,N!,N!!,N!!=pentamethyldiethylenetriamine#(PMDETA)#with# 20%#acetonitrile# as# a# cosolvent# can#work# just# as#well# (Paredes# and#Das#2011).# Better# results# are# obtained# if# the# copper(I)# is# produced# in# situ# by# reduction# of#copper(II)#with#sodium#ascorbate#after#chelation#(Hong#et#al.#2009;#Paredes#and#Das#2011).#The# need# for# copper(I)# catalysis# can# be# removed# entirely# if# the# alkyne# is# strained# by#incorporation# into#an#octyl# ring# to#give#a# reaction#known#as# the# strain=promoted#alkyne=
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azide#cycloaddition#(SPAAC)#(Agard,#Prescher,#and#Bertozzi#2004;#Ning#et#al.#2008),#but#this#reaction#creates#a#bulkier#linkage#and#has#not#yet#been#fully#exploited#for#RNA#biochemistry#(van#Delft#et#al.#2010).## The#CuAAC#reaction#has#now#been#used#to#modify#the#properties#of#siRNA#towards#the# development# of# therapeutics# (Hong# et# al.# 2009;# Peacock,# Fostvedt,# and# Beal# 2010;#Peacock,#Maydanovych,#and#Beal#2010;#Yamada#et#al.#2011;#Willibald#et#al.#2012),#to#ligate#oligoribonucleotides# (Xu,# Suzuki,# and# Komiyama# 2009;# El=Sagheer# and# Brown# 2010;# El=Sagheer# and# Brown# 2012;# Paredes# and# Das# 2011),# and# to# label# RNA# (Paredes# and# Das#2011;#Phelps,#Morris,#and#Beal#2012;#Motorin#et#al.#2011).#The#alkyne#or#azide#functionality#is#typically#incorporated#into#the#sugar#or#nucleobase#during#solid#phase#synthesis,#but#can#also#be# incorporated#enzymatically# (Peacock,#Fostvedt,# and#Beal#2010;#Winz#et#al.#2012).#Independently#of#our#work,#an#initiator#nucleotide#with#a#terminal#alkyne#has#been#used#to#successfully#label#an#RNA#transcript#(Paredes#and#Das#2011).## Here#we#report#the#synthesis,#transcription#priming#and#subsequent#‘click’#coupling#of# two# new# initiator# nucleotides,# one# containing# a# terminal# alkyne#with# a# shorter# linker#than# that# of# Paredes# et# al.# (Paredes# and# Das# 2011),# and# another# containing# a#dibenzylcyclooctyne#(DBCO)#group#for#SPAAC#coupling.#These#nucleotides#allow#for#simple#and# efficient# site=specific# coupling# to# RNA# transcripts.# We# will# further# propose# a# novel#scheme#to# isolate#an#RNA=dependent#RNA#polymerase#ribozyme#by# in#vitro# selection#that#makes#use#of#these#initiator#nucleotides.####
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Figure(5.2.#Site=specific#CuAAC#coupling#to#an#RNA#transcript.#(A)#PAGE#analysis#of#CuAAC#coupling#between#azide=PEG10=amine#and#a#25#nucleotide#transcript#primed#with#initiator#nucleotide#5.4.# The# coupling# reaction# contained#15#mM#CuSO4,# 30#mM#THPTA,# and#15%#MeCN,#buffered#to#pH#7.5#with#TrisHCl#and#was#initiated#by#the#addition#of#15#mM#sodium#ascorbate.#The#unreacted# transcripts# that#were#primed#by# initiator#nucleotide#5.4# versus#GTP#were# not# resolved.# (B)#Quantitation# of# the# PAGE# image.# The# plot#was# fit# to# a# single#exponential#decay#with#kobs#of#2.6#h=1#and#a#plateau#of#19%.##
Strain1promoted#azide1alkyne#cycloaddition#on#RNA#transcripts## After#obtaining#promising#results#with#the#site=specific#CuAAC#coupling#to#RNA,#we#moved# on# to# develop# an# initiator# nucleotide# that# did# not# require# copper(I)# catalysis# and#instead# relied# on# SPAAC# coupling.# Since# strained# alkynes# in# octyl# rings# are# bulkier# than#terminal# alkynes,# efficient# incorporation# of# such# an# initiator# nucleotide# by# T7# RNA#polymerase# was# less# certain.# Since# a# DBCO=PEG4=phosphoramidite# is# commercially#available,# we# synthesized# DBCO=PEG4=GMP# (5.6)# in# a# one=pot# three=step# procedure#according#to#Scheme#5.2.#The#overall#yield#was#low#at#44%,#but#a#single#synthesis#was#still#
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able# to# provide# 15# μmol# of#5.6# and# a# 100# μmol# transcription# reaction# only# requires# 0.4#μmol.##
Scheme(5.2.#Synthesis#of#an#initiator#nucleotide#with#a#strained#alkyne.a#
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Figure( 5.3.# Site=specific# copper=free# SPAAC# coupling# to# an# RNA# transcript.# (A)# PAGE#analysis# of# RNA# from# transcription# reactions# containing# 0.4# mM# GTP# and# the# indicated#amount# of# initiator# nucleotide#5.6.# (B)# PAGE# analysis# of# the# SPAAC# coupling# reaction# on#transcripts#primed#with#5.6.#(C)#Quantitation#of#the#SPAAC#coupling#reaction.#The#plot#was#fit#to#a#single#exponential#decay#with#a#kobs#of#0.90#h=1.##
Discussion(# We#have#developed#two#new#initiator#nucleotides#containing#alkyne#groups#that#T7#RNA#polymerase#can#use# to#prime# transcription,# resulting# in#RNA# transcripts# that# can#be#coupled# to# azides#using# ‘click’# chemistry.#One#of# these#nucleotides# (5.4)# contains# a# short#linker# to# a# terminal# alkyne# for# CuAAC# coupling,# and# the# other# (5.6)# contains# a# strained#DBCO#alkyne#for#copper=free#SPAAC#coupling.#These#nucleotides#can#be#easily#synthesized#(Schemes# 5.1# and# 5.2),# incorporated# into# transcription# reactions# and# coupled# to# azides#(Figures#5.2#and#5.3).#Overall,# the#procedures#outlined#here#are#some#of# the#simplest#and#
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most# efficient# for# site=specific# coupling# to# RNA# transcripts.# Azide# groups# can# be# easily#installed# in# compounds# by# nucleophilic# substitution# and,# due# to# the# popularity# of# click#chemistry,#many#azide=functionalized#compounds#are#commercially#available.#Efficient#and#orthogonal# copper=free# coupling# can# also# be# achieved# by# tetrazine=alkene# cycloaddition#chemistry,# and# this# reaction#has# already#been# applied# to#nucleic# acids# (Schoch,#Wiessler,#and# Jäschke# 2010;# Seckute,# Yang,# and# Devaraj# 2013).# Initiator# nucleotides# containing#tetrazine,#norbornene#or#cyclopentene#functionality#could#therefore#also#be#useful#furture#developments.## Although#the#initiator#nucleotides#presented#here#have#broad#potential#applications,#our#main#interest#was#in#facilitating#the#in#vitro#selection#of#ribozymes.#These#experiments#often# involve# coupling# a# transcribed# RNA# pool# to# a# substrate# (Seelig# and# Jaschke# 1999;#Coleman# and# Huang# 2002;# Zhang# and# Cech# 1997)# and# it# is# laborious# to# develop# a# new#coupling#method#for#each#selection.#Specifically,#we#propose#coupling#the#transcribed#RNA#pool# to# a# 2=methylimidazole=activate# uridine# nucleotide#with# a# PEG=linker# (Scheme# 5.3).#The#RNA#pool#can#then#be#selected#for#template=directed#nucleotide#ligation#activity#to#the#3!=terminus# of# a# primer=template# hairpin# conjugated# to# biotin# as# a# model# for# RNA=dependent#RNA#polymerase#activity#(Figure#5.4).#Optimization#of#the#R18#polymerase#has#been#met#with#limited#success#(Wochner#et#al.#2011),#possibly#since#it#was#developed#from#a# catalytic# core# that# was# originally# selected# as# an# oligonucleotide# ligase# that# has# little#affinity# for# a# primer=template# complex# and# requires# a# relatively# unreactive# triphosphate#substrate# (Lawrence# and# Bartel# 2003).# The# selection# proposed# here# would# require#substrate# affinity# from# the# ribozyme# and# the# chemical# reaction# being# catalyzed# is# more#favorable#(Chapter#2).#A#requirement# for# fidelity#could#be# incorporated# into# the#selection#
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Figure(5.4.#Proposed# in#vitro# selection#experiment# to# isolate#a#new#RNA=dependent#RNA#polymerase#ribozyme#core#that#uses#2=methylimidazole=activate#substrates.###
Methods(and(Materials(
General## All# reagents# were# purchased# from# Sigma=Aldrich# unless# stated# otherwise.#Deuterated# solvents# were# purchased# from# Cambridge# Isotope# Laboratories.# DNA#oligonucleotides#were#purchased#from#IDT#DNA.#Flash#chromatography#was#performed#on#a#Biotage#SP1#instrument#with#HP=Sil#columns.#NMR#spectroscopy#was#performed#on#a#400#MHz#Varian#spectrometer#(Oxford#AS=400)#operating#at#25oC.#Spectra#were#referenced#to#the# solvent# peak# according# to# published# values# (Gottlieb,# Kotlyar,# and# Nudelman# 1997),#except# for# 31P# spectra,#which#were# referenced# to# orthophosphate# (0# ppm).# All# gels#were#imaged#on#a#Typhoon#Scanner#9400# (GE#Healthcare)# and#analyzed#using# ImageQuant#TL#software# (GE# Healthcare)# with# the# standard# Cy3# settings# and# a# PMT# of# 600.# All# further#analysis# was# performed# with# Excel# (Microsoft)# and# Prism# (GraphPad).# THPTA# was#
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synthesized# according# to# published# procedures,# except# with# a# benzoyl# protecting# group#instead# of# acetyl# (Hong# et# al.# 2009).# Low# resolution# ESI=MS#was# performed# on# a# Bruker#Esquire# 6000# with# direct# injection.# Preparative# HPLC# purification# was# performed# on# a#Varian#ProStar#instrument#with#a#Varian#Dynamax#Microsorb#C18#column#(250x21.4#mm).##
Initiator#nucleotide#primed#transcription#with#T7#RNA#polymerase## The#conditions#for#the#click#reaction#were#as#follows:#1#mM#ATP,#UTP#and#CTP,#0.4#mM#GTP,#1#μM#sense#DNA#strand#(5!=TCT#AAT#ACG#ACT#CAC#TAT#AGG#AGC#TCA#GCC#TAC#GAG#CCT#GAG#CC=3!,#with#the#transcribed#sequence#underlined),#1μM#antisense#DNA#strand#(5!=GGC#TCA#GGC#TCG#TAG#GCT#GAG#CTC#CTA#TAG#TGA#GTC#GTA#TTA#GA=3!),#5#μM#Cy3=UTP#(Perkin=Elmer,#for#visualization),#the#indicated#concentration#of#initiator#nucleotide#5.4#or#






( 2!.O,3!.O,N2.Triisobutyrylguanosine((5.2).#Protected#guanosine#5.1#(5.17#g,#7.89#mmol)#was# dissolved# in# anhydrous# pyridine# (70#mL)# under# argon.# Isobutyric# anhydride#(5.0#mL,#29.2#mmol)#was#added#slowly#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#at#room#temperature#for#16#h.#The#solution#was#concentrated#in#vacuo#and#the#residue#was#partitioned#between#EtOAc# (300#mL)#and#5%#NaHCO3# (200#mL)#and# the#organic# layer#was# then#washed#with#water#(200#mL)#and#brine#(200#mL),#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered,#and#concentrated#in#vacuo#to#a#crude#foam.#This#crude#was#dissolved#in#a#solution#of#5%#trichloroacetic#acid#in#CH2Cl2#(50#mL)#and#stirred#at#room#temperature#for#1#h#under#argon.#The#reaction#was#neutralized#by#the#addition#of#5%#NaHCO3#(50#mL)#and#then#the#CH2Cl2#phase#was#washed#with#water#(50#mL)#and#brine#(50#mL),#dried#over#MgSO4,#filtered#and#concentrated#in#vacuo#to#a#crude#foam.#The#crude#was#purified#by#flash#chromatography#(0#to#6%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2)#to#afford#protected#nucleoside#5.2#as#a#white#foam#(2.46#g,#63%).#Rf#=#0.24,#6%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2;#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#CDCl3)#δ#7.71#(s,#1H,#H=C8),#5.95=5.88#(m,#2H,#H=C1!#and#H=C2!),#5.67#(dd,#J#=#5.1,#2.5#Hz,#H=C3!),#5.01#(d,#J#=#8.3#Hz,#1H,#H=OC5!),#4.27#(d,#J#=#1.9#Hz,#1H,#H=C4!),#3.96#(dd,#J#
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=#12.6,#2.0#Hz,#1H,#H=C5!),#3.83# (dd,# J#=#1.9,#1.9#Hz,#1H,#H=C5!),#2.71# (7,# J#=#6.9#Hz,#1H,#H=C(CH3)2),#2.62#(7,#J#=#7.0#Hz,#1H,#H=C(CH3)2),#2.51#(7,#J#=#7.0#Hz,#1H,#H=C(CH3)2),#1.27#(d,#J#=#6.9#Hz,#3H,#CH3),#1.27#(d,#J#=#6.9#Hz,#3H,#CH3)#),#1.21#(d,#J#=#7.0#Hz,#6H,#2xCH3)#),#1.12#(d,#J#=#7.0#Hz,#3H,#CH3)#),#1.09#(d,#J#=#7.0#Hz,#3H,#CH3);#ESI=MS#(m/z):#[M=H+]=#calc.#for#C22H31N5O8,#492.2,#obs.#492.2.## 2!.O,3!.O,N2.Triisobutyrylguanosine.5!.O.[O.(2.cyanoethyl).N,N.diisopropyl.
phosphamidite]( (5.3).# Protected# nucleoside#5.2# (516#mg,# 1.05#mmol)#was# dissolved# in#anhydrous# CH2Cl2# (11# mL)# under# argon.# The# solution# was# cooled# to# 0oC# and# then#N,N=diisopropylethylamine# (0.58# mL,# 3.36# mmol)# and# 2=cyanoethyl=N,N=diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite# (500# mg,# 2.10# mmol)# were# added.# The# reaction# was#gradually# warmed# to# room# temperature# and# stirred# for# 2.5# h.# The# solution# was#concentrated# in# vacuo# and# the# residue# was# purified# by# flash# chromatography# (0# to# 5%#MeOH#in#CH2Cl2)#to#afford#phosphoramidite#5.3#as#a#white#foam#(628#mg,#86%).#Rf#=#0.42,#8%#MeOH# in# CH2Cl2;# Note:# complex# spectrum# due# to# diastereomers# 1H# NMR# (400#MHz,#DMSO=d6)#δ#8.22#(s,#1H,#H=C8),#8.20#(s,#1H,#H=C8),#6.07#(d,#J#=#7.3#Hz,#2H,#H=C1!),#5.82=5.77#(m,#2H,#H=C2!),#5.52#(dd,#J#=#5.5,#2.4#Hz,#1H,#H=C3!),#5.48#(dd,#J#=#5.5,#2.8#Hz,#1H,#H=C3!),#4.36#(m,#2H,#H=C4!),#4.1=3.4#(m,#H=C5!#and#CH2CH2),#2.90=2.45#(m,#H=C(CH3)2),#1.20=0.97#(m,#60H,#CH3);#ESI=MS#(m/z):#[M+H+]+#calc.#for#C31H48N7O9P,#694.3,#obs.#694.2.## Guanosine.5!.O.(but.3.yn.1.yl( phosphate)( (5.4).# Phosphoramidite# 5.3# was#dissolved#in#anhydrous#MeCN#(10#mL)#under#argon.#3=Butyn=1=ol#(7.9#mL,#102#μmol)#and#5=(ethylthio)tetrazole#(8.0#mg,#55#μmol)#were#added#to#the#solution#and#the#reaction#was#stirred#at#room#temperature# for#1.5#h.#To# the#reaction#was#added#a#70%#solution#of#tert=butyl#hydroperoxide#(128#μL,#924#μL)#and#stirring#was#continued#at#room#temperature#for#
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another# 1# h.# Finally,# The# reaction# was# transferred# to# a# pressure# vessel,# diluted# with#ammonium# hydroxide# (10# mL)# and# then# stirred# at# 60oC# for# 16# h.# The# solution# was#concentrated# in# vacuo# and# the#product#was#purified#by#preparative#HPLC#with#2# to#20%#acetonitrile# in#10#mM#triethylammonium#bicarbonate#at#pH#7.5#over#20#min#to#afford#the#product#as#triethylammonium#salt#after#lyophilization#(63%#yield#by#HPLC).#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#D2O)#δ#8.04#(s,#1H,#H=C8),#5.91#(d,#J#=#5.7#Hz,#1H,#H=C1!),#4.82#(m,#H=C2!),#4.50#(m,#1H,#H=C3!),# 4.31# (br# s,# 1H,# H=C4!),# 4.08# (br# s,# 2H,# H=C5!),# 3,79# (dt,# J# =# 6.6,# 6.6# Hz,# 2H,#CH2CH2CCH),#3.18#(q,#J#=#7.3#Hz,#1.2x6H,#NH(CH2CH3)3+),#2.40#(t,#J#=#5.9#Hz,#2H,#CH2CH2CCH),#2.26#(s,#1H,#H=CC),#1.26#(t,# J#=#7.3#Hz,#1.2x9H,#NH(CH2CH3)3+);# 13C#NMR#(100#MHz,#D2O)#δ#159.6,#154.6,#152.4,#138.0,#117.0,#116.6,#87.5,#84.2,#73.8,#70.9,#65.4,#64.3,#47.2,#27.7,#20.3,#8.7;#31P#NMR#(160.8#MHz,#D2O)#δ#0#(orthophosphate),#=2.31;#ESI=MS#(m/z):#[M=H+]=#calc.#for#C14H18N5O8P,#414.1,#obs.#414.1.## Guanosine.5!.O.(dibenzylcyclooctyl.PEG4( phosphate)( (5.6).# 2!,3!=O=Acetyl=N2=isobutyrylguanosine#(ChemGenes)#(16#mg,#37#μmol)#was#dissolved#in#anhydrous#MeCN#(5#mL)# under# argon# with# 3# Å# molecular# sieves# (10).# Dibenzylcyclooctyl=PEG4=phosphoramidite# (Click#Chemistry#Tools)# (25#mg,# 34#μmol)# and#5=(ethylthio)tetrazole# (5#mg,#38#μmol)#were#added#to#the#reaction#and#then#it#was#stirred#at#room#temperature#for#2.5#h.#To#this#solution#was#added#a#70%#solution#of#tert=butyl#hydroperoxide#(50#μL,#350#μmol)# and# stirring# was# continued# for# 2.25# h.# Finally,# the# reaction# was# transferred# to# a#pressure#vessel#and#diluted#with#ammonium#hydroxide#(20#mL)#and#then#stirred#at#60oC#for#17#h.#The#reaction#was#concentrated#in#vacuo#and#the#crude#was#purified#by#preparative#HPLC#with#2#to#35%#acetonitrile#in#10#mM#triethylammonium#bicarbonate#pH#7.5#over#30#min# to# afford# the# product# as# a# triethylammonium# salt# after# lyophilization# (44%#yield# by#
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HPLC).#1H#NMR#(400#MHz,#D2O)#δ#7.94#(s,#1H,#H=C8),#7.64=7.27#(m,#8H,#H=Ar),#5.83#(t,#J#=#5.3#Hz,#1H,#H=C1!),#3.75#(d,#J#=#14.3#Hz,#1H,#H=octyl),#4.66#(dt,#J#=#6.0,#6.0#Hz,#1H,#H=C2!),#4.43#(dt,#



























Summary(of(Findings## Throughout# this# dissertation# we# have# discussed# different# approaches# to# the#development# of# self<replicating# nucleic# acids# as# the# genetic# material# for# a# protocell.# We#began#in#chapter#one#with#an#overview#of#the#current#state#of#protocell#research,#covering#non<enzymatic# and# ribozyme<catalyzed# nucleic# acid# self<replication,#minimal# systems# for#protein#enzyme#catalyzed#genome#replication,#and#self<replicating#compartments.#Chapter#two#reported#recent#results#on#the#chemical#mechanism#of#non<enzymatic#primer#extension#reactions#with#2<methylimidazole<activated#ribonucleotides.#This#reaction#has#become#the#standard#model# for# non<enzymatic# RNA# replication# since# it#was# developed# by#Orgel# and#colleagues# (Wu#and#Orgel# 1992a),# yet# its#mechanism#had#not#previously#been# studied# in#detail.# Interestingly,# we# found# that# there# is# no# general# acid<base# catalysis# in# the# rate<determining# step# of# the# reaction# and# the# 3!<hydroxyl# group# is# not# deprotonated# before#attack;# however,# Mg2+# likely# makes# inner# shell# contacts# during# catalysis.# From# these#findings#we#proposed#a#model#wherein#Mg2+#coordinates#the#3!<hydroxyl#of#the#primer#and#the#phosphate#of#the#incoming#nucleotide#to#coordinate#them#for#attack.## Chapter# three# continued# to# explore# the# mechanism# of# non<enzymatic# RNA#polymerization,# but# focused# on# the# importance# of# the# nucleotide<activating# group.# We#confirmed# and# quantified# a# result# originally# found# by# Orgel# and# colleagues# that# the#activating#group#of#the#nucleotide#bound#downstream#to#the#reacting#nucleotide#affects#the#reaction# rate# (Wu# and# Orgel# 1992b).# Unexpectedly,# we# then# found# that# free# activating#group#can#inhibit#the#polymerization#reaction#even#though#the#reaction#is#irreversible.#The#inhibition#did#not#appear# to#be# competitive#with#nucleotide#binding#or#due# to#binding# to#Mg2+.#Free#activating#group#also#inhibited#hydrolysis#of#the#activated#nucleotide,#although#
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less# potently.# These# results# have# important# implications# for# the# in# situ# reactivation# of#nucleotides,#which#requires#free#activating#group.### In#chapter#four#we#presented#a#novel#synthesis#for#the#2!<amino<modified#version#of#threose# nucleic# acid# (2!<NH2<TNA),# a# nucleic# acid# based# on# TNA,# which# many# have#suggested# could# be# relavant# to# the# origin# of# life# (Schoning# et# al.# 2000;# Orgel# 2000;# Yu,#Zhang,# and# Chaput# 2012).# Amino<modified# nucleotides# are# attractive# since# they# can#polymerize# more# quickly# than# natural# nucleotides# due# to# the# more# nucleophilic# amine#(Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013)#and#since#their#lack#of#requirement#for#Mg2+#makes#them# compatible#with# fatty# acid# vesicles# (Mansy# et# al.# 2008).# Although#we# expected# the#relatively# rigid# threose# backbone# to# form# a# pre<organized# template# for# efficient#polymerization,# we# found# that# the# amino<threose# nucleotides# polymerized# more# slowly#than#their#amino<RNA#counterparts#and#polymerized#more#slowly#on#a#TNA#template#than#on#RNA#or#DNA.#This#finding#suggests#that#a#certain#degree#of#flexibility#is#required#for#the#complex#to#adopt#a#reactive#conformation.## Finally,#in#chapter#five#we#presented#two#new#alkyne<modified#initiator#nucleotides#that#can#be#used#to#prime#transcription#by#T7#RNA#polymerase#for#subsequent#coupling#to#azide<containing#compounds#like#labels#and#affinity#tags.#One#contained#a#terminal#alkyne#with#a#short#(CH2)2#linker#for#copper(I)<catalyzed#azide<alkyne#cycloaddition#coupling#and#the#other#contained#a#dibenzylcyclooctyne#group#with#a#PEG4#linker#for#copper<free#strain<promoted# azide<alkyne# cycloaddition# coupling.# Although# these# nucleotides# are# generally#useful#for#efficiently#modifying#the#5!<terminus#of#transcripts,#we#developed#them#for#an#in#
vitro# selection# experiment# designed# to# isolate# a# novel# RNA<dependent# RNA# polymerase#core.#We#proposed# to# couple#an#RNA# library# to#a#2<methylimidazole<activated#nucleotide#
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and# then# select# for# RNA# sequences# that# could# ligate# that# nucleotide# to# a# primer.# This#selection# could# overcome# three#weaknesses# in# the# R18# polymerase# family# of# ribozymes:#their# lack#of#affinity# for# their#primer<template#substrate#(Lawrence#and#Bartel#2003),# the#fact# that# their# ligase# core#was# originally# selected#with# oligonucleotide# substrates# (Bartel#and#Szostak#1993),#and#their#large#size#from#having#an#accessory#domain#selected#on#top#of#a#ligase#core#(Johnston#et#al.#2001).##
Future(Directions(# The#future#issues#and#possible#solutions#for#nucleic#acid#replication#were#discussed#in# chapter# one# and#have#been# reviewed# recently# (Szostak#2012).# It# is# not# difficult# to# see#why# it# is# such# a# difficult# problem.# Nucleic# acids# are# thermodynamically# unstable# to#hydrolysis#and#the#primer#3!<hydroxyl#group#is#not#a#particularly#good#nucleophile.#Indeed,#it# is# no# more# reactive# than# water,# which# is# at# a# concentration# of# 55# M.# Therefore,# the#polymerization# rate# must# be# enhanced# by# a# combination# of# activating# the# 3!<hydroxyl#group# (e.g.,# general# acid<base# catalysis# or# deprotonation)# and# increasing# its# effective#concentration#by#forming#a#primer<template<monomer#complex.#Our#results#in#chapter#two#show# that# 3!<hydroxyl# activation# is# likely#minimal# and# the# apparent#KD# of# the#2<MeImpG#monomer#is#on#the#order#of#10#mM.#Despite#these#limitations#the#half<time#for#addition#is#reasonably#quick#at#24#min.## We#have#discussed#a#couple#different#approaches# to#enhancing#the#polymerization#rate,#including#the#use#of#amino<modified#nucleotides#and#ribozyme#catalysis.#However,#the#mechanistic# understanding# gained# through# the# experiments# presented# here# can# guide# a#third# approach:# the# rational# design# of# small# molecule# catalysts.# Detailed# studies# of# the#
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mechanism#of#RNA#hydrolysis#led#to#the#development#of#a#wide#variety#of#small#molecule#catalysts# for# the#reaction# that#use#a#combination#of#general#acid<base#catalysis#and#metal#coordination# (Morrow# and# Iranzo# 2004;# Lönnberg# 2011;# Cheng,# Abhilash,# and# Breslow#2012).#These#catalysts#have#even#been#combined#with#sequence<specific#DNA#binding#small#molecules#to#give#site<specific#cleavage#(Dervan#2001).#Small#molecule#catalysts#have#been#developed# for# many# other# biochemical# reactions# as# well# (Breslow# 1995;# Marchetti# and#Levine#2011).## In# comparison,# very# few# small# molecule# catalysts# have# been# developed# for# non<enzymatic# RNA# polymerization.# Intercalators,# downstream# binding# oligonucleotides# and#polycations#have#all#been#used#to#enhance#polymerization#by#strengthening#binding#(Renz,#Lohrmann,# and# Orgel# 1971;# Horowitz# et# al.# 2010;# Deck,# Jauker,# and# Richert# 2011),# and#nucleophilic#catalysts#can#enhance#amino<nucleotide#polymerization#(Röthlingshöfer#et#al.#2008;#Schrum#et#al.#2009;#Zhang#et#al.#2013).#Recent#work#from#our#group#has#shown#that#chelated# Mg2+# can# catalyze# RNA# polymerization,# albeit# less# effectively# than# free# Mg2+#(Adamala#and#Szostak).#This#finding#raises#the#possibility#of#developing#improved#ligands#analogous# to# those# developed# for# RNA# hydrolysis.# For# example,# the# net# charge# of# the#complex# could# be# increased# by# attaching# the# Mg2+# to# a# polycation# or# by# dimerizing# the#ligand# to# form# a# dinuclear# complex.# A# particularly# interesting# starting# point#would# be# a#dinuclear# copper(II)# complex# that# has# previously# be# used# to# catalyze# phosphodiester#transesterification# and# the# hydrolysis# of# 2!,3!<cyclic# phosphates# by# coordinating# to# the#phosphate# and# providing# a# bound# hydroxide# for# general# acid<base# catalysis# (Liu# and#Hamilton#1997;#Liu,#Luo,#and#Hamilton#1997).#Ideally,#the#catalyst#would#be#composed#of#a#short#peptide#or#another#potentially#prebiotic#material#to#make#it#relevant#to#origins#of#life#
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research,#and#it#should#also#allow#for#a#sufficiently#low#concentration#of#divalent#cation#as#to#make#the#reaction#compatible#with#fatty#acid#vesicles.##
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